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The United States led the world's economies in the 2(/11 century because we
led the world in innovation. Today, the competition is keeller; the
challenge is tougher; and that is why innovation is more important t/,an
ever. It is the key to good, new jobs for the 2pt celltury.
President Barack Obama, August 5, 2009. 1

This nation's greatest competitive advantage in the past were ideas that
helped America grow. We need to put the power of ideas to use again,for
the good of our fllture •••• To sustain high rates of real economic growth,
we must continue to create new "miracles" of high technology-miracles
both for innovation andfor modernization of the major areas of our
economy in manufacturing, agriculture, and services.
President Ronald Reagan, August 4, 1983. 2

I.

INTRODUCTION
Tessera, Inc. ("Tessera") respectfully submits this brief addressing the domestic

industry requirement of Section 337(a)(3)(C), pursuant to questions (10), (A), and (B) of the
Notice of Commission Determination To Review-In-Part A Final Determination Finding A
Violation Of Section 337; Schedule For Filing Written Submissions On The Issues Under
Review And On Remedy, The Public Interest, And Bonding; Extension Of The Target Date
To March 17,2010 (the "650 Notice").
In this Notice, the Commission asked for comment on the following questions:
•

In determining whether "investment" in "licensing" is "substantial," is all
spending in connection with licensing efforts by an intellectual property
owner properly considered "investment" and, if so, do some kinds of
spending in connection with licensing efforts merit full weight in the
Commission's analysis of whether total investment is "substantial" while
others merit less weight?

1 Office of Science and Technology Policy, National Economic Council, Exec.
Office of the President, A Strategy for American Innovation: Driving Towards Sustainable
Job Growth and Quality Jobs (Sept. 2009); Declaration of Kevin Rivette, Ex. 5.
2 Statement on Establishment of the President's Commission on Industrial
Competitiveness (Aug. 4, 1983), Ex. 1.
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•

Does Congress's use of the term "exploitation" in Section 337(a)(3)(C)
require the Commission to give greater weight to licensing efforts directed to
bringing the protected article to market as opposed to, for example, efforts
seeking to require an existing producer to take a license for a product it
already makes?

•

Is it significant that Congress grouped "licensing" with "engineering" and
"research and development" in describing exploitation in
Section 337(a)(3)(C)?

•

To what extent do legal fees paid by an intellectual property rights holder in
litigation with targeted licensees and/or infringers represent investments in
the exploitation of an intellectual property right within the meaning of
Section 337(a)(3)(C)?

Tessera submits that the answer to all of these questions is the same: the Commission
should consider all domestic spending in connection with licensing and give equal weight
and equal value to (1) domestic investments in licensing by U.s.-based innovators whose
businesses focus on the advancement of technology through investments in research and
development that are fimded through intellectual property licensing ("non-practicing
innovators," or "NPIs") and (2) domestic investments in manufacturing by corporations
whose businesses focus on using the intellectual property of others in manufacturing
operations.
Any attempt by the Commission to narrow its interpretation of the domestic industry
requirement or alter it by giving more value to one fonn of licensing investment over
another would represent an attempt by the Commission to second guess the legitimate
business decisions of innovating entities and impose its own economic or policy judgments
on how these innovators should monetize their innovations in order to merit the
Commission's protection. Such an imposition of judgment would contravene the
Commission's mandate as stated in the text of Section 337(a)(3)(C) and be antithetical to the
intent of Congress as expressed in the statute's legislative history. An alteration of the
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analysis under Section 337(a)(3)(C) would also represent an abrupt abandonment of the
Commission's practice since 1988, which has always been to permit complainants to satisfy
the domestic industry requirement by demonstrating domestic investments in licensing,
including exploitation of existing patents, ongoing licensing activities, patent enforcement,
and encouraging entities that have already brought infringing products to market to obtain a
license ("late-stage licensing activities"), and to afford such investments equal weight in the
domestic industry analysis. Most importantly, any such alteration would deny protection to
those innovators who, in the current innovation economy, provide the fuel that continues to
power the American job engine.

II.

BACKGROUND: THE AMERICAN INNOVATION COMMUNITY AND
THEITC
"When Congress amended section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 in 1988 to provide

the definition of domestic industry now found in subsection (a)(3), it stated that its purpose
was 'to make [Section 337] a more effective remedy for the protection of United States
intellectual property rights.'" Texas Instruments Inc. v. lTC, 988 F.2d 1165, 1181 (Fed. Cir.
1993) (citation omitted). Since that time, the innovation community, of which Tessera is a
part, has flourished, and the ITC has proven an important force in ensuring these innovators
can continue their work.

A.

Tessera

Tessera is a publicly traded U.S.-based corporation with more than 415 employees.
Tessera maintains its corporate headquarters in San Jose, California and an office in
Charlotte, North Carolina. Over two-thirds of Tessera's employees work in the United
States. (Nothhaft Decl. ~ 5.)
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Tessera's core business is innovation in the semiconductor realm. Its engineers have
enabled a broad array of smaller, faster, more reliable, and more feature-rich electronics that
impact millions oflives in this country every day. Tessera invests an enormous amount of
money in research and development ("R&D")-$71 million in 2009 alone. OfTessera's
415 employees, 270 are directly involved in R&D and engineering. (Id) Over 20% of
Tessera's employees hold a Ph.D. Due in no small part to the energy, vibrancy, and
commitment of these creative thinkers, Tessera now holds approximately 2,000 patents
worldwide. (Id)
Developing innovations and patenting them, however, is only part ofthe story. After
investing in engineering and developing its inventions, Tessera recaptures this investment by
monetizing the resulting intellectual property. Tessera relies on licensing revenues from
existing patents to finance its ongoing research and development. (Id at ~ 6.) Without an
ability to obtain fair compensation for its innovations from foreign manufacturers (and most
of the large-scale manufacture of semiconductor devices does now occur abroad), Tessera
would be unable to continue advancing the state of the art as it has now for two decades.
Today, Tessera has a highly successful licensing program, under which it currently licenses
its technologies to over 60 companies, including nine of the largest ten semiconductor
manufacturers in the world. (Jd. at ~ 7.) Many ofthese companies are U.S. companies, and
the success they have been able to achieve by taking advantage ofTessera's innovations has
significantly promoted the success ofthe U.S. economy. (Jd)
Tessera's current business model was shaped by recent macroeconomic trends.
Tessera began in 1990 as a developer of foundational semiconductor packaging technology
and, thereafter, a manufacturer of semiconductor packages. (Id at ~ 6.) After nearly ten
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years in business and facing pressure to stop competing directly with its technology
customers in the manufacturing realm, the company made a business decision to focus its
efforts on the continued development of its innovative packaging technologies and in
assisting customers to make the transition to those new technologies in their commercial
manufacturing operations. (Jd.) This business model required Tessera to make considerable
investments in continued research and development, as well as substantial expenditures
associated with the engineering services it continued to provide, and the majority of the
funding it received to enable those efforts was derived from licensing the rights to the
packaging solutions it developed and transitioned into large scale manufacturing operations
in partnership with industry-leading semiconductor manufacturers. (Id.)
Tessera has benefited considerably from the authority and protection of the ITC.
This Commission recognized almost a decade ago that Tessera's patents represented a
"paradigm shift" in semiconductor technology, and that unauthorized practice of these
patents by foreign manufacturers should be halted. See Certain Semiconductor Chips With

Minimized Chip Package Size And Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-432, ID,
2001 ITC LEXIS 788, at *189 (Sept. 25,2001) ("Sharp"). Since then, Tessera has returned
to the Commission, with the understanding that the Commission is committed to its mandate
of protecting the intellectual property rights of American innovators. See Certain

Semiconductor Chips with Minimized Chip Package Size and Products Containing Same,
Inv. No. 337-TA-605 ("Semiconductor Chips"); Certain Semiconductor Chips with

Minimized Chip Package Size and Products Containing Same (III), Inv. No. 337-TA-630
{"Semiconductor Chips (III)").
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B.

The Innovation Community

Tessera, however, is only one company in a diverse and vibrant innovation
community within the United States. The community of innovators includes universities,
research institutions, small businesses, and individual inventors. (Rivette Decl. , 4;
Nothhaft Decl. , 8.) Each group makes significant contributions to both technological
innovation and the economy in the United States. Indeed, the Commission has already held
that Congress intended for the domestic industry requirement to expand the Commission's
protection to each of these groups. See Certain Stringed Musical Instruments, Inv. No. 337TA-586, Comm'n Op., 2009 ITC LEXIS 2250, at *43 (May 16,2008) ("The legislative
history of the current domestic industry requirement sets forth the examples of bio-tech
startups, universities, and the Certain Products with Gremlin Character Descriptions, Inv.
No. 337-TA-201 investigation which provide guidance as to when a domestic industry in
research and development, licensing, or both might exist."); accord Certain Plastic

Encapsulated Integrated Circuits, Inv. No. 337-TA-315, Comm'n Op., 1991 ITC LEXIS
1134, at *135 (Nov. 20, 1991), ajJ'd sub nom. Texas Instrs., 988 F.2d 1165.
Universities play an essential role in the innovation economy. In passing the BayhDole Act in 1980, Congress determined that allowing universities to license out their
inventions and discoveries was the optimal way to "promote the commercialization and
public availability of inventions made in the United States by United States industry and
labor." 35 U.S.C. § 200. By any measure, the Bayh-Dole Act has been successful in
encouraging the creation and dissemination of university research. According to the
information published by the Association of University Technology Managers ("AUTM"):
"before 1980, fewer than 250 patents were issued to U.S. universities each
year and discoveries were seldom commercialized for the public's benefit. In
contrast, in FY 2002, AUTM members reported that 5,327 new license
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agreements were signed. Between FY 1991 and FY 2004, annual invention
disclosures increased more than 290 percent (to 18,178), new patents filed
increased nearly 450 percent (to 11,089) and new licenses and options
executed increased about 510 percent (to 5,329)."
(Rivette Decl. ~ 7, Ex. 6.)
As Congress intended, universities now act as feeders for ideas that lead to the
creation of small businesses. According to AUTM's most recent survey, 686 new products
and 555 new companies were created based on university technology in 2007 alone-an
average of 13 products and 10 new companies per week. (Jd at ~~ 6, 7, Ex. 6.) It is
therefore important that universities be able to transfer their intellectual property assets to
small new startups for development and monetization. (Nothhaft Decl.

~~

8, 9.)

Universities have, not surprisingly, become involved in patent litigation, and have played a
role in several ITC investigations, either as complainants themselves, or more commonly as
the originating source of an innovation that has become the subject of a patent that is the
subject of an investigation. 3
Research institutions, like universities, play an essential role in the innovation
economy. (Rivette Decl.

~

7; Nothhaft Decl. ~ 8.) Research institutions can include

federally funded labs, medical research groups, or other non-profit innovators. Apart from
the 36 federally funded R&D centers, there are numerous privately funded research
institutions. (Rivette Decl. ~ 7, Ex. 3.) Work at research institutions is at the forefront of
scientific awareness. Commonwealth Sci. & Indus. Research Organisation v. Buffalo Tech.

3 See, e.g., Certain Devices For Determining Organ Positions and Certain
Subassemblies Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-555, Order No. 12,2006 ITC LEXIS 780 (Apr. 25,
2006); Certain Plasma Display Panels and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA445,66 Fed. Reg. 47502 (Sept. 12,2001); Certain Limited-Charge Cell Culture
Microcarriers, Inv. No. 337-TA-129, ALl ID, 1983 LEXIS 71 (June 6,1983); Certain
Short-Wavelength Light Emitting Diodes, Laser Diodes and Products Containing Same, Inv.
No. 337-TA-640, ALl ID, 2009 ITC LEXIS 1021 (May 8, 2009).
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lnc., 492 F. Supp. 2d 600, 607 (E.D. Tex. 2007). Although their work may not have
immediate applications, research institutions have made enormous contributions to society
in the form of new products and processes. Id. Because of this, the public interest is
advanced by encouraging investment by research institutions into future technologies, which
further promotes innovation and the progress of science. (Rivette Decl. ~ 7.) Like
universities, the principal means through which these institutions can recapture value from
their innovations is through licensing of their intellectual property. (Id.) It is notable that,
even after eBay v. MercExchange, L.L.C., 547 U.S. 388 (2006), one ofthe few types ofNPls
to which courts have granted injunctions are research institutions. See Commonwealth
Science, 492 F. Supp. 2d at 22 ("Because the work of research institutions .. . is often
fundamental to scientific advancement, it merits strong patent protection.").
Finally, small businesses make critical contributions to the innovation economy.
Small business innovation is twice as closely linked to scientific research as large firm
innovation on average, and so is substantially more high-tech or cutting-edge. (Rivette
Decl. ~ 8, Exs. 8, 9, 10.) Moreover, small businesses are more effective in producing highvalue innovations-the citation index, which measures how often a patent is cited relative to
other patents in the same technical field, for small finn patents averaged 1.53 compared to
1.19 for large firms . (Id) Small patenting businesses also contribute to the innovation
community because they are roughly 13 times more innovative per employee than large
patenting firms, as measured by the number of patents produced by a business per employee.
(Id) Further, a small firm patent is at least twice as likely to be found among the top 1% of

highest-impact patents as a patent from a large business. (ld)
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III.

THE COMMISSION HAS ALWAYS PROTECTED LICENSING
ACTIVITIES OF ALL SORTS WITH EQUAL FERVOR

A.

Licensing Activities Alone May Satisry The Domestic Industry
Requirement

"Section 337 requires, as a condition of relief, that a domestic industry exist that
exploits the patent at issue." Certain CD-ROM Controllers and Products Containing Same,
Inv. No. 337-TA-409, Comm'n Det., 1999 ITC LEXIS 314, at *54 (Oct. 18, 1999) ("Certain

CD-ROM Controllers"). Section 337 provides:
(a)(3) ... an industry in the United States shall be considered to exist ifthere
is in the United States, with respect to the articles protected by the patent,
copyright, trademark, mark work, or design concemed(A) significant investment in plant and equipment;
(B) significant employment of labor or capital; or
(C) substantial investment in its exploitation, including engineering, research
and development, or licensing.
19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3). The domestic industry requirement is satisfied by meeting anyone
of the three prongs of 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3). Certain CD-ROM Controllers, 1999 ITC
LEXIS 314, at *54.
Complainants can satisfy the domestic industry requirement by demonstrating
licensing activities that are related to the patents asserted in the investigation. Certain

Digital Satellite System Receiver and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-392, ALJ ID,
1997 WL 696255 (Oct. 20, 1997) ("DSS"). A complainant need only show "substantial
investment" in the "exploitation" of the asserted patents, including licensing. 19 U.S.c. §
1337(a)(3)(C); DSS, 1997 WL 696255. The statute does not require a complainant to
manufacture the patented products, nor does it require a complainant to show that a product
covered by the patents is made by complainant's licensees. Id; see also Sharp, Order
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No. 13,2001 ITC LEXIS 971 (Jan. 24, 2001) ("Tessera may establish that a domestic
industry exists by relying solely on its investment in licensing .... ").

B.

Section 337(a)(3)(C) Sets a Lower Bar Than Sections (A) And (B)

In addition to broadening the definition of domestic industry to include the
monetization of patents through development and licensing, Section 337(a)(3)(C) made it
easier for a complainant to satisfy the domestic industry requirement in two specific ways.
First, for a complainant whose industry is licensing, the level of investment the
complainant must show was reduced from "significant," to "substantial." "It is a wellestablished canon of statutory interpretation that the use of different words or terms within a
statute demonstrates that Congress intended to convey a different meaning for those words."

s.E.C. v. McCarthy, 322 F.3d 650, 656 (9th Cir. 2003); accord Citizens and Southern Nat.
Bank v. Bougas, 434 U.S. 35,44 (1977). Thus, Congress' use of the term "substantial
investment," as opposed to "significant investment," makes clear that it intended to create a
lesser standard for the investment required for domestic industry in innovation.
Accordingly, when considering investments in manufacturing, the Commission looks
closely at whether such investments are "significant" as compared to the complainant's
investments in foreign industry, but when considering investments in exploitation under
Section 337(a)(3)(C), the Commission looks more holistically at whether such investments
have been "substantial," and does not require the complainant to prove that the investments
represent any particular percentage ofthe complainant's overall business model. Certain

Microlithographic Machines and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-468, ALJ ID at 346
(Jan. 29, 2003) ("Microlithographic Machines") (noting that Congress intended a simpler
test by using the word "substantial" rather than "significant"), adopted in relevant parI,
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Notice of Comm'n Det. Not to Review (Jan. 29, 2003); see Donald K. Duvall et aI., Unfair
Competition and the ITC: Actions before the International Trade Commission under Section
337 of the TariffAct of 1930, at 632 (2008).
Second, when considering investment in manufacturing, the Commission applies a
two-part test, with an economic prong and a technical prong. Certain Zero-Mercury-Added
Alkaline Batteries, Parts Thereof and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-493,
ALJ ID and RD, 2004 ITC LEXIS 673, at *162 (June 2, 2004) ("Alkaline Batteries"). The
Commission analyzes in detail whether a claim of the asserted patent reads on a product that
either the complainant or any of its licensees manufacture. ld at * 165-66. These analyses
can be intricate, almost requiring a mini-trial in themselves of whether the complainant
manufactures a product that practices the patent. See id at * 165-66. In contrast, when
considering investment in engineering, research and development or licensing, the
Commission looks only at whether there is a "nexus" between the asserted investments and
the asserted patents. See 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3)(C); Microlithographic Machines, ALJ 10,
at 346. This analysis is less exacting. Id at 346-47.
C.

Since The Amendment Of The Trade Act, The Commission Has
Consistently Found Domestic Industry Based On Patent Utilization Of
All Types

In the years since the Trade Act was amended to expand the domestic industry
requirement so as to increase protection for non-practicing innovators, the Commission has
consistently protected the intellectual property rights of those whose primary domestic
industry consists of licensing activity-including late-stage licensing activity-in a series of
well-reasoned opinions that remain precedential today.
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1.

The Commission Has Consistently Permitted Tessera To Prove
Domestic Industry Based On Its Licensing Activities, And
Afforded Equal Weight To All Licensing Investments

In Sharp, the ALJ found that Tessera could and did satisfy the domestic industry
requirement solely on the basis of licensing activities. See Sharp, Order No. 13, 2001 ITC
LEXIS 971, at *17 - 23 (Jan. 24, 2001). The ALl explained that the legislative history of
the statute compelled the finding that Congress intended non-practicing innovators,
including "universities and other intellectual property owners who engage in extensive
licensing of their rights to manufacturers" to be able to invoke the protection of the ITC.

See id. at *19. Furthermore, the ALl expressly took into consideration not only Tessera's
investments in engineering, research and development, and prototyping, id. at * 11-* 12, but
also Tessera's ongoing investments in "negotiating licenses with additional companies," id.
at *22, Tessera's ongoing litigation expenses in other related patent disputes, id. at *22 n.8,
and Tessera's expenses for in-house "licensing and contracts attorneys whose
responsibilities irrclude negotiating and drafting licenses and contracts related to [its]
technology." Id. at * 13. The ALl also counted Tessera's expenses for "a staff of employees
from the legal, marketing and finance groups who monitor both royalty payments and
royalty reports." Id. at *14. The ALJ gave all of these investments equal weight. The
Commission affirmed the ALJ's determination in full. See Sharp, Notice of Comm'n Det.
Not to Review (Feb. 26, 2001).
In the 605 Investigation, the ALJ found that Tessera had "amply" made the showing
required by Section 337(a)(3)(C). Semiconductor Chips, ID (public) at 116 (Dec. 1,2008).
The AU explained that Tessera's investment in the ongoing licensing of its patents
constituted "domestic industry" in Sharp, and that Tessera had only increased the size of its
licensing program in the intervening years. Id. at 117. As in Sharp, the AU in
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Semiconductor Chips expressly considered and gave equal weight to Tessera's late-stage
licensing activities, noting that Tessera continued to maintain "employees working on patent
licensing activities, including patent attorneys, licensing and business development
employees, and support staff." Id. at 118. The AU also gave equal weight to the fact that
"the evidence shows that Tessera's in-house attorneys have direct licensing, contract, and
enforcement responsibilities." Id. The AU found these investments were "clearly
substantial," id. at 118, and the Commission affirmed See Comm'n Op. (public) at 79
(June 3, 2009).
In the 630 Investigation, the AU again accorded equal weight to all ofTessera's
licensing expenses, and again found that Tessera satisfied the domestic industry requirement
based on these expenses. See Certain Semiconductor Chips with Minimized Chip Package
size and Products Containing Same (III), Inv. No. 337-TA-630, Order No. 31
(September 16, 2008), Notice of Comm'n Det. Not To Review (October 8, 2008).

2.

The Commission Has Never Waivered From Its Position That
Licensing Activities Of All Types Are Sufficient To Satisfy The
Domestic Industry Requirement

The Commission has also determined that the licensing activities alone of many
other members of the innovation community satisfy the domestic industry requirement under
Section 337(a)(3)(C).
In Certain Digital Processors and Digital Processing Systems, Components Thereof,
and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-559, AU ID at 97 (June 21, 2007)
("Digital Processors"), for example, the complainant had for nearly 20 years engaged
exclusively in the technology licensing business, with a patent portfolio consisting of five
U.S. patents and the foreign counterparts to those patents. Digital Processors, AU ID at 86,
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99. The complainant's activities included employing an individual for licensing works in
rented office space, making "substantial investments" in its patent portfolio business in
licensing, "investing in the underlying intellectual property right," monitoring the market
and analyzing products covered by the patent, conducting patent license negotiations, and
maintaining relationships with engineers and computer scientists who act as technology
licensing consultants. Id at 96. The AU determined that these licensing activities, alone,
having a clear nexus between the patent and the complainant's investments in the
monetization of its patents through licensing, demonstrated that "there is no question that in
satisfaction of subsection (a)(3)(C) of section 337, [complainant] has a domestic industry
based on patent licensing." Id at 97.
Similarly, In Alkaline Batteries, the AU gave equal weight to the complainant's
engineering, research and development, and licensing activities that exploited its patent.

Alkaline Batteries, AU ID, 2004 ITC LEXIS 673, at *177-81. Although the engineering
and research and development activities of the complainant, alone, were enough to satisfy
the requirements of Section 337(a)(3)(C), the ALl accorded equal weight to complainant's
late-stage licensing activities and emphasized that "[c]omplainants have adequately
demonstrated [their] domestic investment in exploitation of [its patent] through licensing
satisfies [Section 337(a)(3)(C)]." Id at *181. 4
4 See also Certain Automotive Multimedia Display and Navigation Systems,
Components Thereoj and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-657, AU 10, 2009
ITC LEXIS 1916, at *246-*62 (Sept. 22, 2009) ("[T]he AU finds that speculating on
Honeywell's motives for starting activities relating to licensing does not detract from the
fact that Honeywell has actually expended significant resources in developing its licensing
program"); Certain Computer Products, Computer Components and Products Containing
Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-628, AU 10, 2009 ITC LEXIS 667, at *266-76 (Mar. 16,2009)
(complainant generated income and revenue from its licensing activities, employed patent
engineers, licensing representatives and intellectual property attorneys); Certain 3G Mobile
Handsets and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-613, AU ID, 2009 ITC LEXIS 1344
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3.

No Reason Exists To Reverse Current Practice

Although "[t]here is no doctrine of stare decisis in administrative practice," and "an
agency is not bound by its own prior determinations," agencies cannot change their "prior
rulings and decisions ... capriciously or arbitrarily," and "may not depart from prior
practice without explaining to the parties [their] reasons for the difference in treatment."

Certain NAND Flash Memory Circuits, Inv. No. 337-TA-526, USITC Pub. No. 3970 at 4-5
(Dec. 2007), 2007 WL 4861334 (Oct. 19,2005), a./J'd in pertinent part, Comm'n Notice
(Dec. 5,2005); see Schucker v. FDIC, 401 F.3d 1347, 1354-55 (Fed. Cir. 2005) ("An agency
is obligated to follow precedent, and ifit chooses to change, it must explain why" (citation
omitted».
Furthermore, the Federal Circuit has cautioned the agencies subject to its review that
"the amount of deference due" the agency's determinations depends in part upon its
consistency with its prior practice. See Texas Crushed Stone Co. v. United States, 35 F.3d
1535, 1541 n.7 (Fed. Cir. 1994). An ITC determination "which conflicts with" the agency's
earlier practice is '''entitled to considerably less deference' than" when the "lTC's approach
[is] not inconsistent with its prior practice" and reflects "a consistently held agency view."

Id. (quoting INS v. Cardoza-Fonseca, 480 U.S. 421,446 n.30 (1987». The Federal Circuit
has made clear that "'an agency changing its course is obligated to supply a reasoned
(Mar. 10,2009) (unreviewed by Commission in relevant part) (complainant's licensing
activities alone satisfied the domestic industry requirements under 337(a)(3)(C»; Certain
Nitrile Gloves and Certain Nitrile Rubber Gloves, Inv. No. 337-TA-608, Inv. No. 337-TA612, ALl ID, 2008 ITC LEXIS 2230 at *196-207 (Aug. 25, 2008); Certain 3G Wideband
Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) Handsets and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337TA-601, All ID (June 24, 2008) (unreviewed by Commission in relevant part); Certain
Devices for Connecting Computers Via Telephone Lines, Inv. No. 337-T A-360, All ID,
1994 ITC LEXIS 306 at *6-*27 (Apr. 21, 1994) (although complainant engaged in
engineering and research and development in addition to licensing activities under
337(a)(3)(C), the All determined that complainant's licensing activities alone were
sufficient to establish a domestic industry).
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analysis for the change.'" Schucker, 401 F.3d at 1354-55 (quoting Motor Vehicle lvIfrs.
Ass 'n Of

us., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29,42 (1983)).

On the issue of domestic industry, the Commission has consistently interpreted the
requirement to require it to afford equal weight to all expenses related to licensing, and
consistently held that NPls may satisfy the requirement under Section 337(a)(3)(C). As the
next two sections will explain, neither the text of the statute, the legislative history, nor
economic policy provide any reason for the Commission to abandon this practice or abandon
non-practicing innovators.

IV.

THE STATUTE SUPPORTS THE COMMISSION'S LONGSTANDING
INTERPRETATION
A.

The Text Of The Statute Does Not Permit The Commission To Engraft A
Narrowing Interpretation That Favors Some Licensing Investments
Over Others

Section 337(a)(3)(C) broadly encompasses licensing investments made over the
entire life cycle of an innovation. An interpretation favoring some investments over others
would be irreconcilable with the plain text.

1.

By Its Terms, Section 337(a)(3)(C) Encompasses All Licensing
Investments

The terms of 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3)(C) must be defined by their ordinary,
contemporary, and common meaning. Burns v. Alcala, 420 U. S. 575, 580-581 (1975).
This ordinary meaning can be divined by referring to a dictionary. See Smith v. United
States, 508 U.s. 223,228-29 (1993). A narrower interpretation of a term, inconsistent with
the ordinary meaning intended by Congress, must be rejected. See Chevron U S. A. Inc. v.
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U. S. 837, 843, n. 9 (1984).
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Section 337(a)(3)(C) provides that an industry exists in the United States if, with
respect to the articles protected by the patent, there is "substantial investment in its
exploitation, including engineering, research and development, or licensing." 19 U.S.c.

§ 1337(a)(3)(C). Investment is defined as an "expenditure of money for income or profit or
to purchase something of intrinsic value." Webster's New international Dictionary 1190 (3d
ed. 2002), Ex. 2. There is nothing in the definition to suggest that some forms of investment
are more of an "investment" than others. To the contrary, an expenditure on, for example,
legal fees to enforce a patent, is just as much an "expenditure of money for income or
profit," as an expenditure on R&D. By deviating from the natural meaning of the word
"investment," the Commission would be substituting its own judgment of what constitutes a
worthy "investment" for the textual mandate that all forms of "expenditure of money for
income or profit" be considered for the domestic industry analysis.
The Commission similarly should not restrict the scope of the word "exploitation."
Exploit is defined as "to take advantage of' and is synonymous with "utilize." Webster's

New International Dictionary 801 (3d ed. 2002), Ex. 2. Nothing in the definition of
"exploitation" requires that the Commission give greater weight to certain kinds of
exploitation over others. An expenditure on, for example, negotiations to encourage a
manufacturer that makes a product that infringes a patent to take a license, is as much an
effort to "take advantage of' or ''utilize'' the patent as would be research and development.
"Engineering," "research and development," and "licensing" all must be given their
ordinary meaning:
•

Engineering is "the application of scientific and mathematical principles to
practical ends such as the design, manufacture, and operation of efficient and
economical structures, machines, processes, and systems." The American
Heritage Dictionary 592 (4th ed. 2000), Ex. 2.
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•

Research and development is the "scientific and marketing evolution of a
new product or service." Barron's Dictionary of Business Terms 586 (3d ed.
2000), Ex. 2.

•

A license is "the grant by a patent holder to another of any of the rights
embodied in the patent short of an assignment of a fractional interest therein
and short of assigning all the rights protected by the patent." Webster's New
International Dictionary 1304 (3d ed. 2002), Ex.2. Licensing is defined as
granting or issuing a license to someone, usually after special qualifications
have been met. Id

These definitions make apparent that no aspect of licensing is to be given any more
or less weight by the Commission than any other when considering domestic industry.
According to its plain meaning, an "investment" in the "exploitation" of a patent through
"licensing" means:
an "expenditure of money for income or profit," "to take advantage of' or
"utilize" the granting "by a patent holder to another of any of the rights
embodied in the patent."

Any and all of the various licensing expenses listed in the Commission's 650 Notice seeking
comment on domestic industry, whether "efforts directed to bringing the protected article to
market," "efforts seeking to require an existing producer to take a license for a product it
already makes," or "legal fees paid ... in litigation," fit this definition. See 650 Notice at 34. More importantly, nothing in this definition suggests or permits that the Commission
decide that Congress meant to refer to only some of these activities and not others.

2.

The Grouping Of Engineering, Research And Development, And
Licensing As Examples Of "Exploitation" Suggests That These
Activities Should Receive Similar Treatment

The fact that licensing is grouped with engineering and research and development in
Section 337(a)(3)(C) as examples of "exploitation" does not limit the scope of any of these
terms. See 650 Notice, at 4 (Question (lO)(A)). All of these activities (engineering,
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research and development, and licensing) constitute "exploitation" under an ordinary
reading of the language of the statute.
The doctrine of noscitur a sociis teaches that a word is defined by the company it
keeps, especially where a word is capable of many meanings. Jarecki v. GD Searle & Co.,
367 US 303, 307 (1961). In Section 337(a)(3)(C), the primary word is "exploitation,"
followed by the word "including," followed by a list of three things that "exploitation" can
include: engineering, research and development, or licensing. See 19 U.S.C. §
1337(a)(3)(C). The use of the word "including" immediately after "exploitation" indicates
that the words to follow are all types of "exploitation." Under noscitur a sociis, therefore,
the word "licensing" does not inform the meaning of or "research and development" or
"engineering." Rather, all three terms are grouped together to inform the meaning of
"exploitation."
The grouping and ordering of these terms together as examples of "exploitation"
indicates that Congress intended the ITC to consider equally all forms of licensing activity,
conducted over the entire life of the patent. The terms appear in "life cycle" order. An
invention must first be engineered, then go through research and development, and
ultimately be licensed. Thus, the text of the statute indicates that "exploitation" of a patent
includes all of the activities conducted over the complete life cycle of the innovation.

B.

The Legislative History Of Section 337 Shows That Congress Intended
The ITC To Protect All Forms Of Domestic Industry In Licensing

Congress has long intended the ITC to play an important role in enforcing the
intellectual property rights ofNPls. Each amendment to the Trade Act of 1930 has
strengthened and broadened the impact of Section 337. In 1974 Congress amended
Section 337 to expand the remedies (such as cease and desist orders) available to domestic
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industry. S. Rep. 93-1298 at 7212 (1974). Section 337 was amended again in 1988 in
response to concerns about the competitiveness of American industry. H.R. Rep. 100-40,
pt. 1 at 154 (1987). Congress was concerned that stronger protection of American
intellectual property was "one of the keystones to addressing the trade problem" and
explained that "without question, the American creative genius has been nurtured by strong
legal traditions of protecting the property rights of intellectual property owners." 132 Congo
Rec. H9965 (Oct, 14, 1986).
The 1988 amendments also made clear that Congress desired more robust protection
of domestic industry under section 337 than the Commission was providing at that time in
the area of intellectual property. The "fundamental purpose for the amendments made by
section 172 [was] to strengthen the effectiveness of section 337 in addressing the growing
problems being faced by U.S. companies from the importation of articles which infringe
U.S. intellectual property rights." H.R. Rep. 100-40, pt. 1 at 155 (1987); see Texas Instrs.,
988 F.2d at 1181. Congress was especially concerned that the Commission was interpreting
the domestic industry requirement "in an inconsistent and unduly narrow manner." Id. at
157. In fact, Congress repudiated the Commission's decision in Gremlins, in which the
Commission held that licensing alone could not constitute domestic industry. 132 Congo
Rec. H9965 (Oct. 14, 1986). By adding Section 337(a)(3)(C), Congress made clear that "a
domestic industry can exist through the development ofa 'licensing' industry." Id. 5

5 The legislative history also shows that Congress was concerned that the domestic
industry requirement added unnecessarily high litigation costs, "thus further discouraging
the use of section 337 to address the problem of counterfeit imports," and that Congress
amended the statute to reduce those costs. H.R. Rep. 100-40, pt. 1 at 156 (1987); see
Duvall, supra, at 2-3. Accordingly, making it easier for a complainant to satisfy the
requirement under Section 337(a)(3)(C), and thus avoid the additional litigation needed to
satisfy the "technical" and "economic" tests under Sections 337(a)(3)(A) and (B), see Part
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v.

THE COMMISSION'S LONGSTANDING INTERPRETATION OF
DOMESTIC INDUSTRY SUPPORTS SOUND ECONOMIC POLICY, AND A
REVERSAL WOULD STIFLE ECONOMIC GROWTH

Public policy strongly counsels that the Commission should not engraft any
interpretations onto the statute that favor one kind of licensing investment over another.
Licensing is important economic activity-and good activity-and all investments in
licensing activity, including late-stage monetization, should be recognized as critical to the
success of licensing and the innovation economy.

A.

Innovation Is Our Greatest Domestic Industry Today

Licensing is essential to the economy, and deserves respect from the federal
government and its agencies equal to other forms of economic activity such as
manufacturing or engineering. (Rivette Decl. ~ 9; Nothhaft Decl. ~~ 4,8, 10.) U.S.
licensing activity has grown dramatically over the last several decades. According to the
international accounting finn Deloitte & Touche, U.S. licensing revenue now exceeds $500
billion per year, up more than 30 times its 1990 level of only $15 billion. (Rivette Decl. ~ 9,
Ex. 11.) Quite simply, licensing is the most important domestic industry of our time.
It is well known that over the last half century, the U.S. economy has transitioned

from a manufacturing economy to a service economy. As a share of total U.S. jobs,
manufacturing has declined since its peak of 40% just after World War II to 27% in 1981,
and now stands at about 12%. (ld. at ~ 10, Ex. 13.) This development is nowhere more
apparent than in the technology sector, where a large share of important innovations occur in
the United States while the majority of manufacturing activities occurs overseas. (ld. at
~

12.) In fact, a significant number of U.S. companies, whether primarily product

III.B, supra, furthers Congressional intent to make Section 337 investigations less resourceintensive.
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manufacturers or service providers, have reduced their dependence on U.S. manufacturing.
Thus, the entire U.S. economy is in a sense, becoming a non-practicing innovator: the vast
majority of products invented in the United States are manufactured abroad. (ld. at" 12,
13.)
This development is economically rational and beneficial to Americans. The
development is rational because having products manufactured overseas allows them to be
produced most inexpensively, which in tum benefits American consumers through lowercost goods and benefits American companies through competitive, low-cost supply chains.
This development is beneficial because it positions the United States to compete for high
paying technical and scientific jobs. As an economic strategy, the United States would not
want to be competing with the global market on the basis of low labor costs. Rather, the
United States should be attempting to grow the market for high-paying jobs in the service
sector and the knowledge-intensive innovation community. (Id. at, 13.) Patent protection,
including the Commission's protection of U.S. intellectual property rights, plays an
important role in furthering this innovation economy. (Nothhaft Decl. , 10.) Thus, the
Commission should look for ways to interpret its statute that increase, rather than decrease,
protections for American innovators.
B.

Protecting The Intellectual Property Of NPIs Is Economically Beneficial
Because It Increases The Market For Innovation And Encourages
Efficient Specialization

The Commission should interpret Section 337 so as to protect the intellectual
property rights ofNPls by affording equal weight to all fonns of licensing investment,
because increasing the vitality ofNPls will lead to growth in the innovation economy.
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It is a fundamental concept of economics that the division of labor-specializationincreases efficiency, and that the division of labor is limited by the extent of the market. See
Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes ofthe Wealth ofNations 26
(Whitestone et aI., 1776), Ex. 3. This concept has important implications for the innovation
economy and the steps the government must take to further the growth of that economy
today. In the early part of this century, the classic American business model was the fully
integrated company that performed every step in the value chain, from research and
development through manufacturing and sales. The most powerful companies built plants
that made each part ofthe product and often supplied their own utilities or distribution
channels. Today, such a business model would be considered ill-advised-few U.S.
companies today would attempt to conduct every step of their business themselves. Today,
companies participate in a heavily divided supply chain, with each company along the chain
specializing in the particular component or service that the company provides to the product
as a whole. It is intuitive today that this model leads to products that are made better and
cheaper, because each separate company along the supply chain is competing with others to
provide its particular service or component at the best price and with the most value.
(Rivette DecI. ~ 14.)
Tessera, for example, started off manufacturing its own products, but eventually
determined that it was more efficient to sell or license its innovations to others so that its
licensees could focus on manufacturing while Tessera specialized in innovation. Now,
Tessera's investments are necessarily directed to monetizing its innovations through an
active licensing and enforcement program, allowing the company to continue innovating in
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other areas. This reflects nothing more than rational business sense in a global economy.
(Nothhaft Decl. ~~ 6-7.)
It is imperative that the innovation economy also be encouraged to mature from a
"fully integrated" model, in which one company develops its innovations, patents them, and
then manufactures its own practicing products to a "specialized" model, in which companies
that are best suited to innovate can specialize in innovation and companies that are best
suited to practice can specialize in manufacturing. The key to this transition is making
innovation more liquid: innovators must be able to market their innovations to others who in
tum see value in licensing those innovations and practicing them. (Rivette Dec!. ~ 15.) If
innovators cannot sell their innovations to manufacturers, they cannot leave the
manufacturing to others and focus on that "Next Big Thing.,,6 (Nothhaft Dec!. ~~ 9, 11.)
In sum, businesses make decisions by comparing risk to reward. If a company,
foreign or domestic, can avoid paying for innovation it uses in its products by simply "off
shoring" the manufacture, the risk profile for the innovator becomes too great in many
instances to even start the innovation investment. The risk and reward for the innovator and
distribution company needs to be in balance or the economic engine will cease to function.
(Rivette Decl. ~ 16.)
Critical to enabling innovators to license their innovations to manufacturers is a
regulatory system that reliably protects the value of existing licenses. Without the
6 Encouraging specialization in licensing is also pro-competitive. This is because an
NPI is incentivized to make its licenses available to as many licensors as it can. The more
licenses taken, the more revenue. In contrast, manufacturing companies have the incentive
to monopolize the practice of a patent so they can monopolize the market for the product
that practices the patent. Thus, when the Commission encourages the practice of licensing,
the Commission fosters the dissemination of innovation throughout the marketplace. This,
of course, leads to increased access to the benefits of innovation for all Americans. (Rivette
Decl. ~20.)
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knowledge that others will be prevented from practicing a patent without taking a license,
manufacturers will be hesitant to agree to take a license and practice that patent themselves.
More critically, without the knowledge that they can recover profits from investing in an
innovator, investors will not make these investments. (Rivette Decl. ~ 16.) Without this
new influx of investment funds, innovators will be denied the "nutrients" they need to grow
and will quickly fade away. (Nothhaft Decl. ~~ 9-12.)
The inverse is also true: the Commission should not afford more weight to
manufacturing or early-stage licensing activities because the Commission should not be
requiring innovators who want the Commission's protection to start their own
manufacturing companies. It is obvious that most small innovators lack the know-how and
infrastructure to start manufacturing goods. Moreover, the costs of entry into manufacturing
can be enormous-particularly in the technology sector, the creation or purchase of a
manufacturing plant can easily be in the hundreds of millions of dollars. (Nothhaft Decl.
~~

9, 15.) The Commission should not require innovators who wish the Commission's

protection oftheir patents to seek out these levels of funding. See Marc Morgan, Stop
Looking Under the Bridge For Imaginary Creatures: A Comment Examining Who Really
Deserves the Title Patent Troll, 17 Fed. Cir. B.]. 165, 175 (2008) ("Inventors and small
businesses with limited resources, who may prefer to focus solely on innovation, would be
forced to build, finance and manage production processes just to have the right to stop
infringement."). Furthermore, if the Commission were to afford less weight to late-stage
licensing activities, innovators would not be able to obtain such funds, even if they tried,
because their would-be investors would fear that an investment in their innovations would
not pay a return ifthere were less ability to enforce their intellectual property rights.
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A company's decision whether to invest in licensing of patents that already exist, and
are being practiced by manufacturers, as opposed to investing in bringing new products to
market or manufacturing established products, is a business decision. (Nothhaft Decl. ~~
9, 15.) The Supreme Court has recognized the appropriateness of this decision and the fact
that it is the efficient choice for many innovators. See, eBay, 547 U.S. 388, 393 ("Some
patent holders, such as university researchers or self-made inventors, might reasonably
prefer to license their patents rather than undertake efforts to secure the financing necessary
to bring their works to market themselves."). Neither the text of the lTC's enabling statute,
the legislative history, nor economic policy suggest that the Commission should second
guess innovators that have made this decision.

c.

It Is Impractical In Today's Global Business Environment To Require
That Innovators Also Be Manufacturers

It is impractical in today's global business environment to require all companies that
seek the Commission's protection to link their research and development to manufacturing,
rather than encouraging those companies who are best suited to licensing to seek the
Commission's protection based on their investment in late-stage licensing activities. This
inefficiency stems from two related economic realities. (Rivette Decl.

~

17.)

Manufacturing is subject to economies of scale. Larger manufacturers can produce
more of a given good at a lower marginal cost, and thus bring products to the market more
cheaply. In other words, the U.S. economy as a whole benefits from having a relatively
small number of large manufacturers. (ld.)
In contrast, innovation is not subject to economies of scale. Innovators are at their
most dynamic when they are smaller. This is because small companies can react more
quickly to changes in the market, looking for new solutions to new problems as they arise.
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Small innovators, because they do not practice numerous existing patents, are also more
incentivized to look for new innovations. Not sW"prisingly, then, small patenting firms
produce 13 times more patents per employee as large companies. (ld at ~ 17, Ex. 8; see
Nothhaft Decl. ~ 14.) In addition, small company patents are more highly cited, more
closely linked to scientific research, and more likely to be among the 1% of highest impact
patents. (Rivette Decl. ~~ 8, 17, Ex. 8.)
In fact, economic studies have shown that innovation is actually subject to
diseconomies of scale. As innovators grow in size, they become less agile and less
responsive to the market-and, with a hefty investment in the last generation oftechnology,
they are less interested in searching for what is coming next on the horizon. (Id. at ~ 17.) In
fact, larger companies are relying more and more on the smaller tier one and tier two
suppliers in the value chain to provide the necessary innovation for their products. (Id.)
Breakthrough innovation is much more likely to come from small innovative companies
than from large incumbent manufactW"ers. (ld. at ~~ 8, 17.) Small innovators by definition
do not have large investments in domestic manufacturing capability. (Nothhaft Decl. ~ IS.)
They often bring their product to market through outsoW"ced manufacturing, and
increasingly through licensing. (Rivette Dec!. at ~~ 2, 11.)
In turn, the availability ofthe licensing business model as an option depends on the
ability to enforce patent rights, particularly against foreign competitors and domestic
competitors who use off-shore manufacturing. (Id. at ~ 16; Nothhaft Decl. ~ 15.) The
availability of remedies at the ITC is a critical factor in enabling small innovative companies
to bring their innovations to consumers in the most efficient way possible, often through
licensing. (Rivette Decl. at ~ 16; see Nothhaft Dec!. ~ 15.) Given these economic realities,
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then, the Commission should interpret the domestic industry requirement to encourage
innovators to stay small by focusing on innovation and leaving the manufacturing to others.

D.

America's Innovation Is Its Best Asset For International Trade

The Commission should also consider the degree to which the United States is
advantaged compared to other countries in the innovation market. In international trade, the
United States has a negative trade imbalance in almost every category. "Royalties and
licensing fees," however, are one of America's only trade surpluses and one ofthe largest.
In 2007, the United States had a $57 billion net balance in royalties and licensing. (Rivette
Decl. ~ 18., Ex. 12.) Since 2003, the United States' net balance in royalties and licensing
has increased nearly 20% each year. (ld)
Thus, royalties and licensing are one of America's greatest international trade assets.
The U.S. trade surplus in royalties and licensing is eight times as large as that of Japan, who
is ranked number two, and more than the surplus of every other country combined. (Rivette
Decl. ~ 18., Exs. 12, 14.)
Moreover, the U.S. trade surplus in royalties and licensing is continuing to grow.
The United States holds more of the world's important patents than any other country. We
hold more of the world's "innovation reserves" than Saudi Arabia holds of the world's oil
reserves. (Rivette Decl. ~ 19.) Our innovations are the most important endowment the

u.s.

economy has, and the Commission should protect the various forms of innovators-small
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inventors. universities, research labs, and entrepreneurs-that contribute to these reserves
every day.

Dated: January 13,2010
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DECLARA TION OF KEVIN RIVETTE
1.

My name is Kevin Rivette. I am currently a managing partner at the

intellectual property investment advisory firm of3LP Advisors, Inc. Recently, I was the
Chairman of the USPTO Public Patent Advisory Committee (2006-2009), and before that I
was the Vice President of Intellectual Property Strategy for IBM, where I was responsible
for directing and calibrating IBM's IP strategy. Prior to joining IBM, I was an executive
advisor with Boston Consulting Group and focused on helping global organizations develop
worldwide IP strategies to further their business goals. In addition, I am the author of the
book Rembrandts ill the Attic, a book on how patent strategies impact business. I have
written on the subject of intellectual property strategies for publications such as, CEO, Chief

Legal OJficer Magazine, and The Harvard Business Review, and am frequently an invited
international keynote speaker on that subject at business schools and industry gatherings,
such as the World Economic Forum held in Davos, Switzerland. Further, I have testified to
the U.S. House Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet and Intellectual Property.
2.

I understand that the International Trade Commission (the "Commission")

requested submissions from members of the public regarding the interpretation of Section
337(a)(3) of the Trade Act of 1930 as it pertains to licensing. Specifically, the Commission
has asked the public to comment on whether certain investments in the exploitation of a
patent, such as expenditures towards the enforcement of existing patents, merit the
Commission's "full weight" when determining whether a patent holder has satisfied the
Commission's requirement that the patent holder has made sufficient investment in an
industry exploiting the patent within the United States (the "domestic industry
requirement").
3.

For the reasons described below, the Commission should interpret the

domestic industry requirement in a manner that gives investments in licensing efforts the
same "weight" as all other types of investments in our domestic industry.
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THE INNOVATION COMMUNITY
4.

The economy is driven by innovators who make investments in developing

new and useful products. As a former entrepreneur, 1 have developed products tor the
telecommunications and information industries. In the process, I have raised over $65
million for these enterprises and employed over 200 people at different times. My ability to
raise these funds and develop these products was in significant part based on the intellectual
property the companies were developing to protect our products from copying and as a
means for ensuring a return for our investors. The community of innovators, who advance
innovation primarily through licensing and developing new innovations, includes
universities, research institutions, small businesses, and even large companies such as IBM,
which has monetized many of its significant innovations, such as the surgical robotics
technology that it does not manufacture or sell, but which provides benefits to many people
every day in the form ofLasik eye repair. In addition, it would be hard to contemplate how
companies such as Deka Research, the developer of such diverse medical technologies as
water purification, auto syringes, home renal dialysis machines, and robotic arms, could
function without the ability to license and enforce their products, just like any other
company in the U.S. economy, whether they build the final product or enable others to build
it through licensing business models. Each group makes significant contributions to both
technological innovation and the economy in the United States.
5.

To treat innovators that utilize a licensing business model as less than full-

fledged contributors to the U. S. economy would seem to me to be shortsighted and
inappropriate to the economic reality of the innovation economy. Disaggregation of the
value chain provides incentive for innovation and manufacturing to be disentangled so that
we can gain the greatest efficiencies in all aspects of bringing new products to market at the
lowest prices and ensure that U.S. innovation stays competitive and flourishes. To create
new high paying jobs and sustainable innovation companies, we require a strong patent
system that treats innovation on an equal footing with manufacturing.
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6.

As I discussed in my Congressional testimony in 2002, universities play an

important role in the innovation economy. Ex. 2 (Patent Law alld NOII-P'Y?!1t Research
Collaboration: Hear;l1g Before the L)'ubcommittee 011 Courts, the Illtemet, and Illtellectual
Property of the Committee on the Judiciary, 107th Congo7-10 (2002) (statement of Kevin
Rivette, Esq., Attorney and Author). Universities often act as the front line for innovation
that leads to the creation of small and potentially large businesses. Jd. It is therefore
important that universities be able to transfer their intellectual property assets to small new
startups for development and monetization.
7.

Research institutions, like universities, play an important role in the

innovation economy. There are 36 federally funded research and development centers, and
numerous privately funded research institutions. Exs. 3 (National Science Foundation,
Master Government List of Federally Funded Research and Development Centers), 4
(Association of Independent Research Institutes, Current Member Institutions). The Obama
Innovation Strategy recognizes the importance of research institutions and proposed to
double the research budgets of three key science agencies: the National Science Foundation,
the Department of Energy's Office of Science, and the National Institutes of Standards and
Technology. Ex. 5 (Office of Science and Technology Policy, National Economic Council,
Exec. Office of the President, A Strategy for American Innovation: Driving Towards
Sustainable Job Growth and Quality Jobs (Sept. 2009)). The public interest is advanced by
encouraging investment by research institutions into future technologies, which ful1her
promotes innovation and the progress of science. Since the passage of the Bayh-Dole Act,
which incentivized universities, nonprofit research institutions and small businesses to
license and commercialize their intellectual property, between 1991 and 2004, annual
invention disclosures increased more than 290 percent (to 18,178), new patents filed
increased 450 percent (to 11 ,089), and new licenses and options executed increased about
510 percent (to 5,329). Ex. 6 (The Association of University Technology Managers,
Frequently Asked Questions). In 2007, U.S. institutions reported spending $48.8 billion on
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research, establishing 555 new startup companies, and introducing 686 new products based
on university technology. Exs. 6 (The Association of University Technology Managers,
Frequently Asked Questions), 7 (Technology Transfer Tactics, AUTM Releases Latest
Licensing Survey Data). If those small startups cannot rely on government institutions to
enforce the intellectual property rights in which they invest, those startups will not invest in
the innovations of research institutions, thus limiting the institutions' ability to transfer their
technology out to the public. And, like universities, the only way these institutions can
recapture value from their innovations is through licensing of existing patents.
8.

Small businesses also make critical contributions to the innovation economy.

Small business innovation is twice as closely linked to scientific research as large firm
innovation on average, and so is substantially more high-tech or cutting-edge. Exs. 8
(William J. Baumal, Small Firms: Why Market-Driven Innovation Can't Get Along without
Them), 9 (CHI Research, Inc., Small Serial Innovators: The Small Firm Contribution to
Technical Change (Feb. 27, 2003» , 10 (Anthony Breitzman and Diana Hicks, An Analysis
of Small Business Patents by Industry and Firm Size (Nov. 2008). Small businesses are
more effective in producing high-value innovations-the citation index, which measures
how often a patent is cited relative to other patents in the same technical field, for small firm
patents averaged 1.53 compared to 1. 19 for large firms. Ex. 8 (William J. Baumal, Small
Firnls: Why Market-Driven Innovation Can't Get Along without Them). Small patenting
businesses also contribute to the innovation community because they are roughly 13 times
more innovative per employee than large patenting firms, as measured by the number of
patents produced by a business per employee. Jd. Further, a small firm patent is at least
twice as likely to be found among the top 1% of highest-impact patents as a patent from a
large business. ld.

THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF LICENSING ACTIVITY
9.

Licensing is essential to our economy, and deserves respect from the federal

government and its agencies equal to other forms of economic activity such as
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manufacturing or engineering. U.S. licensing activity has grown dramatically over the last
several decades. According to international accounting firm Deloitte & Touche, U.S .
licensing revenue now exceeds $500 billion per year, up more than 30 times its 1990 level of
only $15 billion. Ex. 11 (Adam Liberman, Demystifying Intellectual Property and
Understanding its Relevance to Business in a Global Environment (May 24,2007)). As of
2007, the most recent year for which data is available, U.S. companies generated more than
$82 billion in royalties and license fees related to intellectual propelty licensed to users
outside the United States. Ex. 12 (OECD Stats Extracts, Trade in Services by Category of
Services). Trade in intellectual property rights is one of the few categories in which the U.S.
still generates a positive balance of trade with its exports exceeding imports by more than
three to one.
10.

It is well known that over the last half century, the U.S . economy has

transitioned ITom a manufacturing economy to a service economy. Much of the activity in
the service sector relates to servicing technology. Thus, in this era of technology,
manufacturing has become far less ofa driver to the U.S. economy than it was in the past.
As a share of total U.S. jobs, manufacturing has declined since its peak of 40% just after
World War II to 27% in 1981, and now stands at about 12%. Ex. 13 (James Parks, The
Future of Manufacturing and America's Middle Class).
11.

This development is nowhere more apparent than in the technology sector,

where a large share of important innovations occur in the United States while the majority of
manufacturing activities occurs overseas.
12.

Moreover, significant numbers ofV.S. companies, whether primarily product

manufacturers or service providers, have reduced their dependence on U.S . manufacturing in
search of reduced costs. Thus, the U.S. economy is, in a sense, becoming a non-practicing
innovator: the vast majority of products today are invented in the United States but
manufactured abroad.
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13.

This development is rational because having products manufactured overseas

allows them to be produced where they can be produced most inexpensively, which in turn
benefits American consumers through lower-cost goods and benefits American companies
through competitive, low-cost supply chains. This development is also beneficial because it
positions the United States to compete for high paying technical and scientific jobs. The
United States would not want, as an economic strategy, to be competing with the global
market on the basis of low labor costs. Rather, the United States should be attempting to
grow the market for high-paying jobs in the service sector and the knowledge-intensive
innovation community.
14.

In the early part of this century, the classic American business model was the

fully integrated company that performed every step in the value chain, from research and
development through manufacturing and sales. The most powerful companies built plants
that made each part of the product and often supplied their own utilities and even their own
distribution channels. Today, such a business model would be considered ill-advised--few
U.S . companies today would attempt to conduct every step of their business themselves.
Today's classic business model is that companies participate in a heavily divided supply
chain, with each company along the chain specializing in the particular component or
service that the company provides to the product as a whole. It is intuitive today that this
model leads to products that are made better and cheaper, because each separate company
along the supply chain is competing with others to provide its service or component at the
best price and with the most value.
15.

As the innovation economy has become the dominant growth engine of the

U.S. economy, it is imperative that the innovation economy also be encouraged to mature
from a "fully integrated" model, in which one company develops its innovations, patents
them, and then manufactures its own practicing products, to a "specialized" model, in which
companies that are best suited to innovate can specialize in innovation and companies that
are best suited to practice can specialize in manufacturing. The key to this transition is
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making innovation more liquid: in other words, innovators must be able to market their
innovations to others who in turn see value in licensing those innovations and practicing
them.
16.

Critical to enabling innovators to license their innovations to manufacturers is

a regulatory system that reliably protects the value of existing licenses. Without the
knowledge that others will be prevented from practicing a patent without taking a license,
manufacturers will be hesitant to agree to take a license and practice that patent themselves.
More critically, without the knowledge that they can recover profits from investing in an
innovator, investors will not take the risk of making these investments. In business it is all
about the risk and reward. If a company, foreign or domestic, can avoid paying for
innovation it uses in its products by simply "off-shoring" the manufacture, the risk profile
for the innovator becomes too great in many instances to even start the innovation
investment. The risk and reward for the innovator and distribution company need to be in
balance or the economic engine will cease to function .
17.

It is impractical in today's global business environment to require all

companies that seek the Commission's protection to link their research and development to
manufacturing, rather than encouraging those companies who are best suited to licensing to
seek the Commission's protection based on their investment in late-stage licensing activities.
This inefficiency stems from two related economic realities. Manufacturing is subject to
economies of scale. Larger manufacturers can produce more of a given good at a lower
marginal cost, and thus bring products to the market more cheaply. In contrast, innovation
is not subject to economies of scale. Innovators are at their most dynamic when they are
smaller. This is because small companies can react more quickly to changes in the market,
looking for new solutions to new problems as they arise. Small innovators, because they do
not practice numerous existing patents, are also more incentivized to look for new
innovations. The fact that small companies are more efficient at innovating is reflected in
the fact that small companies account for nearly 13 times the number of patents per capita as
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large companies. Ex. 8 (William J. Baumal, Small Finns: Why Market-Driven Innovation
Can't Get Along without Them). In fact, innovation is actually subject to diseconomies of
scale. As innovators grow in size, they become less agile and less responsive to the
market-and, with a hefty investment in the last generation of technology, they are less
interested in searching for what is coming next on the horizon. It is clear to me that the
larger companies are relying more and more on the smaller tier one and tier two suppliers in
the value chain to provide the necessary innovation for their products. The classic example
of this is the disaggregation of innovation in the auto industry. The book, Making Clnd

Selling Cars: II/I/ovation and Changes in the

u.s. Au/omolive I11dustlY, by James

Rubeinstein, provides a clear picture of this process in our auto industry. (John Hopkins
University Press 2008.)
18.

In international trade, the United States has a negative trade imbalance in

almost every category. "Royalties and licensing fees," however, is one of America's only
trade surpluses and one of the largest. In 2007, the United States had a $57 billion net
balance in royalties and licensing. Ex. 12 (OECD Stats Extracts, Trade in Services by
Category of Services). Since 2003, the United States' net balance in royalties and licensing
has increased nearly 20% each year. Id Thus, royalties and licensing are America's
greatest international trade asset. In fact, the U.S. trade surplus in royalties and licensing is
eight times as big as that of Japan, who is ranked number two, and more than the surplus of
every other country combined. Ex. 12 (OECD Stats Extracts, Trade in Services by Category
of Services), 14 (OECD Stats Extracts, Trade in Services by Category of Services).
19.

Moreover, the U.S. trade surplus in royalties and licensing is continuing to

grow. The United States holds more of the world's important patents than any other
country. As one indicator, the United States holds more of the world's "triadic patents"patents that have been filed in the European Patent Office, United States Patent and
Trademark Office, and Japan Patent Office for the same invention-than any other country.
In fact, the United States holds one third of all the world's triadic patents. Thus, the United
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States holds more of the world's "innovation reserves" than Saudi Arabia holds of the
world's oil reserves.
20.

The effect of licensing an innovation to others rather than practicing the

innovation is pro-competitive. This is because innovators are incentivized to make their
licenses available to as many licensors as they can. The more licenses taken, the more
revenue. In contrast, manufacturing companies have the incentive to monopolize the
practice of a patent so they can monopolize the market for the product that practices the
patent. Thus, when the Commission encourages the practice of licensing, the Commission
fosters the dissemination of innovation throughout the marketplace. This of course leads to
increased access for all Americans to the benefits of innovation.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that
the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
Signed on this 13day ofJanuary, 2010
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Kevin G. Rivette is currently a managing partner of the IP investment advisory finn 3LP
Advisors, Inc., he is the past Chairman of the USPTO Public Patent Advisory Committee (2006 2009). He is the former Vice President of Intellectual Property (IP) Strategy for IBM. In this
capacity, he was responsible for directing and calibrating IBM's IP strategy to capitalize on
emerging market and policy opportunities. Additionally, Mr. Rivette was responsible for
optimizing the creation and commercialization of IP assets across the company.
In 2007, Mr. Rivette was honored to be voted into the Intellectual Property Hall of Fame
(www.iphalloffame.com) by members of the IP community.
Prior to joining IBM in August, 2005, Mr. Rivette was an Executive Advisor at the Boston
Consulting Group, where he focused on helping organizations, from startups to Fortune 100
companies, develop actionable IP strategies to further their business goals.
Mr. Rivette was also founder, Chief Executive Officer and Chainnan of Aurigin Systems.
Aurigin Systems was the first company to develop and commercially market visualization
technologies for analyzing and understanding the competitive landscape of worldwide patents.
Aurigin's customers included Sony, Philips, AveryDennison, Kimberly Clark, Pfizer, AMD,
Thomson Multimedia, Proctor & Gamble, HP, DuPont, among other high tech and Fortune 100
finns. Aurigin Systems was subsequently sold to Thomson Scientific and the firm's products are
currently available under the Aureka name from Thomson Scientific.
Mr. Rivette is also the author of Rembrandts in the Attic, which The New York Times declared
to be the "textbook" on Intellectual Property strategies and one that played a pivotal role in
making IP much more accessible to the non-specialist. He has also written on this subject for
many publications including CEO, Chief Legal Officer Magazine and The Harvard Business
Review.
For his work in IP tool development, Mr. Rivette has been awarded over forty patents
worldwide. He is a former patent attorney and litigator and is a frequent speaker at international
conferences, including: The World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, The International
Patent Licensing conference in London, and Patent and Strategy Management in Washington,
D.C. He has also been a guest lecturer at Keio, Harvard and Stanford University business schools
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7
Gentlemen, as you all have previously been beneficiaries of a request or, some call it, a direction, if you could confine your oral testimony to the 5-minute rule, we would be appreciative. Oftentimes,
we're called to go hither and yon.
And we have read your written statements, and they will be examined again.
When you see the red light illuminate in your eyes, you will
know that time is elapsing quickly.
Mr. Rivette, why don't you start us off? Strike that.
And if time permits, Howard, I think we may have a second
round, if time permits, because that's in order, a second round of
questions.
Mr. Rivette, you're on. Pull that mike a little closer to you and
turn that on.
STATEMENT OF KEVIN RIVETTE, ESQ., ATTORNEY AND
AUTHOR

Mr. RIVETTE. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to
testify before you Subcommittee. I thank all the other Members.
You've read my remarks, I take it. I will go through some of
them; I will be open for questions.
To preface the remarks, one of the things that I wanted to make
clear today was that I come from a perspective of private enterprise, and I wanted the Committee to understand that this collaboration relationship is critical to both the nonprofit and the private
side of enterprise. Without it, we will have problems. Without it,
it will slow down, in my opinion, the progression of new discoveries
into productization, into useful things that all of us-medical devices, medicines, technology-all of us use.
As has been mentioned, this relationship has a long history and
a good history. One of the things that I'd like to point out, though,
is that it's also being copied around the world. In the remarks that
Commissioner Isayama made in 1998 at the IPO annual convention, he specifically referenced the collaboration or cooperation,
shall I say, among industry, Government, and academia as a key
element in why the United States leads in most of the world's important technologies and the strength of our economy.
He went on to discuss how Japan was changing its patent laws,
and I believe they have changed them significantly, to emulate this
type of research between nonprofit and private organizations.
This is also occurring in Europe. One of the nonprofit institutes
that I think we've seen profit by this is the Max Planck Society
that specifically takes in research that no one else with touch, typically even universities won't go near it. I look at this somewhat as
the Battelle institute and other institutes that we have here in the
United States.
So I don't believe that these rules that we're looking at today
only apply to universities. I think they apply across-the-board to
non profits also.
In the case of the Max Planck Society in Europe, they have, in
the course of about 20 years, produced about 179 deutschmarks
from those research-from that research into licensing.
And I think the critical point here is that without the patent, the
license will be very, very difficult for private industry to accept.
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Private industry needs those license rights. Without the ability to
protect it, it was a very interesting exercise, but it may not be one
that's going to generate the kind of productization or the kind of
return for the nonprofit organization that is necessary to help it
continue and to help fund it.
The examples that I cited in my statement are well-known. The
collaboration has generated companies such as Lycos, Google,
Amati Semiconductors that was sold for over $400 million dollars.
The products that these types of collaboration have helped is artificiallung surfactant, cancer therapeutics, diagnosis for heart disease, hepatitis B vaccines, cancer drugs like Taxol, Retina-A-I at
least have most of my hair, but it seems to be coming out a little
faster lately. [Laughter.]
They also have produced things like Cybercard from the University of Florida, and Smart Cards.
In my experience at Aurigin, we have also benefited from this
type of collaboration. We needed a specific type of technology to actually represent large amounts of textual data. In our case, we
were using the text of Worldwide Patents. There are over seven
terabytes of this. We needed to have technology that would represent this in a way that was easy to understand.
And we found that in a product that actually had been started
at the Battelle Memorial Institute, and we were the recipient of
that type of that research. And that product today continues.
I applaud the Subcommittee for looking at these issues today. I
think they are highly critical to continuing the progress of our
economy, and the free flow of technology from the research institutes into the society at large. I believe that the legislation that
we're going to talk about to further clarify the issues of the
OddzOn case is necessary. And I'll take any questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rivette follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF KEVIN RIVETTE

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify before your Subcommittee
on the important topic of "patent law and non-profit research collaboration."
Before I make my remarks, I would like to take care of some disclosure issues.
I am making these remarks at this hearing as a private citizen and not as part of
or on behalf of any organization. I have not received and funds, grants, contract or
subcontract from any Federal agency or program of any kind that would have any
relevancy to these hearings or my testimony.
My name is Kevin G. Rivette. I am the author of Rembrandts in the Attic,
Unlocking the Hidden Value of Patents, co-founder of Aurigin Systems Inc. and a
patent attorney. I have been involved with patents for most of my career. As a patent attorney I have written, licensed and litigated patents. As an inventor I have
applied for and received them. As a business person I have raised money based on
approximately 15 patents. I wrote Rembrandts in the Attic to help businesses develop effective strategies using patent information. I founded Aurigin Systems to develop the tools necessary to implement the ideas discussed in Rembrandts. Aurigin's
products provide a way for patent and non-patent professionals to visualize and
mine the rich research resources of the world's patent databases. It is my belief that
the Non-profitlPrivate collaboration that has been enhanced by our patent laws is
a critical driver in a vibrant economy. As I will discuss later in my remarks,
Aurigin, its customers and its employees all benefited as a result of this special research collaboration between Non-profits and the private sector that we are discussing here today. Therefore, I am firmly in favor of legislation that enhances this
Non-profitlPrivate industry research relationship.
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1. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH-THE BACKBONE OF AN INNOVATIVE SOCIETY

We live in one of the most innovative moments in history. Advances are coming
faster today than ever before in all industries, such as medicine, aviation, computers, telecommunications. These advances and products come from two major
sources, private industry labs and Non-profit organizations. In many cases the original research which might be too speculative for industry, is done at universities and
research institutes. This original research needs to be further developed and
productized to be beneficial to all of us. To do this additional development, industry
and the Non-profit research organizations have developed an excellent feedback loop
that provides industry with the needed research and the Non-profits with the needed funds to continue with further discovery. At the base of this feedback loop are
patents. Patents are the mechanism that makes this collaboration work. It is the
non-profit's ability to license these protected research results to industry for royalties, which permits free flow of discoveries to the public as new products. I suggest
that this mechanism is one of the cornerstones of our economy today.
The importance of this protection is recognized worldwide. In a speech before the
Intellectual Property Owners (lPO) annual meeting on November 16, 1998, then
Japanese Patent Office Commissioner Takeshi Isayama attributed the
". . . cooperation among industry, government and academia" as a key element in
why the US leads in most of the important world's important technologies and the
strength of our economy. Commissioner Isayama went on to discuss how Japan was
changing its patent laws to emulate this type of research collaboration between its
Non-profit and private organizations.
In Europe, this special research collaboration is currently working to further fundamental research and productization also. An example is the independent non-profit Max Planck Society for the Advancement of the Sciences. The Max Planck Society
specifically looks to fund promising research that is not easily or readily undertaken
by universities. This research is then patented and licensed to private industry. In
the case of the Max Planck Society this research has enhanced the fields of chemistry, biotechnology, pharmacology, medical technology, solid-state physics and the
manufacture of new materials. The royalties from products that industry has developed using these patents have, according to the Society, generated over DM 179m
from 1979 to 1998. The Society then uses these royalties to continue funding other
promising research. This type of symbiotic relationship benefits everyone with new
products, medical cures, jobs and increased economic activity.
II. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH-JOBS, WEALTH, AND MORE

Here in the United States the examples of the benefits of this type of collaboration
are well documented and highly visible. Companies such as Lycos®, Google®, Amati
Semiconductor and others have used this type of research to create jobs and billions
of dollars of wealth. A 1/13/99 MIT article even states that, "University research is
increasing and generates approximately $29 billion of economic activity and 246,000
jobs through the commercialization of discoveries, the Association of University
Technology Managers (AUTM) estimates in its seventh annual Licensing Survey."
In addition, that article lists a small sample of successful products and life saving
drugs that have resulted from this Non-profit research collaboration . These products
include:
• Artificial lung surfactant for use with newborns, University of California;
• Cisplatin and carboplatin cancer therapeutics, Michigan State University;
• Citracal® calcium supplement, University of Texas Southwestern Medical
Center;
• Creatine-kinase antibody used in diagnosing heart disease, Washington University;
• Haemophilus B conjugate vaccine, University of Rochester;
• Hepatitis B vaccine, University of California and University of Washington;
• Human growth hormone (genetically engineered), City of Hope Medical Center;
• Leustatin® chemotherapy for hairy cell leukemia, Brigham Young University;
• Metal alkoxide process for taxol production, Florida State University;
• Neupogen® used in conjunction with chemotherapy, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Institute;
• Osteomark® osteoporosis diagnostic, University of Washington;
• Prostate-specific antigen test, HRlIRoswell Park Cancer Institute;
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• DNA technology, central to biotechnology industry, Stanford and the University of California;
• Recombinant engineering co-transformation process, Columbia;
• Retin-A, University of Pennsylvania;
• Synthetic penicillin, MIT;
• TRUSOPT® (dorzolamide) ophthalmic drop used for glaucoma, University of
Florida; and
• Vitamin D, University of Wisconsin.
My experience is similar. Aurigin Systems Inc. was also a beneficiary of this collaboration. At Aurigin we created patent tools for business. These tools needed to
visually represent huge amounts of unstructured patent and non-patent text in a
way that could be easily understood by patent and non-patent professionals. In addition, this representation needed the ability to be further deconstructed to give the
user perspective of the ''landscape'' they were interested in understanding. Aurigin
needed something new, something that really improved the way people used large
text results.
Aurigin found a 3D topographical mapping product that was based on original research done by the Battelle Memorial Institute, a Non-profit institute for the development of basic research. Aurigin acquired the product and today companies such
as GE, Dow, Dupont, Pfizer and others are using this technology to direct R&D
projects, decide on Mergers and Acquisitions candidates and understand how their
companies fit into the technology landscape. This was made possible in large part
by basic research done by a Non-profit institute.
III. CONCLUSION

I applaud this subcommittee for looking at the issues before it today. I believe
that legislation that furthers this special Non-profit research collaboration with private industry is in the best interest of our country and all people as we create new
companies, jobs, and wealth, as well as helping to cure sickness and improve people's lives with products they want and need.
If there are any questions, I will be pleased to try to answer them.

Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Rivette.
Dr. Gulbrandsen?
STATEMENT OF CARL GULBRANDSEN, PH.D., WISCONSIN
ALUMNI RESEARCH FOUNDATION AND THE COUNCIL ON
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

Mr. GULBRANDSEN. I'd like first to thank Representative Baldwin
for a kind introduction, and certainly thank Chairman Coble for his
strong and very important leadership of this Committee.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testifY before
your Subcommittee on the important topic of patent law and nonprofit research collaboration.
My name is Carl Gulbrandsen. I am the managing director of the
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, which we affectionately
refer to as WARF. WARF is the patent management organization
for the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
My statement today is also being made on behalf the Council on
Governmental Relations, known as COGR. COGR is an association
of 145 research-intensive universities in the United States.
WARF was founded in 1925 and is one of the earliest organizations engaged in university technology transfer. WARF exists to
support scientific research at the University of Wisconsin. This
mission is carried out by transferring university technology to the
marketplace for the benefit of the university, the inventors, and the
public. Licensing income is returned to the university to fund further scientific research.
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[Last updated: February 2005]
This list has been updated. The most recent Master Government List of FFRDCs
can be found at httD:/Iwww.nsf.gov/stil.tistics/ffrdc/.

.. Department of Defense
., Department of Energ}!
• Department of Health and Human
Services
• Department of Homeland Securit}!
• National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
., National Science Foundation
• Nuclear Regulator}! Commission
~ Department of Transportation
... Department of the Treasur}!

For further information contact the following staff of the Division of Science Resources Statistics,
Research and Development Statistics Program, National Science Foundation: Ronald L. Meeks, 703-2927787, rmeeks@nsf.gov. Federal Funds for Research and Development: Fiscal Years 2001.2002 and
2..003 contains NSF-collected data on Federal obligations for R&D and R&D plant for the FFRDCs.

_-_

The FFRDC is in bold; the administrator of each FFRDC appears in parentheses.
- - _.................... __....- .......... __._......_ -- - _ . -.- ... .......
..._._....._..
.....•.....• _...... __..._......

__

-----

.., Department of Defense ~

Qffice of the Secretary of Defense

Administered by other nonprofit institutions [1]:
• Institute for Defense Analyses Studies and Analyses .F ederallyFunded Research
and Develol!ment Center
(Institute for Defense Analyses), Alexandria, VA
• National Defense Res~arch Institute
(RAND Corp. L~]), Santa Monica, CA
• C3I Federally Funded Research & Development Center
(MITRE Corp.), Bedford, MA and McLean, VA
National Securit},

A~

Administered by other nonprofit institutions [1]:
• Institute for Defense Analyses Communications and Computing Federally
Funded Research and Develol!ment Center [3.]
(Institute for Defense Analyses), Alexandria, VA

Master Government List of Federally Funded Research and Development Centers
,Qepartment of the Navy-

Administered by other nonprofit institutions [1]:
• Center for Naval Analyses
(The CNA Corporation), Alexandria, VA
J2.tP-artment of the Air Force

Administered by universities and colleges [~]:
• Lincoln Laboratory
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Lexington, MA

Administered by other nonprofit institutions [1]:
• Aerospace Federally Funded Research and Development Center
(The Aerospace Corporation), El Segundo, CA
• fruject Air Force
(RAND Corp. m), Santa Monica, CA
Department of the Army

Administered by universities and colleges: [~]:
• Software Engineering Institute [5]
(Carnegie Mellon University), Pittsburgh, PA

Administered by other nonprofit institutions [1]:
• Arroyo Center
(RAND Corp. m), Santa Monica, CA

---------- - - ~ Department of Energy [~] ~

Administered by industrial firms:
• Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory
(Battelle Energy Alliance, LLC [1]), Idaho Falls, ID
• Sandia National Laboratories
(Sandia Corporation, a subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corp.), Albuquerque, NM
• Savannah River Technology Center
(Westinghouse Savannah Riv,e r Co.), Aiken, SC

Administered by universities and colleges [~]:
• Ames Laboratory
(Iowa State University of Science and Technology), Ames, IA
• Argonne National Laboratory
(University of Chicago), Argonne, IL
http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/nsf05306/
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• Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(University of California), Berkeley, CA
• Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
(Universities Research Association, Inc .), Batavia, IL
• Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(University of California), Livermore, CA
• Los Alamos National Laboratm:y
(University of California), Los Alamos, NM
• Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
(Princeton University), Princeton, NJ
• Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
(Leland Stanford, Jr., University), Stanford, CA
• Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility [8]
(Southeastern Universities Research Association, Inc.), Newport News, V A

Administered by other nonprofit institutions [!]:
• Brookhaven National Laboratory [2]
(Brookhaven Science Associates, Inc.), Upton, Long Island, NY
• National Renewable Energy Laboratory [10]
(Midwest Research Institute; Battelle Memorial Institute; Bechtel National, Inc.),
Golden, CO
• Oak Ridge National Laboratory [U]
(UT-Battelle, LLC), Oak Ridge, TN
• Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
(Battelle Memorial Institute), Richland, WA

~ Qe.partment of Health and _Human Services ~

National Institutes of Health

Administered by industrial firms:
• National Cancer Institute at Frederick[12]
(Science Applications International Corp.; Charles River Laboratories, Inc.; Data
Management Services, Inc.; Wilson Information Services, Inc.), Frederick, MD
- - - - - - - - - _._--- - - - - - - -_............ _..... -. . .- --- - ----------------... .. .....-.._- --------__

_

_

~ ~artment of Homeland Security ~

Under Secretary for Science & TechnQlQgy

Administered by other nonprofit institutions [!]:
• Homeland Security Institute [13]
(Analytic Services, Inc.), Arlington, VA

• National Aeronautics and Space Administration ~
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Administered by universities and colleges [~]:
• Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(California Institute of Technology), Pasadena, CA
- -- - -- _."... .. ..."."._.".- _._.""." .... "._
"

...

__

." "

..."

_ _...... _ -

-

............

-

"...... •... ""- -".,, .. -.

., National Science Foundation ~

Administered by universities and colleges [~]:
• National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center
(Cornell University), Arecibo, PR
• National Center for Atmospheric Research
(University Corporation for Atmospheric Research), Boulder, CO
• National Optical AstronomLObservatories [14]
(Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.), Tucson, AZ
• National Radio Astronomy Observatory
(Associated Universities, Inc.), Green Bank, WV

Administered by other nonprofit institutions [1]:
• Science and Technology Policy Institute [15.1
(Institute for Defense Analyses), Alexandria, VA
"."-"._-_..."._.._."_ ....."."- - -"- -,,- -,,._ .. ,,,,-

,,----,,,,."_._"_._."._ --.-._..,,-,,._----_._--_._--,,_._

.,,-,,- _.,,,,_."."._"" -

--

~ Nuclear Regulatory Commission ~

Administered by other nonprofit institutions [1]:
• Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Anal~
(Southwest Research Institute), San Antonio, TX
-

-

_

. "-

_._"--,,.. _-"""--,,-,,-_.,,

... Department of Transportation ~

Federal Aviation Administration

Administered by other nonprofit institutions [1]:
• Center for Advanced AviatiQJLSystem Development
(MITRE Corp.), McLean, VA

--

""- --.-

- _ ._-,,.,,----""-,,- -

-

- - --_.-."-------_.",,,,-- - --_.-.-. -

~ Department of the Treasury ~

Internal Revenue Service

Administered by other nonprofit institutions [1]:
http://www .nsf.govIstatistics/nsfD5 3061
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• Internal Revenue Service (lRS) Federally Funded Research and Development
CenterW~l
(MITRE Corp., Center for Enterprise Modernization), McLean, VA
~

.. , - .....--.- . -..

- ----_ __ __
..........

....

.......

.... ..

Notes
1. That is, other than universities and colleges.
2. The following portions of the RAND Corporation are FFRDCs: National Defense Research Institute (formerly
Defense/Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff), Project Air Force, and the Arroyo Center.
3. Although the Institute for Defense Analyses Communications and Computing FFRDC has been in existence
since 1956, the Department of Defense added it to the Master Government List of FFRDCs for the first time in
October 1995.
4. Includes university consortia.
5. In June 1997, Office of the Secretary of Defense became the sponsor of the Software Engineering Institute
(SEI). The previous sponsor was Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. In December 2004, Department
of the Army became the sponsor of SEI.
6. The Department of Energy removed Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education from the Master
Government List of FFRDCs on Feb. 22, 1999.
7. On February 1, 2005, the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory was renamed the Idaho
National Laboratory (INL). Also, INL's administrator has changed from Bechtel BWXT Idaho, LLC to Battelle
Energy Alliance, LLC.
8. In May 1996, the name was changed from Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility.
9. On March 1, 1998 Brookhaven National Laboratory acquired a new nonprofit administrator (Brookhaven
Science Associates, Inc.). The previous administrator was a university consortium.
10. In September 1991, the name was changed from Solar Energy Research Institute.
11. On April 1, 2000, Oak Ridge National Laboratory acquired a new nonprofit administrator (UT-Battelle, LLC).
The previous administrator was the industrial firm Lockheed Martin Energy Research Corp.
12. In 2000, the name was changed from NCI Frederick Cancer Research and Development Center. It
continues to be an FFROC.
13. On April 26, 2004, the Homeland Security Institute was created.
14. Since February 1984, this center includes three former FFROCs: Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory,
Kitt Peak National Observatory and the National Solar Observatory (formerly Sacramento Peak Observatory).
15 . On October 1, 1998, the Critical Technologies Institute was renamed the SCience and Technology Policy
Institute (STPI). As of December 1, 2003, RAND Corp. was replaced by the Institute for Defense Analyses as
STPI's administrator.
16. In October 1998, the Tax Systems Modernization Institute (lIT Research Institute) Lanham, MO, contract
expired. TSMI was replaced with Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Federally Funded Research and Development
Center administered by the MITRE Corp. in McLean, VA.
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National Science Foundation, Division of Science Resources Statistics
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Exhibit 5

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
NATIONAL ECONOMIC COUNCIL
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY
A STRATEGY FOR AMERICAN INNOVATION:
DRIVING TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE GROWTH AND QUALITY JOBS

History should be our guide. The United States led the world's economies in the 20th
century because we led the world in innovation. Today, the competition is keener; the
challenge is tougher; and that is why innovation is more important than ever. It is the
key to good, new jobs for the 21 s1 century. That's how we will ensure a high quality of
life for this generation andfuture generations. With these investments, we're planting
the seeds ofprogress for our country, and good-paying, private-sector jobs for the
American people. "
-President Barack Obama, August 5, 2009

SEPTEMBER 2009

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Since taking office, President Obama has taken historic steps to lay the foundation for the
innovation economy of the future. The Obama Innovation Strategy builds on weB over $100
biBion of Recovery Act funds that support innovation, additional support for education,
infrastructure and others in the Recovery Act and the President's Budget, and novel regulatory
and executive order initiatives. It seeks to harness the inherent ingenuity of the American people
and a dynamic private sector to ensure that the next expansion is more solid, broad-based, and
beneficial than previous ones. It focuses on critical areas where sensible, balanced government
policies can lay the foundation for innovation that leads to quality jobs and shared prosperity. It
has three parts:
~
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• Develop an ,adVanCed intormatiQ!l ,teChl'1ology e9<lsystem I -

1. Invest in the Building Blocks of American Innovation. We must first ensure that our
economy is given all the necessary tools for successful innovation, from investments in
research and development to the human, physical, and technological capital needed to
perform that research and transfer those innovations.
• Restore American leadership in fundamental research. President Obama implemented
the largest increase in basic R&D in history, which will lay the foundation for new

•

•

•

discoveries and new technologies that will improve our lives and create the industries of
the future.
Educate the next generation with 21 st century knowledge and skills while creating a
world-class workforce. President Obama has proposed initiatives to dramatically
improve teaching and learning in K-12 education, expand access to higher education and
training, and promote student achievement and careers in STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics) fields.
Build a leading physical infrastructure. Through the Recovery Act, the President has
committed to a historic investment in our nation's roads, bridges, transit, and air
transportation networks to connect our people and our businesses.
Develop an advanced information technology ecosystem. For America to lead the
world in the technologies of the future, President Obama believes that all Americans must
have affordable 21 5t century access to the Internet.

2. Promote Competitive Markets that Spur Productive Entrepreneurship. It is imperative
to create a national environment ripe for entrepreneurship and risk taking that allows U.S.
companies to be internationally competitive in a global exchange of ideas and innovation.
Through competitive markets, innovations diffuse and scale appropriately across industries
and globally.
• Promote American exports. Exports will play an increasingly critical role in the future
of the American economy, and the President's plans will ensure fair and open markets for
American producers.
• Support open capital markets that allocate resources to the most promising ideas.
Open capital markets are one of the greatest strengths of the American economy, and the
President is committed to making sure these markets work.
• Encourage high-growth and innovation-based entrepreneurship. The Obama
Administration believes it is essential that entrepreneurs continue to create new and
vibrant businesses that lead to new jobs and economic growth.
• Improve public sector innovation and support community innovation. Innovation
must occur within all levels of society, including the government itself. The Obama
Administration supports the broad adoption of community innovations that work and is
committed to making government perform better and more efficiently, including by
working more openly.
3. Catalyze Breakthroughs for National Priorities. There are certain sectors of exceptional
national importance where the market is unlikely to produce the desirable outcomes on its
own. These include developing alternative energy sources, reducing costs and improving
lives with health IT, and manufacturing advanced vehicles. In these industries where
markets may fail on their own, government can be part of the solution.
• Unleash a clean energy revolution. Historic investments in smart grid, energy
efficiency, and renewable technologies like wind, solar, and biofuels will help unleash a
wave of ingenuity and progress that creates jobs, grows our economy, and ends our
dependence on oil.
• Support advanced vehicle technologies. Record battery grants announced last month
are part of a concerted effort to place the U.S. on the cutting edge of advanced vehicle
technology, from electric cars to biofuels to advanced combustion.
ii
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Drive innovations in health care technology. The President's health IT initiative is
designed to drive technological innovation that will help prevent medical errors, improve
health care quality, reduce costs, and cement U.S. leadership of this emerging industry.
Harness science and technology to address the "grand challenges" ofthe 21 st
century. The President's commitment to science and technology will allow the United
States to set and meet ambitious goals, such as educational software that is as effective as
a personal tutor and smart anti-cancer therapeutics that deliver drugs only to tumor cells.

iii

I -PROBLEMS WITH THE BUBBLE-DRIVEN GROWTH OF THE PAST
A strong economy, but too reliant on precarious, bubble-driven growth, is unsustainable
Despite American economy's historic strength, our economic growth has rested for too long on
an unstable foundation. Explosive growth in one sector ofthe economy has provided a shortterm boost while masking long-term weaknesses. In the 1990s, the technology sector climbed to
new heights. The tech-heavy NASDAQ composite index rose over 650 percent between 1995
and 2000, but then lost two-thirds of its value in a single year, triggering a painful recession.
After the tech bubble burst, a new one emerged in the housing and financial sectors. During the
course of the decade, the formula for buying a house changed: instead of saving to buy their
dream house, many Americans found they could take out loans that by traditional standards their
incomes could not support. The financial sector willingly propped up real estate prices,
funneling money into real estate and finding innovative ways to spread the credit risk throughout
the economy. From 2000 through 2006, house prices doubled while the financial sector grew to
account for fully 40 percent of all corporate profits.
This too proved to be unsustainable. House prices lost a quarter of their value in two and a half
years. The housing decline and accompanying stock market collapse wiped out over $13 trillion
in wealth in 18 months. The bursting of the bubble based on inflated home prices, maxed-out
credit cards, over-leveraged banks, and overvalued assets wreaked havoc on the real economy,
triggering what is expected to be the longest and deepest recession since World War II and
driving the unemployment rate to its highest level in a quarter century.
This type of growth isn't just problematic when the bubble bursts, it is not entirely healthy even
while it lasts. Between 2000 and 2007 the typical working-age household saw their income
decline by nearly $2,000. As middle-class incomes sank, the incomes of the top one percent
skyrocketed. This phenomenon has a number of causes, but among them were the rising asset
prices and the proliferation of financial sector profits.
A short-term focus has neglected essential fundamental investments
A short-term view of the economy masks underinvestments in essential drivers of sustainable,
broadly-shared growth. It promotes temporary fixes over lasting solutions. This is patently clear
when looking at how education, infrastructure, healthcare, energy, and research - all pillars of
lasting prosperity - were ignored during the last bubble.
Too many children are not getting the world class education they deserve and need to thrive in
this new innovative economy.
•

Despite research documenting that quality matters greatly in early childhood education
settings and that investments in high-quality early learning have the highest potential
rates ofreturn, the Federal government lacks the level of investment needed to transform
the quality of, and enhance access to, early education for our youngest children. Studies

•

•

•

show a school readiness gap as early as kindergarten -and as wide as 60 points -between
children from the highest socio-economic background and their less affluent peers.
We have neglected to provide our children with the rigorous curriculum and instruction
needed to prepare them for college and career. By the end of high school, African
American and Latino students have math and reading skills equivalent to those of 8th
grade white students. Across the nation, the students with the greatest need for a
qualified and effective teacher are also exactly those students most likely to be taught by
teachers who lack sufficient background in the subject they teach.
The problems persist when students look toward continuing their education past high
school. The average tuition and fees at public, four-year institutions rose 26 percent
between the 2000-200 I school year and the 2008-2009 school year. As a result, while 94
percent of high school students in the top quintile of socioeconomic status continue on to
post-secondary education, barely half of those in the bottom quintile do so.
Given rising costs of four-year institutions, many Americans are turning to community
colleges for quality higher education. Yet the Federal government has historically underinvested in community colleges, giving them one-third the level of support per full-time
equivalent student that it gives to public four-year colleges.

Our physical and technological infrastructure has been neglected, threatening the ability of
American businesses to compete with the rest of the world.
•

•

•

The American Society of Civil Engineers grades our country's physical infrastructure as
a "D." In 2007, drivers on our clogged highways and streets experienced over 4.2 billion
hours of delay and wasted 2.8 billion gallons of fuel.
The United States once led the world in broadband deployment, but now that leadership
is in question. Wireless networks in many countries abroad are faster and more advanced
than our own.
Our electrical grid is still constructed around the same model employed immediately after
World War II. Power interruptions and outages cost American individuals and
businesses at least $80 billion each year.

Health care costs have been allowed to spiral out of control, squeezing individuals and
businesses at a time when they are feeling pressure on all sides.
•
•
•

Since 2000, health insurance premiums have increased about 60 percent, 20 times
faster than the average worker's wage.
At the same time, the number of uninsured Americans has jumped by 7 million to 46
million.
Overall, healthcare is consuming an increasing amount of our Nation's resources. In
1970, healthcare expenditures were 7 percent of GDP; now they are 16 percent of
GDP; at this rate they will hit 20 percent of GDP by 2017.

Our economy has remained dependent on fossil fuels, exposing consumers and businesses to
harmful price shocks, threatening our economic and national security, and reSUlting in a missed
opportunity to lead the clean energy economy of the future.
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Between 1999 and 2004, the production tax credit for renewable energy was allowed
to expire on three separate occasions. In each subsequent year (2000, 2003, and
2004) new wind capacity additions in the U.S. fell by more than 75 percent from the
year before.
Instead offocusing on finding ever more fossil fuels, other countries made
aggressive investments in renewable energy, creating jobs and growing domestic
energy sources.

Furthermore, we have compounded the problem by ignoring essential investments in hightechnology research that will drive future growth.
•

Over the last four decades, Federal funding for the physical, mathematical, and
engineering sciences has declined by half as a percent of ODP (from 0.25 percent to
0.13 percent) while other countries have substantially increased their research
budgets.

Despite this underinvestment in key drivers of growth, the American economy remains the most
dynamic, innovative, and resilient in the world. We stilI have world-class research universities,
flexible labor markets, deep capital markets, and an energetic entrepreneurial culture. Americans
are twice as likely as adults in Europe and Japan to start a business with the intention of growing
it rapidly. We must redouble our efforts to give our world-leading innovators every chance to
succeed. We cannot rest on our laurels while other countries catch up.

II -A VISION FOR INNOVATION, GROWTH, AND JOBS
Innovation is Necessary to Fuel Our Recovery
Amidst the worst recession since the great depression, the Administration's initial economic
objective has been to rescue our economy. We have taken - and will continue to take - bold and
aggressive steps to stabilize the financial system, jumpstartjob growth, and get credit flowing
again.
But as the economy begins to stabilize, we must move on from rescue to recovery. Reflecting on
the lessons of the past, we must rebuild a new foundation for durable, sustainable economic
growth.
Innovation and investment must be a pillar of this new foundation. The basis of competition and
the nature of the economy have changed, and we must change with them. Twenty years ago, the
United States was losing domestic manufacturing firms and was competing with other countries
to sell its goods. Now, manufacturing and services have merged, knowledge is a key factor of
production, and services we thought could only be provided in particular countries are available
anywhere. We need new ideas to provide Americans with new jobs, new services that take
advantage of our globally interconnected world, and new skills that improve our manufacturing
capabilities (See Box 1). Other countries understand that innovation is fundamental to their
economic well-being and are finding new ways to advance their innovation agendas. We can be

3

even more ambitious, even more successful, and even more focused on building the essential
sidewalks of innovation.

Box L
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Our Vision for American Innovation
Our vision of America's future is one where prosperity is built by skilled, productive workers
and sound investments that will spread opportunity at home and allow this nation to lead the
world in the technologies, innovation and discoveries that will shape the 21 st century.
4

Innovation will create new jobs and catalyze broadly shared economic growth. The lives of
every American will improve as innovations diffuse and scale throughout the economy, leading
to breakthroughs in health, education, energy, transportation, information, and much more. We
can set and meet grand challenges such as developing solar cells as cheap as paint, building anticancer drugs that spare healthy cells, and fitting the contents of the library of congress on a
device the size of a sugar cube.
Sustained innovation will drive a dynamic evolution in the nation's workforce towards better
paying jobs. American workers will continue to lead across a broad range of industries and
sectors old and new, and will prosper accordingly. Workers making innovation-induced shifts to
new jobs within and across industries will receive the transition and training support necessary to
ensure no one is left behind.
The American economy is and will remain highly diversified. To a large extent these jobs of the
future will be spread across major industries in a similar distribution to today's economy. As the
Council of Economic Advisors described in a July report, one forecast that uses the most recent
data available to project employment growth finds that the distribution of jobs across industries
in the economy of2020 will strongly resemble the distribution of2008. Health and education
services will see the most significant growth, while there will be proportionally fewer jobs in
business and financial services as well as retail trade, in part because the growth in consumer
spending is expected to slow. But by and large the picture is similar to today.
Of course, such forecasts are necessarily
imperfect. They cannot capture the growth in
industries that may not yet exist. For example,
in the late 1980s there were no models that
predicted the rapid growth ofInternet-based
information and computing services that now
employ several million workers. Innovation in
this sector -initially catalyzed and
continuously supported by government
investment -has made key contributions to our
economy. Some experts estimate that the
Internet adds as much as $2 trillion to annual
GDP, over $6,500 per person.
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Another shortcoming of these models is that
they fail to capture many of the most
important innovations and developments
occurring in sub-industries. Yet the U.S. has a
history of innovating towards higher-wage
jobs within industries. The experience of industries as diverse as semi-conductors and
boatbuilding illustrate this point amply (see Boxes 2 and 3).
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We see an American future where this process of innovation in next-generation technologies and
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business ideas becomes pervasive, diffusing throughout the economy and generating better jobs
and improved lives for all Americans. It is imperative that we turn this vision into a reality.

III -THE APPROPRIATE ROLE FOR GOVERNMENT
Framework for Government Involvement
While it is clear that a new foundation for innovation and growth is needed, the appropriate
framework for government involvement is still debated. Some claim that the laissez-faire
pol icies of the last decade approach the right strategy, and that the recent crisis was the result of
too much rather than too little government support. This view calls for cutting government
regulation and gutting public programs, hoping the market will take care of the rest.
However, the recent crisis illustrates that the free market itself does not promote the long-term
benefit of society, and that certain fundamental investments and regulations are necessary to
promote the social good. This is particularly true in the case of investments for research and
development, where knowledge spillovers and other externalities ensure that the private sector
will under-invest -especially in the most basic of research.
Another view is that the government must dominate certain sectors, protecting and insulating
those areas thought to be drivers offuture growth. This view calls for massive, sustained
government investment supported by stringent oversight, dictating the type and direction of both
public and private investments through mandates and bans.
But historical experience in this country and others clearly indicates that governments who try to
pick winners and drive growth too often end up wasting resources and stifling rather than
promoting innovation. This is in part due to the limited ability of the government to predict the
future, but also because such exercises are distorted by lobbyists and rent seekers, which are
more likely to favor backward looking industries than forward looking ones, In the United States
such failures at picking winners and losers includes most prominently the Synthetic Fuel
Corporation, a $20 billion Federal project in the 1980s that failed to provide the promised
alternative to oil.
6

Therefore, we reject both sides of this unproductive and anachronistic debate. The true choice in
innovation is not between government and no government, but about the right type of
government involvement in support of innovation. A modern, practical approach recognizes
both the need for fundamental support and the hazards of overzealous government intervention.
The government should make sure individuals and businesses have the tools and support to take
risks and innovate, but should not dictate what risks they take.
We propose to strike a balance by investing in the building blocks that only the government can
provide, setting an open and competitive environment for businesses and individuals to
experiment and grow, and by providing extra catalysts to jumpstart innovation in sectors of
national importance. In this way, we will harness the inherent ingenuity of the American people
and a dynamic private sector to generate innovations that help ensure the next expansion is more
solid, broad-based, and beneficial than previous ones.
Examples of Successful Innovation Programs
We have been successful in the past, and we can be successful in the future. Take the example
of DARPA, the historically innovative central research and development organization of the
Defense Department. DARPA is tasked with maintaining U.S. technological superiority, and has
a history of creating new industries in information technology and advanced manufacturing (see
Box 4).
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Government support has also helped push
America to the cutting edge in emerging
fields such as nanotechnology, which
involves engineering materials and devices
on the atomic and molecular level (see Box
5) .
The Administration is committed to
strengthening and focusing investments in
our world-class nanotechnology research
and development pipeline; targeting support
for nanotechnology transfer and facilitating
commercial start-ups; and cross-disciplinary
training and education of scientists and
engineers in the new-generation workforce .
This will enable us to capitalize on our
investments and stay at the cutting edge of
this rapidly growing technology.
This pattern of government support driving
innovations that improve lives and catalyze

industries is pervasive. Of the 88 U.S. entities that received "R&D 100 Awards" as the nation's
best innovations in 2006, 77 had received government support. We must build on this record of
successful support to build a new foundation for innovation and growth.
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IV -A STRATEGY FOR AMERICAN INNOVATION

For our communities and for our country to thrive in this new century, we need to harness the
spirit of innovation and discovery that has always moved America forward. We must foster
innovation that will lead to the technologies of the future - which will in turn lead to the
industries and jobs of the future.
President Obama has already taken historic steps to lay the foundation for the innovation
economy of the future. In the Recovery Act alone the President committed over $100 billion to
support ground breaking innovation with investments in energy, basic research, education and
training, advanced vehicle technology, innovative programs, health IT and health research, high
speed rail, smart grid, and information technology (see Figure 1). His commitment also includes
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broader support in the Recovery Act and in his FY20 10 budget on initiatives from education to
infrastructure. The President's commitment is not just limited to more government funding, but
extends to important regulatory and executive order initiatives such as patent reform, coordinated
fuel efficiency standards, net neutrality, permit policy for offshore wind farms, and naming the
first ever Chief Technology Officer of the U.S. Government.

Figure 1. Innovation Funding in the Recovery Act
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These investments and initiatives are part of The Obama Innovation Strategy, which focuses on
critical areas where sensible, balanced government policies can lay the foundation for innovation
that leads to quality jobs and shared prosperity. It has three parts:

1. Invest in the Building Blocks of American Innovation. We must first ensure that our
economy is given all the necessary tools for successful innovation, from investments in
research and development to the human, physical, and technological capital needed to
perform that research and transfer those innovations.

2. Promote Competitive Markets that Spur Productive Entrepreneurship. It is
imperative to create a national environment ripe for entrepreneurship and risk taking that
allows U.s. companies to be internationally competitive in a global exchange of ideas
and innovation. Through competitive markets, innovations diffuse and scale
appropriately across industries and globally.
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3. Catalyze Breakthroughs for National Priorities. There are certain sectors of
exceptional national importance where the market is unlikely to produce the desirable
outcomes on its own. These include developing alternative energy sources, reducing
costs and improving lives with health IT, and manufacturing advanced vehicles. In these
industries where markets may fail on their own, government can be part of the solution.
1. INVEST IN THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF AMERICAN INNOVATION

A. Restore American Leadership in Fundamental Research
President Obama recognizes the fundamental role of government in fostering ground breaking
scientific and technological breakthroughs, and has committed resources and energy to ensure
America leads the world in the innovations of the future.
•

Enact the Largest R&D increase in our nation's history. With $18.3 billion in
research funding, the Recovery Act is part of the largest annual increase in research and
development in America's history.

•

Double the R&D budget of key science agencies. The President's Budget proposed to
double the research budgets of three key science agencies: the National Science
Foundation, the Department of Energy's Office of Science, and the National Institutes of
Standards and Technology. These investments will expand the frontiers of human
know ledge and create the foundation for the industries and jobs of the future, such as the
convergence ofbio, info, and nanotechnologies. The Obama Administration will
increase the impact of this investment by providing more support for high-risk, highreturn research, for multidisciplinary research, and for scientists and engineers at the
beginning of their careers.

•

Invest three percent of GDP in R&D. The President has proposed a goal that as a
country, we invest more than three percent of our GOP in public and private research and
development. This will exceed the level achieved at the height of the space race.

•

Make the R&E tax credit permanent. The President's Budget includes the full $75
billion cost of making the research and experimentation tax credit permanent. This will
provide businesses with the greater confidence they need to invest, innovate, and grow.

B. Educate the Next Generation with 21 st Century Knowledge and Skills While
Creating a World-Class Workforce
America's high levels of education were an important contributor to rising living standards in
recent years. For America to continue to lead the world in science and technology innovation, it
must have the most knowledgeable and skilled workers in the world.
•

Reform public schools to deliver a complete and competitive education. The
President is committed to an education system that will prepare every child for success in
10

a new, global economy. The Obama Administration is supporting the improvement of
teaching and learning to ensure that students master world-class knowledge and critical
skills for the 21 st century; enhance and reward success in the teaching profession; drive
innovation in America's classrooms; and expand successful models to improve outcomes
for middle- and high-school students. The President's Race to the Top in America's
schools will deliver a historic investment and challenge the states to design and enforce
higher and clearer standards, attract and keep outstanding teachers in the classroom, and
use effective approaches to turn America's lowest-performing schools around.
•

Restore America to first in the world in college graduates. Colleges, universities, and
their students are bedrocks of American innovation. President Obama has called for
restoring America to first in the world in the proportion of college graduates by 2020.
Between the Recovery Act and the 2010 budget, the Administration is seeking nearly
$200 billion over the next decade for scholarships and tax credits to help students
complete college. The Obama Administration is investing in innovative strategies to
support college persistence, simplify the student aid application and reform the student
loan program to shift billions in wasteful spending toward greater help for students to
reach and complete college. The Administration has been actively working with Congress
to fund these priorities by eliminating waste in the student aid program.

•

Improve America's Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) education.
STEM education is particularly important to America's future scientific progress and
economic growth. As part of his effort to promote innovation in K-12 education, the
President has challenged governors, philanthropists, scientists, engineers, educators and
the private sector to join with him to dramatically improve achievement in STEM
subjects. The President's Race to the Top fund aims to reinvigorate the teaching of
STEM in America's classrooms and support advanced learning in these subjects,
especially for women, girls and other underrepresented groups. The President is also
committed to using the $4 billion Race to the Top fund to encourage states to put STEM
at the center of their reform efforts. Finally, the Recovery Act provided a down payment
toward the goal of tripling the number of NSF Graduate Research Fellowships in science
and engineering.

•

Develop new career pathways in community college programs. Given the innovation
and advances coming in future years, jobs requiring at least an associate's degree are
projected to grow twice as fast as those requiring no college experience. President Obama
has proposed the American Graduation Initiative to produce 5 million more community
college graduates by 2020, a key part of his college completion goal. The initiative
would invest in promising reforms to raise graduation rates, tie courses to business needs,
improve remedial education and strengthen transitions with high schools and four-year
colleges. It would also leverage $10 billion in facilities modernization and repairs
amongst other projects.

•

Design world-class online courses for post-secondary students. The President is
proposing to invest up to $500 million over the next 10 years to create world-class online
courses available at community colleges for students to gain knowledge, skills and
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credentials. These courses will be freely available, and enable students to extend learning
opportunities and successfully complete their course work. Colleges, universities,
publishers, and other groups will be invited to compete to create state-of-the-art online
courses that combine high-quality subject matter expertise with the latest advances in
cognitive and computer sciences.
•

Improve the processing of high-tech visas. In order to maintain our role as a global
leader and convener of scientific conferences and other gatherings, the Obama
Administration has worked to ensure foreign scientists and technological leaders can visit
the United States to participate in important events while continuing to protect sensitive
technologies.

C. Build a Leading Physical Infrastructure
The President has committed to a historic investment in our nation's roads, bridges, transit, and
air networks to connect our people and our businesses.
•

Invest in our nation's roads, bridges, and mass transit. The Recovery act provides $36
billion for infrastructure projects to improve our nation's highways and mass transit
systems. The Obama Administration has also proposed "investing for performance"
reforms that will improve transparency and accountability in the transportation financing
system. Specific reform measures include building state and metropolitan project
evaluation capabilities, improving project assessment tools, and creating stronger public
reporting requirements. These reforms will promote accountability in the transportation
financing system and increase the return to transportation investments, thereby boosting
long-term economic growth.

•

Modernize the Electric Grid. Our current electricity transmission grid must be
expanded and modernized to reduce congestion, maintain reliability, and accommodate
the output from new sources of renewable energy. New technologies are being
developed that present significant opportunities for consumers and businesses to control
their energy use and costs, reducing the strain on the electric grid and improving
performance. The Recovery Act provides $4.5 billion for the development of
technologies to enable greater energy efficiency, customer demand response, energy
storage, and other components of the "Smart Grid." The Recovery Act increased the
borrowing authority of the Bonneville Power Authority by $3.25 billion and provided
new borrowing authority of$3.25 billion for the Western Area Power Authority, enabling
both Authorities to invest in transmission lines that will increase the development of
renewables in their regions.

•

Fulfill a new transportation vision with high-speed rail. The President has proposed a
long-term strategy to build an efficient, high-speed rail network of 100-600 mile intercity
corridors, as one element of a modernized transportation system. The President made a
down payment on this strategy with an $8 billion investment in the Recovery Act. This
will be used to leverage other public and private funding to invest in infrastructure,
equipment, and intermodal connections along three tracks.
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First, the strategy will advance new express high-speed corridor services (operating at
speeds above 150 mph in some areas) in select corridors of200-600 miles. Second, the
strategy will develop emerging and regional high-speed corridor services (operating at
speeds between 90 and 150 mph) in corridors of 100 to 500 miles. And third, the strategy
will upgrade the reliability and service on conventional intercity rail services (operating
at speeds up to 79-90 mph).
The President has also budgeted for another $1 billion per year to continue to develop the
high-speed rail network.
•

Develop the next generation of air traffic control. The FY2010 Budget provides $865
million for the Next Generation Air Transportation System in the Federal Aviation
Administration. The Administration supports moving from a ground-based radar
surveillance system to a more accurate satellite-based surveillance system, the
development of more efficient routes through the airspace, and improvements in aviation
weather information.

D. Develop an Advanced Information Technology Ecosystem
For America to lead the world in the technologies of the future, President Obama believes that all
Americans must have affordable 21 st century access to the Internet.
•

Expand access to broadband. The Recovery Act provides $7.2 billion for broadband
expansion and the 2010 budget includes $1.3 billion in USDA loans and grants to
increase broadband capacity and telecommunication service. This support is a kickstart
towards ensuring that all Americans have affordable 21 st century access to the Internet.
Widespread high-speed Internet access is essential for economic growth, job creation,
and global competitiveness, and will foster the next generation of innovators while
enabling reductions in energy consumption through telework, making online distance
education tools accessible to all, enhancing remote medical monitoring capabilities,
facilitating civic engagement, and supporting enhanced communications networks for
first responders.
Increased broadband access is a key input for rural economic development. It will enable
rural businesses to improve their efficiency and expand their market reach; enable rural
popUlations to compete remotely for a wide range of service jobs; and allow rural
communities to retain their populations while attracting new businesses. The farm sector,
a pioneer in rural Internet use, is increasingly comprised of farm businesses that purchase
inputs and make sales online. Only 46 percent of adults in rural households have
broadband access, compared to 67 percent for non-rural adults. America should lead the
world in broadband adoption and Internet access, and we should not leave rural
populations behind.

•

Assure net neutrality to preserve the freedom and openness ofInternet access. The
Internet is the ultimate level playing field, making possible the widest and most lucrative
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variety of entrepreneurial activity and innovation that the world has ever seen. FCC
Chairman Julius Genachowski announced on September 21 st that providers ofInternet
access should not discriminate against lawful applications or content. We want to make
sure it remains possible for anyone to start a business in a garage that creates new jobs,
new ideas, and new opportunities for Americans. Our nation's economy is increasingly
dependent on the Internet; the Internet is an essential infrastructure, like roads and
electricity; and the global leadership that America provides today stems directly from
historic policies that have ensured that telecommunications networks are open to all
lawful uses by all users. That's the way the Internet has always worked, and we want it
to stay that way - not because we treasure our past, but because we care about our
economic future.
•

Support research for next-generation information and communications technology.
The Administration is committed to supporting research that will foster the next wave of
innovation in information and communications technologies, such as "cognitive radio"
that allows for the efficient sharing of spectrum, quantum computing, efficient
programming of parallel computers, cyber-physical systems, secure computers and
networks, data-intensive supercomputers, and nanoelectronics that enables the
continuation of Moore's Law for decades to come. The President's Budget supports this
research through grants for the National Science Foundation, DARPA, and other public
and private institutions.

•

Appoint a Chief Technology Officer ofthe U.S. Government. In April, President
Obama named the first ever Chief Technology Officer of the U.S. government. The CTO
position was created to oversee the application of technology to create jobs and spur
economic growth. The Administration is committed to recruiting high-level champions
for innovation across the government.

•

Secure cyberspace. The President has identified cybersecurity as a national priority to
ensure that cyberspace - the globally-interconnected digital communications
infrastructure - is sufficiently resilient and trustworthy to support U.S. goals of economic
growth, civil liberties, privacy protections, national security, and the continued
advancement of democratic institutions. Leadership in this effort has been anchored in
the White House through the positions of the U.S. Chief Technology Officer, the U.S.
Chief Information Officer, and the President's coming Cybersecurity Coordinator. This
leadership team is partnering across the public and private sectors to build capacity for a
digital nation through education, training and awareness; enhance security through
information sharing, effective incident response planning, and privacy-enhancing identity
management strategies; and encourage innovation through game-changing research and
development strategies.

2. PROMOTE COMPETITIVE MARKETS THAT SPUR PRODUCTIVE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
A. Promote American Exports
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Exports will play an increasingly critical role in the future of the American economy, and the
President's plans will ensure fair and open markets for American producers.

•

Open markets abroad. The Obama Administration is working with our trading partners
to negotiate mutually beneficial trade agreements and to maintain the worldwide flow of
goods, services, and capital. Only by keeping markets open can American producers sell
to world markets and derive the benefits of participating in an open exchange of ideas
and innovations.

•

Promote American Exports. President Obama is committed to robust support for
American exporters. The United States Trade Representative (USTR) and the
Department of Commerce are proactively coordinating our support through programs
such as the International Trade Administration and the Trade Promotion Coordinating
Committee.

•

Enforce our trade agreements to ensure access for American products abroad. Over
the last eight years the enforcement of trade agreements slowed dramatically, with the
United States bringing only an average of three WTO cases per year - as opposed to the
approximately 11 annually from 1995 to 2001. In this era, the United States lost its focus
on ensuring that other countries lived up to their promises to open their markets, not
violate America's intellectual property, and not use dumping or subsidies to penetrate
America's markets. Under President Obama, USTR and the Department of Commerce
are committed to a new emphasis on enforcing our existing agreements.

•

Protect intellectual property rights. Intellectual property is to the digital age what
physical goods were to the industrial age. We must ensure that intellectual property is
protected in foreign markets and promote greater cooperation on international standards
that allow our technologies to compete everywhere. The Administration is committed to
ensuring that the United States Patent and Trademark Office has the resources, authority,
and flexibility to administer the patent system effectively and issue high-quality patents
on innovative intellectual property, while rejecting claims that do not merit patent
protection.

•

Reform U.S. export controls. The President has directed that the National Economic
Council and the National Security Council review the overall U.S. export control system,
tasking them to consider reforms that enhance America's national security, foreign
policy, and economic security interests. While the U.S. has one of the most robust export
control systems in the world, it remains rooted in the Cold War era of over 50 years ago.
It must be updated to address the threats we face today and the changing economic and
technological landscape.

B. Support Open Capital Markets that Allocate Resources to the Most Promising Ideas
Open capital markets are one of the greatest strengths of the American economy, and the
President is committed to making sure these markets work.
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•

Promote open capital markets. In our economic system, freely moving capital searchers
for the most promising innovations to nurture and propel. Providing American leadership
in well regulated, open markets will support global technology development, and the
President is committed to this system.

•

Ensure working financial markets. While free and open markets provide significant
benefits, they must work for consumers and investors. The recent financial crisis
highlighted the danger of managing a 21 st century economy with a 20 th century regulatory
framework. We are committed to building a system where individuals and businesses can
innovate and take chances without fearing that the system will pose untenable risks. Our
plan:
o
o

o

o

o

Requires that all financial firms that pose a significant risk to the financial system
at large are subjected to consolidated supervision and regulation.
Increases supervision of financial markets to help ensure that our markets are
strong enough to withstand system-wide stress and the potential failure of one or
more large financial institutions.
Rebuilds trust in our markets by creating a Consumer Financial Protection
Agency to focus exclusively on protecting consumers in credit, savings, and
payment markets.
Provides the government with the tools to cope with crises by ensuring the orderly
unwinding of failing firms and avoiding the untenable choice between bailouts or
damaging collapse.
Raises international regulatory standards and improves international coordination.

C. Encourage High-Growth and Innovation-Based Entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship has played, and will continue to play, an essential role in generating innovation
and stimulating U.S. economic growth. Firms with fewer than 20 employees accounted for
approximately 18 percent of private sector jobs in 2006, but nearly 25 percent of net employment
growth from 1992 to 2005. Small businesses employ 30% of high tech workers such as
scientists, engineers, and information technology workers. The Obama Administration is
committed to helping entrepreneurs build new and vibrant businesses that lead to new jobs and
economic growth.

•

Increase access to capital for new businesses. Providing access to credit for
entrepreneurs and small business owners is a foundational element of economic recovery
and growth. The Recovery Act reduced fees and increased guarantee levels on small
business loans, while the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) has increased small
business lending by more than 61 % from the depths of the recession while broadening the
base of commercial SBA lenders. Growth capital is essential. The Small Business
Investment Company (SBIC) Debentures program provides debt and mezzanine
financing at a time when the equity markets have pulled back from providing capital to
these companies. The President has also proposed eliminating the capital gains tax on
small businesses.
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•

Provide training and mentoring to entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs with access to a
network of trainers, mentors, and counselors can improve their chances for success in
building high-growth businesses. The SBA has 68 district offices and over a thousand
nonprofit "resource partners" that offer 14,000 counselors who serve about 1.5 million
entrepreneurs and small business owners each year. The Administration is partnering
with community colleges, universities, and the philanthropic sector to deliver more
training and mentoring resources to aspiring entrepreneurs to promote the creation of new
businesses, particularly among women and minorities.

•

Create competitive communities by promoting regional innovation clusters. In
various regions of the U.S., entrepreneurs are collaborating with local researchers,
educators and industry leaders to foster specialized knowledge, technical expertise, and
cutting-edge products. This will help American businesses retain and achieve new levels
of competitiveness. The President's Budget provides $50 million in regional planning and
matching grants within the Economic Development Administration (EDA) to support the
creation of regional innovation clusters that leverage regions' existing competitive
strengths to boost job creation and economic growth. The Budget also launches a $50
million initiative in EDA that will create a national network of business incubators to
encourage entrepreneurial activity in economically distressed areas.

•

Stimulate entrepreneurship through increased access to government data. The
Administration launched Data.gov, a one-stop shop for free access to data generated
across all Federal agencies. By empowering the American people to find, use, and
repackage data, Data.gov will give rise to new businesses (like the GPS and genomics
industries that grew from increased access to public information) and empower
entrepreneurs to evaluate opportunities.

•

Protect small businesses from unfair business practices. In many industries, small
companies are critical innovators, bringing enormous benefits to consumers while putting
competitive pressure on incumbent finns. The Obama Administration is committed to
enforcing the antitrust laws to insure that innovative entrepreneurs are not excluded from
the market by anti-competitive conduct. The Department of Justice actively investigates
allegations of exclusionary conduct as part of its law enforcement mission to keep
markets open and competitive.

D. Improve Public Sector Innovation and Support Community Innovation
Innovation must occur within all levels of society, including the government and civil society.
The Obama Administration is committed to increasing the ability of government to promote and
harness innovation. The Administration is encouraging departments and agencies to experiment
with new technologies that have the potential to increase efficiency and reduce expenditures,
such as cloud computing. The Federal government should take advantage of the expertise and
insight of people both inside and outside the Federal government, use high-risk, high-reward
policy tools such as prizes and challenges to solve tough problems, support the broad adoption of
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community solutions that work, and form high-impact collaborations with researchers, the
private sector, and civil society.

•

Make the government more transparent, participatory, and collaborative. On his
first day in office, the President signed the Memorandum on Transparency and Open
Government, thereby placing government accountability and civic engagement at the
forefront of the Administration's governing philosophy. The President's Memorandum
urged agencies to promote three principles for bringing innovation to government:
transparency, participation, and collaboration. Transparency promotes accountability by
providing citizens with information about what their Government is doing. Public
participation in decision-making strengthens democracy and ensures that Government
makes policies with the benefit of information that is widely dispersed in society.
Collaboration improves the effectiveness of Government by encouraging cooperation and
knowledge-sharing within the Federal Government, across levels of Government and
between the Government and private institutions.

•

Promote Open Government. The Administration created the White House Open
Government Initiative to coordinate Open Government policy, projects, and design
technology platforms that foster openness across the Executive branch. The Initiative has
achieved many important milestones, including:
o
o
o
o

•

Publishing government data online to make it easy for anyone to remix and reuse,
thus involving the American people in the development of public policy,
Challenging thousands of Federal employees to propose ideas for slashing the
time required to process veterans' disability benefits,
Releasing information on Executive branch personnel and salaries, and
Launching the IT dashboard, a one-stop clearinghouse of information that allows
anyone with a web browser to track government spending on technology and hold
the government accountable.

Use innovation to improve government programs. President Obama is committed to
using novel techniques and research support to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of government programs. For example, the Recovery Act includes a $7 billion fund to
incentivize innovative reforms in states' Unemployment Insurance programs. States that
use the most recent wage data and commit to cover more groups of job seekers get
rewarded with higher payments. Already 32 states have qualified, and of these 24 of
them changed their laws to do so. Another example is support for patient-centered health
research in the Recovery Act. This research will lead to higher quality and more effective
ways to deliver healthcare. The results will stimulate action across the health system to
incorporate these findings into programs.

•

Commit White House Resources to scaling and promoting community innovations.
The President created the White House Office of Social Innovation and Civic
Participation to grow the marketplace for community innovations and provide the
technology and tools for greater civic participation to help tackle our nation's toughest
problems. The office will build upon efforts across the agencies, such as the Department
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of Education's $650 million Invest in Innovation (i3) Fund, to create new models of
Federal grant-making that focus on encouraging, testing and scaling the most promising
ideas and programs. The office uses its convening power to coordinate and partner with
citizens, philanthropists, and the private sector to create a supportive environment for ongoing innovations in communities. Part of the effort will include using innovative tools
such as prizes and challenges. The President's Budget includes $50 million in seed
capital for the nation's first Social Innovation Fund, which will identify the most
promising, results-oriented non-profit programs and provide the capital needed to
replicate their success in communities around the country.

3. CA TALYZE BREAKTHROUGHS FOR NATIONAL PRIORITIES
A. Unleash a Clean Energy Revolution
President Obama is committed to U.S. leadership in the new clean energy economy of the future.
The Administration's investments will put American innovators ahead ofthe curve, creating new
jobs in cutting edge industries while tackling the threat posed by climate change.

•

Double the nation's supply of renewable energy in the next three years. The
President has set a goal to double the generation of renewable energy in the next three
years, unleashing a wave of innovation in the clean energy industries ofthe future. To
accomplish this vision, the Recovery Act included billions of dollars to support loan
guarantees and the extension ofthe Production Tax Credit for electricity production from
renewable energy sources, leveraging tens of billions of dollars in private investment.
The Recovery Act and the President's 2010 Budget also include significant increases for
renewable energy technology R&D. In addition, the President pursued regulatory reform
to ease the transition to a clean energy economy. In April the Department of the Interior
released final regulations that will govern the development of renewable energy in
offshore waters. These rules will enable our Nation to tap into the ocean's vast
sustainable resources to generate clean, green energy in an environmentally sound and
safe manner.

•

Promote energy efficient industries. The Recovery Act and national energy policy will
generate a proliferation of new technologies, processes, and jobs relating to improving
energy efficiency. The Recovery Act alone provided $5 billion in funding for
weatherization assistance to low-income residents, $4.5 billion for greening Federal
buildings, and $6.3 billion for state and local government renewable energy and energy
efficiency and conservation efforts.

•

Invest in Clean energy innovation. The President has proposed a 10 year, $150 billion
investment in the research, development and demonstration of clean energy technologies,
such as solar, wind, green buildings, efficient lighting, next-generation biofuels,
proliferation-resistant nuclear reactors, energy storage, and carbon capture and storage.

•

Enact a cap-and-trade program to curb oil dependence and greenhouse gas
emissions while spurring renewable energy technologies. President Obama supports a
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comprehensive cap-and-trade program that will provide a clear signal that the current
energy mix is unacceptable and that low-carbon energy sources are the way of the future.
The program will provide the certainty necessary for businesses to make transformative
investments in renewable alternatives and energy efficiency.

•

RE-ENERGYSE the American workforce. The President has proposed REENERGYSE, ajoint educational campaign from the Department of Energy and the
National Science Foundation to inspire tens ofthousands of young Americans to pursue
careers in clean energy. RE-ENERGYSE will support fellowships, interdisciplinary
graduate programs, and partnerships between academic institutions and innovative
companies to prepare a generation of Americans to meet the energy challenge.

B. Support Advanced Vehicle Technologies
For the sake of our national security, economy, and environment, it is crucial to diversify away
from oil as the sole source of transportation fuel. Today, oil accounts for 96 percent of the fuel
that powers our country's vehicle fleet. The lack of widespread, affordable alternatives to oil
makes us vulnerable to market disruptions and dependent on oil producers. Oil is also
responsible for one third of our carbon dioxide emissions and is a significant source of local air
pollution, threatening our climate security and the health of our local communities.
The President's strategy is to put the U.S. at the cutting edge of the advanced vehicle technology
industry, which will not only reduce our dependence on oil, but will also create jobs, strengthen
our manufacturing base, improve the quality of the air we breathe, and offer consumers greater
safety, performance, and choice.

• Make the largest investment in technology for electric vehicles and transportation
electrification in U.S. history. In early August the Administration announced $2 billion
in grants which will catalyze private sector investment to build a globally competitive
domestic battery and electric drive component industry. With this support, American
factories will produce the lightest, cheapest, longest-lasting, and most powerful vehicle
batteries in the world. American batteries and components will power affordable electric
cars that can travel over hundred miles on a single charge and offer customers superb
performance. These vehicles will be even more attractive thanks to the tax credit of up
to $7,500 offered for electric and plug-in electric vehicles in the Recovery Act.
The Administration is also making a $400 million holistic investment in transportation
electrification as a system. Beyond batteries, vehicles, and components, this includes
demonstrating pilot systems that put the pieces together - testing the infrastructure to
plug the cars, training the workers to build and service them, and educating the
consumers who will buy them. The lessons from these projects will help the private
sector more quickly develop profitable electric vehicles that meet the needs of drivers.

•

Deploy up to $25 billion in loans to support American manufacturing of advanced
vehicle technologies. Through the $25 billion Advanced Technology Vehicles
Manufacturing Loan Program, the Administration is supporting competition within the
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marketplace to produce the most cost-effective solutions to reduce oil dependence. The
Administration awarded the first $8 billion in conditional loan commitments in June.
These included $5.9 billion for Ford Motor Company to transform factories across
Illinois, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, and Ohio to produce 13 more fuel efficient
models; $1.6 billion to Nissan North America, Inc. to retool their Smyrna, Tennessee
factory to build advanced electric automobiles and to build an advanced battery
manufacturing facility; and $465 million to Tesla Motors to manufacture electric drive
trains and electric vehicles in California. Up to an additional $17 billion in loans will be
made under this program over the next several years.
•

Support the next generation of American biofuels. The Administration is investing in
next generation biofuels that displace oil consumption and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. Through $800 million in Recovery Act grants as well as up to $500 million to
support loan guarantees, the Administration is accelerating the development of clean
technologies like cellulosic and algae-based biofuels -harnessing recent advances in
synthetic biology.

•

Improve vehicle fuel efficiency to reduce oil dependence and spark innovation. In
May, President Obama announced a ground breaking national autos program that put us
on a path to adopting uniform Federal standards to regulate both fuel economy and
greenhouse gas emissions. The result will be a projected reduction in oil consumption of
approximately 1.8 billion barrels over the life of the program and a projected total
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of approximately 950 million metric tons. This
landmark policy will spark innovation in more fuel-efficient vehicles, reduce pollution,
and promote energy security.

C. Drive Innovations in Health Care Technology
The inefficiencies in our health care system raise costs and reduce the quality of care. New
advances in health information technology will increase efficiency while broad reform will free
businesses and individuals to innovate and grow.
•

Expand the use of health IT. Expanded use of advanced health information technology
(e.g. electronic medical records, mobile health applications, sensors for monitoring
chronic diseases) will help prevent medical errors, improve health care quality, begin to
modernize the American health care system and reduce costs. The Recovery Act provides
over $19 billion in investments to modernize health information technology.

•

Renew our commitment to medical research. The Recovery act included a $10 billion
expansion in health research. This will fund projects such as an initiative to identify all
of the genetic changes involved in 20 types of cancer, clinical trials of medicines that
could help stop the HIV / AIDS pandemic, the largest infusion of funding to discover the
causes and treatment for autism, and using DNA sequencing to discover how to prevent
and treat heart, lung, and blood diseases
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•

Slow the growth of health care costs. The President is committed to comprehensive
reform for a health care system that makes it possible to improve the quality of care while
slowing the growth rate of costs. Doing this will free up resources that can be used to
invest in American businesses and improve the living standards for all Americans.

D. Harness Science and Technology to Address the "Grand Challenges" of the 21 st
Century
The President's renewed commitment to science, technology and innovation will allow the
nation to set and meet ambitious goals that will improve our quality of life and establish the
foundation for the industries and jobs of the future. Examples include:
•

Complete DNA sequencing of every case of cancer; smart anti-cancer therapeutics
that kill cancer cells and leave their normal neighbors untouched; early detection of
dozens of diseases from a saliva sample; nanotechnology that delivers drugs precisely
to the desired tissue; personalized medicine that enables the prescription ofthe right
dose of the right drug for the right person; a universal vaccine for influenza that will
protect against all future strains; and regenerative medicine that can end the agonizing
wait for an organ transplant.

•

Solar cells as cheap as paint, and green buildings that produce all of the energy they
consume.

•

A light-weight vest for soldiers and police officers that can stop an anuor-piercing
bullet.

•

Educational software that is as compelling as the best video game and as effective as
a personal tutor; online courses that improve the more students use them; and a rich,
interactive digital library at the fingertips of every child.

•

Intelligent prosthetics that will allow a veteran who has lost both of his anus to play
the piano again.

•

Biological systems that can turn sunlight into carbon-neutral fuel, reduce the costs of
producing anti-malarial drugs by a factor of 10, and quickly and inexpensively
dispose of radioactive wastes and toxic chemicals.

•

An "exascale" supercomputer capable of a million trillion calculations per second dramatically increasing our ability to understand the world around us through
simulation and slashing the time needed to design complex products such as
therapeutics, advanced materials, and highly-efficient autos and aircraft.

•

Automatic, highly accurate and real-time translation between the major languages of
the world - greatly lowering the barriers to international commerce and collaboration.
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What is technology transfer?
Technology transfer is a term used to describe a formal transfer of rights to use and
commercialize new discoveries and innovations resulting from scientific research to
another party. Universities typically transfer technology through protecting (using patents
and copyrights), then licensing new innovations. The major steps in this process include
the disclosure of innovations, patenting the innovation concurrent with publication of
scientific research and licensing the rights to innovations to industry for commercial
development.
Back to top

How do academic institutions measure success in technology transfer?
Early numerical measures include the number of patents filed, license agreements
executed and new companies formed. Later numerical measures include revenues from
license fees, royalties and cash from equity investments paid to the academic institutions
and the numbers of products successfully introduced to the market. Success is also
demonstrated by the impact the products have on our lives.
Other non-numerical - but equally important - results of technology transfer include a
university's ability to retain entrepreneurial faculty, attract outstanding graduate students,
contribute to the institutional reputation for innovation, augment its research program
through interaction with the private sector and enhance its reputation for providing highly
trained students for the industrial work force.
Back to top
http://www.autm.net/FAQs.htm
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What are the benefits of university technology transfer efforts?
Academic technology transfer - the licensing of innovations by universities, teaching
hospitals, research institutes and patent management firms - adds billions of dollars to the
U.S. economy and supports hundreds of thousands of jobs. It contributes to the spawning
of new businesses, creating new industries and opening new markets. Most important,
technology transfer from universities to the commercial sector has led to new products and
services that improve our quality of life. From new cancer treatments to faster modems,
from environmentally friendly metal processing to beautiful flowering plants, technology
transfer from academic institutions is advancing the way we live and work.
Read Product Stories and The Better World Project for examples of the benefits of
academic technology transfer.
Back to top

Has there been growth in academic technology transfer programs?
Yes. Academic institutions have seen a significant increase in technology transfer activity.
For example, before 1980, fewer than 250 patents were issued to U.S. universities each
year and discoveries were seldom commercialized for the public's benefit. In contrast, in
FY 2002, AUTM members reported that 5,327 new license agreements were signed.
Between FY 1991 and FY 2004, annual invention disclosures increased more than 290
percent (to 18,178), new patents filed increased nearly 450percent (to 11,089) and new
licenses and options executed increased about 510 percent (to 5,329).

In FY 2002, AUTM members reported 569 new product introductions, and nearly 23
percent of their 26,086 active license agreements were associated with product sales by
their licensees - dramatic confirmation that AUTM member licensees are successfully
prodUcing products covered by the license agreements described in this survey.
Back to top

Why has there been such a growth in technology transfer programs?
This success in university technology transfer and the resulting economic and health
benefits, is the direct result of the passage of the 1980 Bayh-Dole Act. Co-sponsored by
Senators Birch Bayh and Robert Dole, the Bayh-Dole Act enabled universities, nonprofit
research institutions and small businesses to own and patent inventions developed under
federally funded research programs. Before the passage of this legislation, new
discoveries resulting from federally sponsored research passed immediately into the public
domain. The provisions of the act, however, provided an incentive for universities to
protect their innovations and, therefore, for industry to make high-risk investments
resulting in products made from those innovations.
Back to top

How does the public benefit from university-industry partnerships?
When industries license technologies from universities, continuing collaborative
partnerships will often help move new discoveries from the laboratory to the marketplace.
Partnerships enable researchers who make initial discoveries to participate in further
developments. Generally, the involvement of the original creators in the continued
development of the technology will significantly reduce the time to actual
commercialization.
Back to top

How do universities use the revenues realized from licensing?
Revenues realized as a result of licensing activities by academic institutions are shared
http://www.autm.net/FAQs.htm
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with the creators of the technology according to a policy formula adopted by the individual
institution and used to help advance scientific research and education through
reinvestment in the academic enterprise. The revenues held by the university are typically
distributed to university research departments to provide for matters such as graduate
research assistants, new equipment or funding for new or follow-on research activities.
Universities also use revenues to help sustain the technology transfer process by paying for
a portion of the patent and licensing legal fees and the marketing and management staff.

I

Back to top

What is the future of academic technology transfer?
AUTM members cannot predict the exact results of technology transfer efforts in the short
term. However, the maturing portfolio of thousands of license agreements is likely to yield
several hundred new product introductions for the coming year, and even another several
hundred over the next two to five years.
An increase in the number of licensed products on the market predicts that the reported
sales of licensed products, estimated in the billions of dollars, will also increase. Continued
creation of new companies will continue stimulating preproduction investment in academic
inventions. Thus, without knowing exactly which products will become available or which
companies, AUTM can still expect to report a growing portfolio of important and practical
inventions and growing public benefit and economic impact of its members' technology
transfer activities.
For more information, see AUTM Ucensing Surveys.

II

Most important, there is a growing recognition within academia and industry that university
technology transfer efforts afford significant opportunities to many communities:

I

• To the university, technology transfer gives the academic community the opportunity
to have a positive impact on the marketplace, products and economic impact

I

• To the industrial community, technology transfer gives the private, for-profit sector the
means to tap the very significant world of new discovery found in the academic
laboratory

I

• To the public at large, technology transfer provides the opportunity to benefit from
extraordinary new advances being made by the brightest minds.

I
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AUTM releases latest licensing survey data
Invention disclosures at 194 U.S. universities and research
institutes surveyed by the Association of University Technology
Managers (AUTM) increased by 6%, to 19,827, in 2007, according
to data reported in the association's newly released U. S. Licensing
Activity Survey: FY 2007. U.S. patents issued increased by 11.3%,
to 3,622, compared to 3,255 in 2006. The tangible results of that
activity: 686 products were introduced and 555 start-up companies
were established during the year - an average of 13 products and
10 start-ups per week. Here are some more nuggets of data
revealed in the survey:
• Disclosures were tallied into seven categories. Among named
categories, therapeutic/medical devices represented 25% of
the survey universe, at 5,007 disclosures, followed by
computer/electronic at 1,741 (9%), research tools at 1,564
(8%), finance/education/art/music at 387 (2%), and plant at
221 (1 %). Another 2,962 (15%) disclosures were
characterized as "other."
• Of the 19,827 disclosures, 1,932 (10%) were closed. AUTM
respondents reported they closed an additional 4,727
disclosures received in previous years. In addition, 1,456
(7%) of the 2007 disclosures were licensed in the same year
- a statistic AUTM attributes to growing partnerships among
researchers, TTOs, and external parties to steer technologies
toward commercialization.
• In addition to the increase in issued U.S. patents, the number
of provisional patent application filings grew by 6%, from
7,856 in 2006 to 8,328 in 2007. However, non-U.S. patent
applications, such as foreign counterparts and peTs, fell by
23%, from 1,403 to 1,070. Since 1991, the ratio of new
patient filings to disclosures received has steadily increased,
according to AUTM.
• Licensing to small companies accounted for 49.9% of all
deals, followed by licensing to large companies (33.5%) and
start-ups (16.5%). Nonexclusive licenses accounted for 57%
of transactions at U.S. universities, and 69% at U.S. hospitals
and research institutions.
http://www.technologytransfertactics.com/contentl2009/02/04/autm-releases-latest-licensing-survey-datal
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• Internal funding was the single largest source of capital
investment for start-ups, followed by VC and angel
investment. Slightly more than half (54%) of licensing deals
involved equity, and most -72% - took place in the home
state of the licensing institution.
• Among the research universities surveyed, nearly all that
reported $10 million or more in 2007 licensing income are
associated with academic medical centers, underscoring the
growing trend toward deals in life sciences. However, the two
biggest hitters - New York University with $791.2 million and
Columbia University with $135.6 million - continued to reap
the benefits of isolated blockbuster deals rather than a
stream of successes.
• Thirty-four percent of TTOs now have seven to 14 staff,
followed by 29% with three or fewer staff, 20% with 15 or
more staff, and 17% with four to six employees. Total staffing
among respondents has grown to 1,925.9 FTEs - more than
doubling in the last decade.
• Total research expenditures at surveyed institutions
increased by $3.4 billion in 2007 to $48.8 billion, the largest
absolute increase since 2003. This included an increase of
about $460 million in industry-sponsored research, the
largest such spike in absolute dollars since 1999.
Nevertheless, in constant dollars, federal support for
academic institutions actually declined for two consecutive
years.
The AUTM survey, including metrics for all reporting institutions,
can be downloaded from the association's website here. AUTM's
2007 licensing survey for Canadian universities and research
institutions also can be downloaded from its site here.
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SMALL FIRMS: Why MARKETDRIVEN INNOVATION CAN'T
GET ALONG WithoutTHEM
: '}'llO p;' ~ ',
William Baumol1 has provided striking evidence indicating that private innovative
activity has been divided by market forces between small firms and large, with each
tending to specialize in a different part of the task. 2 Even though the preponderance of private expenditure on research and development (R&D) is provided by
the giant business enterprises, a critical share of the innovative breakthroughs of
recent centuries has been contributed by firms of very modest size. These radical
inventions then have been sold, leased or otherwise put into the hands of the giant
companies, which have then proceeded to develop them--adding capacity, reliability, user friendliness and marketability more generally-to turn them into the
novel consumer products that have transformed the way Americans live. Baumol
has referred to this division oflabor as the "David-Goliath partnership," the value
of whose combined products clearly exceed the sum of the parts.
To the extent that the facts confirm this characterization, it is evident that the
small enterprises have made and continue to make a critical contribution to the
market economies' unprecedented growth and innovation accomplishments.
Without breakthroughs such as the airplane, FM radio, and the personal computer, all introduced by small firms, life in the industrialized economies would
be very different today. Moreover, without these breakthrough inventions to
build upon, the big companies would be confined to a much more restricted
body of ideas to which to devote their development activities.
In recounting these broadly accurate tendencies, the author was not previously
able to provide a tenable explanation. This left open the possibility that the
observed division oflabor was merely a historical happenstance, an accidental

This chapter was prepared under contracr with the Office of Advocacy by William J. Baumol, who
expresses appreciation to Dr. Ying Lowrey of the U.S. Small Business Administration.
2

Baumol, 2002.
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development. If that were so, it could imply that the breakthroughs were not
necessarily something only the small firms could have provided. Then they
would not have been indispensable players of that role and the oligopolies
might just as easily have taken their place.
This paper seeks to show that the division of innovative labor is no accident.
It is the market mechanism that assigns each type of firm to its differentiated
job. It is the market mechanism that assigns the search for radical inventions
to the small enterprises and their subsequent development to the large. The
author describes how the market does so, and how it prevents either group
from a massive invasion of the other's terrain. If, as the evidence indicates,3
the free market is of critical importance for America's unparalleled flood of
innovation, and if widely and rapidly adapted innovation is the primary key to
that growth, then it will follow from the analysis that small firms are indeed
indispensable components of the process and that rapid and sustained grO\'Vth
cannot get along without them.
First, Baumol reviews some of the evidence indicating that such a division is
indeed a reality.

'-[,he Specializati ons of .Large
and Srnal1Firms in R.eality
Radical Invention and Incremental Improvements:
The Role of Small Firms
For ease of thinking, it is convenient to divide up inventions into two polar
categories: revolutionary breakthroughs and cumulative incremental improvements. Of course, many new products and processes fall into neither extreme
category; but are somewhere in between. Still, it \vill become clear that the
distinction is useful. Moreover, there are many examples that clearly fit into
one of these categories or the other quite easily. For instance, the electric light,
alternating electric current, the internal combustion engine, and a host of
other advances must surely be deemed revolutionary, while successive models
of washing machines and refrigerators-with each new model a bit longer

3 Sec Baumol, 2002b.
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lasting, a bit less susceptible to breakdown, and a bit easier to use-constitute
a sequence of incremental improvements.
The relevance of the distinction should be evident, given the fact that the working and organization of R&D in the large business enterprise tends characteristically to be bureaucratic, with management deciding the R&D budget, staffing,
and even the projects to which the R&D division should be devoting its efforts.
The inherent conservatism of the process naturally leads to the expectation that
these firms will tend to specialize in the incremental improvements and tend to
avoid the risks of the unknown that the revolutionary breakthrough entails. The
latter, rather, is left most often to small or newly founded enterprises, guided
by their enterprising entrepreneurs. Though that is to be expected, the degree
of asymmetry in the apportionment of this specialized activity between large
and small firms in reality is striking. The U.S. Small Business Administration
Office of Advocacy has prepared a chart listing breakthrough innovations of the
twentieth century for which small firms are responsible (Table 8.1), and as will
be seen, its menu of inventions literally spans the range from A to Z, from the
airplane to the zipper. This remarkable list includes a strikingly substantial share
of the technical breakthroughs of the twentieth century. Besides the airplane, it
lists FM radio, the helicopter, the personal computer, and the pacemaker, among
a host of others, many of enormous significance for the U.S. economy.
A more recent study, also sponsored by the U.S. Small Business Administration's
Office of Advocacy, provides more systematic and powerful evidence to similar
effect. 4 The report examines technical change through patenting and it defines
small firms as "businesses with fewer than 500 employees." Perhaps most notably, the study finds that" ... a small firm patent is more likely than a large firm
patent to be among the top 1 percent of most frequently cited patents." Among
other conclusions, in the words of its authors, this study reports that,
~

Small firms represent one-third of the most prolific patenting
companies that have 15 or more U.S. patents.

4 Sec U.S . Small Business Administration, Office of Advocacy, 2003. Q,lOting the press release
describing the study. "A total of1,071 firm s with 15 or more patents issued between 1996 and 2000
were examined. A total of 193,976 patents were analyzed. CHI [the firm that carried out the study]
created a database of these firms and their patents. This list excluded foreign-owned firms, uni"ersitics, government laboratories, and nonprofit institutions."
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Table 8.1 Some Important Innovations by U.S. Small Firms
in the Twentieth Century
Air Conditioning

Link Trainer

Air Passenger Service

Microprocessor

Airplane

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Scanner

Arliculated Traclor Chassis

Optical Scanner

Cellophane Artificial Skin

Oral Contraceptives

Assembly Line

Outboard Engine

Audio Tape Recorder

Overnighl National Delivery

Bakelile

Pacemaker

Biomagnetic Imaging

Personal Computer

Biosynthelic Insulin

Photo Typesetting

Catalytic Petroleum Cracking

Polaroid Camera

Compulerized Blood Pressure Controller

Portab le Computer

Continuous Casting

Prestressed Concrete

Cotton Picker

Prefabricated Housing

Defibrillator

Pressure Sensitive Tape

DNA Fingerprinting

Programmable Computer

Double-Knit Fabric

Quick-Frozen Food

Electronic Spreadsheet

Reading Machine

Freewing Aircraft

Rotary Oil Drilling Bit

FM Radio

Safety Razor

Front-End Loader

Six-Axis Robot Arm

Geodesic Dome

Soft Contact Lens

Gyrocompass

Solid Fuel Rocket Engine

Hearl Valve

Stereoscopic Map Scanner

Heat Sensor

Strain Gauge

Helicopter

Strobe Lights

High Resolution CAT Scanner

Supercomputer

High Resolution Digital X-Ray

Two-Armed Mobile Robot

High Resolution X-Ray Microscope

Vacuum Tube

Human Growth Hormone

Variable Output Transformer

Hydraulic Brake

Vascular Lesion Laser

Integrated Circuit

Xerography

Kidney Stone Laser

X-Ray Telescope

Large Computer

Zipper

Source: The State of Small Business: A Report of the President. 1994. prepared by the U.S. Small
Business Administration. Office of Advocacy. 1995. 114.

Small firm innovation is twice as closely linked to scientific
research as large firm innovation on average, and so is substantially more high-tech or leading edge.
Small firms are more effective in producing high-value innovations-the citation index for small firm patents averaged 1.53
compared to 1.19 for large firms.
Small patenting firms are roughly 13 times more innovative
per employee than large patenting firms. A small firm patent is
at least tV\,ice as likely to be found among the top 1 percent of
highest-impact patents as a patent from a large firm.s
One is, then, led to the plausible conjecture that most of the revolutionary new
ideas of the past two centuries have been, and are likely to continue to be, provided more heavily by independent innovators who, essentially, operate small
business enterprises. Indeed, the small entrepreneurial firms have come close
to monopolizing the portion of R&D activity that is engaged in the search for
revolutionary breakthroughs.
But having demonstrated the vital role of the small enterprises, does it follow that there is little left for the large enterprises to do? This concern may,
moreover, be exacerbated when it is recognized that the bulk of the country's
R&D spending is contributed by large enterprises. According to data gathered
by the National Science Foundation,6 in 2000, 46 percent of total U.S. industrial R&D funding was spent by just 167 companies, each of which employed
25,000 or more workers; that is, nearly half the business expenditure on R&D
was provided by 167 giant firms of the more than 30,000 U.S. firms that
engaged in such activity. Does it then also follow that the giant companies are
spending a great deal to achieve very little? These concerns are misplaced, the
author maintains.

5 U.S. Small Business Administration, 2003, 2.
6 National Science Board, 2000, 24.
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Executive Summary
CHI Research is pleased to present to the Office of Advocacy of the Small Business Administration the
results of our study of small patenting firms. Our research examined all 1,071 U.S. firms with 15 or more
patents between 1996 and 2000. We have found that:
•
The small firm share of U.S. patenting is simila r to their share of manufacturing
employment- 41%
•
Small firms produce more highly cited patents than large firms on average. Small firm
patents are twice as likely as large firm patents to be among the I % most cited patents.
That is, small firm patents are on average more technically important than large firm
patents.
•
Small patenting firms produce 13-14 times more patents per employee as large patenting
firms.
•
The small firms are younger than the large firms, but are not new startups. Persistence
distinguishes these patenting small firms from innovative small firms in general. We
think of these small firms the "serial innovators," a term suggested by Leigh Buchanan at
Inc magazine.
•
Small firm patenting is very strong in health technologies and gaming, and there are a
large number of small firm innovators in parts of information technology.
•
Small firm innovation is twice as closely linked to scientific research as large firm
innovation on average, and so substantially more high-tech or leading edge.
•
Small firm innovation is more extensively linked to outside technology while large firms
build more their own technology.
•
Small firm innovators are more dependent on local technology .
Small firms are effective innovators. Small firms may well be most important to our economy as agents of
change (Audretsch, 1995) signaled by the fact that the small firm contribution to innovation is most intense
in new technologies . Small firms often pursue leading-edge technical niches. Any barriers to their
participation h new technologies or exclusion from policy development concerning those technologies
would be most unfortunate.
Small firm innovation should benefit disproportionately from the Internet and communication technologies
that have made it much easier to find technical information and contact experts. This is because small firm
innovation is more inter-connected with outside technology than is large firm innovation . The current
policy interest at the local level in clusters of innovation should also disproportionately help small firms
because for small innovative firms the local technological environment is an important resource.
The small "serial innovators" we have studied are distinguished from other innovative small firms by their
innovative success and persistence, and from large patenting firms by their concentration on high quality
and leading-edge technical change that builds on a broad array of outside knowledge. We are only just
beginning to understand their unique contribution to the competitive environment surrounding technical
change that maintains our nation's economic dynamism over the long term.
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Introduction
CHI Research is pleased to present to the Office of Advocacy of the Small Business Administration the
results of our study of small patenting firms. The contribution made by technical change to long-term
economic growth and prosperity is well recognized . The excitement surrounding new technical
developments in biotechnology, medical technology, information technology and nanotechnology is
palpable . The role of small firms in these new developments is acknowledged. The purpose of this report
is to provide quantitative evidence of the significant role that small firms play in today's economy in setting
the pace for technical change in this country. In addition the report highlights the potential importance of
understanding the small firm role in innovative networks, an area where knowledge is developing rapidly at
the moment and which will prove crucial to understanding economic progress in the future.
In this report we look at technical change through the lens of patenting. Patenting reflects invention rather
than innovation because strictly speaking, innovation is invention introduced into the marketplace.
However, in the case of small firms, we believe that patenting is pretty closely related to innovation. It has
to be; the firms are too small to waste time generating patents as an end in themselves. Nevertheless, not
every invention is patented and not every inventive small firm is in our study .
Our research examined all 1,071 U.S. firms with 15 or more patents issued between 1996 and 2000. For
this project we created a database of information on these firms and their patents. For firms, we principally
use information on their number of employees. We also have information on the firm-level SIC and on
revenue. On the patents we have information on their technical area, and normalized citation and
referencing indicators that allow us to properly assess small firm performance relative to the universe of all
U.S. patents.
The report examines a range of characteristics of the patenting of small firms in relation to that of large
firms . We begin by describing in detail the methodology by which the database was constructed. This is
followed by a comparison of the basic characteristics of patenting firms in comparison with all firms. We
then assess the quality and efficiency of small firm invention. This is followed by consideration of how the
small patenting firms differ from small innovative firms not included in the study. We finish by examining
indicators more related to networks of innovators, and the interrelationships between a firm and the
technological environment.

Method
To analyze small firm patenting, patents must be identified with firms. This is not trivial. Most patent
documents list an assignee, or an institution that owns the rights to the patent. However, corporate
assignees are not firms, but a mixture of firms, establishments, and variant names of firms or
establishments. And of course, mergers and acquisitions are constantly changing the status of firms and
establishments. In addition there are a range of public sector assignees and patents with no assignee that
are owned by individual inventors. In this project, CHI created a thesaurus linking patent assignees and
firms for patent assignees with between 15 and 45 patents in the five years ending 2000.
We began by generating a list of assignees with between 15 and 45 patents in the five years ending 2000
that were not foreign firms, universities, government laboratories, or non-profit institutions. We also
eliminated from the list assignees that were part of a firm with more than 45 patents in the five years ending
2000 . This required using CHI's existing thesaurus linking patent assignees and institutions (domestic or
foreign, public or private sector) for institutions with more than 45 patents in the past 5 years. (Referred to
as Tech-line and Tech-line companies in what follows.) This eliminated thousmds of candidates
immediately and made the project feasible. Our list of candidate assignees contained 931 assignees with 15
or more patents .
We then screened the candidate assignees to identify them with a firm. In this step, we researched the
status of the assignees to determine whether they were independent firms or part of a larger firm using
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Background
This study is the third in a series that examines
small business patent activity. The authors created
a database of 1,293 technology firms with 15 or
more patents issued between 2002 and 2006. These
firms are designated as innovative firms because
of their high level of patent activity. Using this
database, the authors analyze the relative strengths
of small and large technology businesses, including information such as the industry and technology within which the firm patents and the importance of the patent. The results demonstrate that
small businesses that innovate are indeed special
and that the technology they create helps define
the cutting edge in a number of industries. The
report presents a convincing case that small firms
in emerging industries are one of the greatest
engines of American economic growth.

Overall Findings
Small firms are a significant source of innovation and patent activity. Small businesses develop
more patents per employee than larger businesses,
with the smallest firms, those with fewer than
25 employees, producing the greatest number of
patents per employee. Furthermore, small firm
patents tend to be more significant than large
firm patents, outperforming them in a number of
categories including growth, citation impact, and
originality. Finally, small firms tend to specialize
in high tech, high growth industries, such as biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, information technology, and semiconductors.
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Highlights
Of the 1,293 firms reviewed in this study, 504
had 500 or fewer employees, 760 had more than
500 employees, and no size infonnalion could
be obtained for 29 firms. That is, 40 percent of
the firms with 15+ patents in the period are small
firms. This compares favorably with the 33 percent figure from a previous study by the authors
in 2003, and is just slightly below the 41 percent
figure from a study by the authors in 2004.
Small firms obtain many more patents per
employee than do large firms. This result is
quantified to show that this is not a small-firm
large-firm phenomenon, but is actually a firm
size issue at all levels. In particular, even within
the small firm domain, companies with fewer
than 25 employees will have a higher patentto-employee ratio on average than firms with
50 employees, which will in tum have a higher
patent-lo-employee ratio than finns with 100
employees, and so on.
Small firm patents outperform large firm patents on a number of impact metrics including
growth, citation impact, patent originality, and
patent generality. These metrics have been used
for decades to measure the innovaliveness of
firms, labs, and agencies. The metrics have been
validated and shown to correlate with increases
in sales, profits, stock prices, inventor awards,
and other positive outcomes. This suggests that
the patents of small firms in general are likely to
be more technologically important than those of
large firms.
Although small firms make up only 6.5 percent
of all the patents in the database, they patent at
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a higher rate in some technologies, particularly
health-related. Ranked by broad technology
areas, most small firms fall in health-related
technologies (biotechnology, pharmaceutical,
and medical devices) and information technology categories (communications/telecommunications, semiconductors, computer hardware and
software).

Scope and Methodology
This project created a detailed database of 1,293
small and large technology firms, as well as more
than I million patent records from these firms.
The database was used to highlight differences
between the patent activity of small and large
firms, and also to test several hypotheses about
emerging technologies and industries.
This report was peer reviewed consistent with
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Executive Summary
This project created a detailed database of 1,293 small and large technology firms, as well as more than 1
million patent records from these firms. The database was used to highlight differences between the patent
activity of small and large firms, and also to test several hypotheses about emerging technologies and
industries.
The findings are separated into two groups-overall findings and findings from each major chapter.

Overall Findings
•

The authors compiled a database of 1,293 top patenting firms consisting of any U.S. firm with 15
or more U.S. patents issued between 2002 and 2006. Of the 1,293 firms, 504 had 500 or fewer
employees, 760 had more than 500 employees, and no size information could be obtained for 29
firms. That is, 40 percent of the firms with 15+ patents in the period are small firms. This
compares favorably with the 33 percent figure from the previous study by the authors in 2003,
and is just slightly below the 41 percent figure from the study by the authors in 2004.

•

Thirty-eight percent of the small firms in the database are publicly listed firms. This is a rather
surprising result given that less than one-tenth of 1 percent of all small firms are publicly listed.
This suggests that large patent-holding small firms are much more likely to go public than
nonpatenting firms.

•

Small firms obtain many more patents per employee than large firms. This is not a new result, but
it is quantified to show that it is not a small-firm / large-firm phenomenon, but is actually a firmsize issue at all levels. In particular, even within the small firm domain, companies with fewer
than 25 employees will have a higher patent-to-employee ratio on average than firms with 50
employees, which will in turn have a higher patent-to-employee ratio than firms with 100
employees, and so on. This relationship appears to be governed by a power law or exponential
law, but more research would be needed beyond the scope of this project to exactly determine the
relationship.

•

Small firm patents outperform large firm patents on a number of impact metrics including growth,
citation impact, patent originality, and patent generality. These metrics have been used for
decades to measure the innovativeness of firms, labs, and agencies. The metrics have been
validated and shown to correlate with increases in sales, profits, stock prices, inventor awards,
and other positive outcomes. This suggests that the patents of small firms in general are likely to
be more technologically important than those of large firms. This is not to suggest that every
small firm patent will be more valuable than its large firm counterpart, but that statistically the
patents of small firms perform better on average than those of large firms.

•

Although small firms make up 40 percent of all firms in the database, they make up just 6.5
percent of all the patents in the database. IBM, the largest patenting entity, with 34,700+ patents
since 1997, actually has more patents than all of the small firms combined over the same period.
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(Of course, IBM has more than 395,000 employees, while the small firms in the database have an
average of 143, so that IBM is equivalent to more than 2,700 of these small firms.)
•

Although small firms make up only 6.5 percent of all the patents in the database, they patent at a
higher rate in some technologies, particularly health-related. Ranked by broad technology areas,
most small firms fall in health-related technologies (biotechnology, pharmaceutical, and medical
devices) and information technology categories (communications/telecommunications,
semiconductors, computer hardware, and software). In the health-related areas small firms have a
higher share of patenting than expected (that is, exceeding the 6.5 percent overall rate of small
firm patenting) while in the information technology areas (other than telecommunications) large
firms outpatent small firms more than expected.

Share of Small Firms in Database
•

Small firms make up 40 percent of all U.S. companies with 15+ patents issued in the period 20022006. This is slightly below the 41 percent found in the previous study by the authors from 2004,
but greater than the 33 percent found in the study from 2003. The leveling off of the small firm
share tracks a similar leveling off of the share of industrial R&D accounted for by small firms.

•

The small firms in this study are much younger than the large firms with 15+ patents. Ninety
percent of the large firms are 15 or more years old, while only 43.5 percent of small firms are 15
or more years old. Moreover, one in five small firms has been in business less than 10 years,
compared with only about one in 40 large firms.

•

Of the small firms in this study, 306 were not in the previous study-that is, 306 small firms had
15 or more patents in 2002-2006, but fewer than 15 in 1998-2002. The large number of new
entrants led to a hypothesis that the ratio of small to large firms would be greater than the 41
percent of the previous study. However, the number of new small firms entering the study is
offset by a large number that fell out of the database. Six percent of small firms in the last study
have now become large firms, while 17 percent have merged or been acquired. Most of the
remaining small firms that dropped out did so because they fell below the IS-patent threshold,
while another 4 percent dropped out because they became troubled or declared bankruptcy.

Small Firm Participation in Emerging Technologies
•

Identifying emerging technologies is a difficult undertaking because it essentially involves
predicting the future. Truly emerging technologies may not reveal themselves to be important for
many years. However, as part of a project recently completed for the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Technology Administration, the authors were able to
identify a number of real-time parameters useful for marking patent clusters as likely to contain
emerging technologies. The same project identified the top 100 high-scoring emerging clusters.
The project used these clusters to test the hypothesis that small firms would pursue different
emerging technologies than would large firms-a reasonable hypothesis, given that small and
iv

large firms often patent in different technology areas in general. However, while most emerging
clusters were dominated by either small or large firms, the patterns within clusters varied greatly.
In some clusters where both large and small firms participated, they actually pursued different
technologies, thus supporting the hypothesis. In other cases, the small and large firms competed
directly in similar technologies, thus undermining the hypothesis. Finally, in one case where the
emerging technology was clearly led by a small firm, and the emerging cluster contained only
patents ofthat firm, there was still evidence that large firms were pursuing the same technology.
•

Hence, while testing the hypothesis produced inconclusive results, it was useful in highlighting
the following phenomena:
1. Most emerging clusters are dominated by either small or large firms, but rarely both. A
simulation conducted with similar parameters for 10,000 iterations could never get close to
the distribution that occurs naturally. This suggests that small and large firms do in general
work in differing emerging technologies and that the results are not random.
2. In isolated cases, even though small and large firms appear to be working in the same space,
there were differences.
3. In other isolated cases, small and large firms competed directly with one another in a race to
develop a technology.
4. In still other isolated cases where it appears small firms have a dominant role in a technology,
large firms are also pursuing the technology, perhaps at a smaller scale.
On the whole, small and large firms tend to pursue different emerging technologies. However, the
number of exceptions to this pattern means that there is no statistically significant difference. It
does appear that small firms are more likely to attempt to build a business around a new emerging
technology, whereas in general large firms work on emerging technologies in order to improve an
existing product line or business unit.

•

A more interesting result was independent of the hypothesis: small firms are much more likely to
develop emerging technologies than are large firms. This is perhaps intuitively reasonable given
theories on small firms effecting technological change, but the quantitative data here support this
assertion. Specifically, although small firms account for only 8 percent of patents granted, they
account for 24 percent of the patents in the top 100 emerging clusters. This means that they
produce three times as many patents as one would expect in this special patent set. Put another
way, approximately one in 31 small firm patents are contained in the top emerging clusters,
compared with one in 117 large firm patents.

Custom Classification of Small Firms
•

Some traditional industries figure prominently in these data. Unexpected innovators are found in
batteries, gaming machines, packaging, and retail display (showcase) manufacture. These
industries are not emerging, but they may be undergoing a technology-driven renaissance. In
some cases, small firms may be able to play the role of disruptive innovators and enter such
established industries.

v

•

Two types of emerging industries were identified. The first type is concerned with
commercializing new technology. The second, while innovative, is emerging because of
innovations in business models. In both types there are industries in which small firms
predominate.
Candidates for new technology-based emerging industries include alternative energy, filtration
equipment, and radio frequency identification (RFID). New technology-based emerging
industries driven by small firm innovators also include manufacturing industries such as imaging
and display, nanotechnology, photonics/optical components, and power supplies. Emerging
industries driven by technology are also in the information sector and include digital security,
electronic design automation (EDA), and positioning info/services/devices. These industries have
small and large firm participants.
Business model innovation principally involves separating manufacturing from all other business
processes. Specialists in manufacturing seem to be large firms, presumably because of the capital
required. Examples found here include semiconductor assembly and testing outsourcing, as well
as contract manufacturing in a variety of types of production processes.
Some firms contract out their manufacturing. Such firms may do research and development
(R&D), product engineering, design, development, marketing, and distribution. However, if they
do not manufacture, they are a different type offirm at the fundamental two-digit NAICS (North
American Industry Classification System) level. Such firms are best classified as information
firms. The contribution of this study is to acknowledge these categories of firms, and to point out
that the new information industries tend to be populated by small firms with strong patent
records. Presumably without manufacturing, capital requirements are low, allowing small firms to
compete. In addition, since the firms must work with others to have their goods made, they cannot
rely on secrecy to protect innovation. Therefore, innovation theory suggests such firms will
aggressively pursue patent protection. Examples ofthese industries include: biomedical pipeline,
biotechnology pipeline (nonbiomedical), communications technology design and marketing, and
fabless semiconductor. Biomedical pipeline and fabless semiconductor are two of the largest
categories in this study.
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• "u.s. licensing revenue has increased from $15 billion in

1990
to about $150 billion (= in Australia should be US$6.8 billion)
today and is expected to reach $500 billion (= in Australia
should be US$22.7 billion) by 2007"1

•

Over US$200 billion annually written off from IP impairments2
(= in Australia should be US$9 billion)

•

Over US$300 billion annually in unpaid infringements2
(= in Australia should be US$13.6 billion)
Deloitte Consulting LLP - Intellectual Asset Management -16 May 2006

2

2004 US estimates, Intellectual Capital Merchant Bank - Ocean Tomo

2
Australian Business Foundation Presentation - 24th May 2007
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By James Parks
The Industrial Union Council Is making fair trade, health care, overtime and the freedom to form unions the centerpiece of a
2004 working families' agenda.
Tim Crase has worked at the Whirlpool plant in Fort Smith, Ark., for 20
years making refrigerators, ice makers and trash compactors, But now
he and the other 4,500 workers at the plant are wondering whether
they'll have a job a few months from now after the company
announced it plans to move an unspecified number of jobs to Mexico
next year,
"NAFTA [the North American Free Trade ~reementl is killing us, because it's not
fair trade. In Mexico, they don't have the same environmental rules, the same pay. If
everything were on a level playing field, you wouldn't have companies moving
away."
Whirlpool is moving because its competitors already are in Mexico, and the
company wants to stay competitive, Crase says. "We're working harder than ever
and culling costs. We have one person doing the work that three people used to
do, but that doesn't seem to be enough," says Crase, who is vice president of
PACE International Union local 5-0370.
Crase and sorne of his co-workers stepped up their lobbying and mobilization efforts to influence lawmakers from .Aikansas and
Oklahoma (Fort Smith is on the border between the two states) during the AFl-CIO Industrial Union Council (IUC) legislative
conference Feb. 3. "Our government has to step up to the plate. They know what the problems are, but I don't know if anyone has
the courage to do what has to be done."

2.8 million manufacturingjobs lost under Bush administration
The United States has lost 2,8 million manufacturing jobs since
President George W, Bush took office In January 2001. In fact,
manufacturing employment in the United States fell to 14,5 million In
December 2003, its lowest level in 45 years, according to the U,S,
Bureau of labor Statistics (BlS). As a share of total U,S, jobs,
manufacturing has declined since its peak of 40 percent just after
World War II to 27 percent in 1981 and now stands at about 12
percent.
To restore U.S. industrial strength and retain the type offamily-supporting jobs that
created the nation's middle class and formed the foundation for this nation's
prosperity in the mid-20th century, the AFl-CIO and affiliated unions launched the
IUC in May 2002. The IUC, led by the presidents of manufacturing unions, met in
its second legislative conference Feb. 3 in Washington, D.C . More than 3,000
delegates from the industrial unions lobbied members of Congress and
developed strategies to revitalize manufacturing, focusing on trade, health care
and workers' freedom to form unions.
Union manufacturing workers have been hit especially hard. In 1983, union
members held 28 percent of all manufacturing jobs, but by 2002 that ratio had
dropped to 14 percent, the BlS reports .

_

"Companies making billions
force their employees topay
hundreds, even thousands,
for health care each year."
-Muchinilots President
Th om us Bufren ha rgel"

The decline in manufacturing has led to a decline in the quality of life in many
states. Asurvey by the nonprofit Economic Policy Institute (EPI) shows the number
of low- paying service jobs is growing in 47 of the 50 states, while the number of
better-paying industrial jobs, mostly in manufacturing, is shrinking. The study found the average annual pay in industries where
jobs are declining, such as manufacturing and information technology, is $44,570, While jobs in el<jlanding industries such as
leisure and hospitality pay an average $35,410 a year. "Ifs bad enough that we've lost so many jobs, but this shows thatthe jobs
lost were good jobs: says Michael Ettlinger, director of the Econom ic Analysis and Research Network.
Manufacturing jobs "are not only stepping stones for rnanyworkers from low-paying jobs to living-wage jobs, but also vital to the
nation'S economy and national defense," says Michael Sullivan, president of the Sheet Metal Workers, which recenHy joined the
IUC.
Attaining the American dream depends on jobs, says James Powell, a
UAW member from Trenton, Mich. "With a job, you can send your
children to college, own a home and buy a piece of America,
Manufacturing jobs are important for our country, our security and our
standard of living, and we have to do whatever it takes to save
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manufacturing."
Since its creation , the IUC has served as a vehicle for the industrial unions to
combine their political strength to push for solutions to the manufacturing crisis .
"Political action is key to the survival of the manufacturing sector, because the
politics-as -usual in this country have resulted in misguided trade policies that ship
our jobs overseas, destroy our communities and put our national security at risk,"
says PACE President Boyd Young.
The loss of manufacturing jobs is part of a larger decline of the nation's middle
class . Mer years of mol.ing good manufacturing jobs abroad, multinational
corporations obsessed with short-term profits now are shipping massive
numbers of white-collar jobs overseas . U.S. employers will move as many as 14
million white-collar service jobs overseas in the next decade, according to a study
by the Fisher Center for Real Estate and Urban Economics at the UniverSity of
California.
"The outsourcing and Wal-Marting of America has created a corporate feeding
frenzy, a frontal assault on workers, health care and wages . It is a downward
spiral ,' says AFL-CIO Secretary-Treasurer Richard Trumka, who chairs the IUC.

Mobil ized: l\Iem bers of PACE
joined with more than 3 , 000
ruc delegates in
_,"Va shington, D_C., where
they developed strategies to
rcvital ize U.S.
manufacturing.

To combat this erosion of the nation 's middle class, IUC delegates planned strategies that will address the causes underlying
the jobs crisis: nawed U.S. trade and currency policies , rising health care costs, attacks on workers' overtime pay protections
and employers' war against workers' rightto join a union .

U.S. trade and monetary policies

= job loss

The nation 's trade policies have devastated the country's
rnanufacturing base. The U.S. trade deficit grew to a record $529 billion
last year, some $1.45 billion a day. Trade with China accounts for the
largest single portion of the deficlt-$120 billion in 2003. Between
1994 and 2000, the growth in the trade deficit cost 3 million actual and
potential jobs, Including 2 million In manufacturing, according to the
U.S. Departrnent of Cornmerce .
By running such a huge deficit, the United States undercuts domestic
manufacturing because it imports products cheaper than those produced
domestically. U.S. manufacturers then are unable to sell enough products abroad
to offset the losses from imports.
U.S. manufacturers are losing markets to foreign competitors because of trade
agreements such as NAFTA and the proposed Free Trade ~reement of the
Americas (FTAA) and Central American Free Trade ~reement, that renect the
interests of large multinational companies and not domestic manufacturers and
workers, union leaders say.
The FTAA would expand NAFTA's legacy of job loss and lack of protections for
workers and the environment to 34 countries in the hemisphere with a combined
population of 800 million. Since NAFTAwas launched 11 years ago, U.S. workers
have lost 879 ,280 jobs and real wages have fallen in III1exico, according to the EPI.
Manufacturing accounts for nearty 80 percent of U.S. jobs lost because of NAFTA
The lack of workers' rights and environmental standards in free trade agreements
encourages com panies to go abroad seeking cheap labor.

_

MllnufllL-turingjohs "arc not
only stepping ,,-tones for
many workers from I owpaying jobs to living-wage
jobs, but also vital to
(lur ... national defense."
-SMWIA Pre!>;dent Michael
Sullivan

Even as the United States lowers its trade barriers, other nations such as Japan and the European Union have imposed tariffs
and restrictions on many U.S.-made products such as textiles and communications equipment.
The trade imbalance also is in part due to the monetary policies of nations , such as China , that keep their currencies at artificially
low levels to ensure their products are cheaper than those made in the United States . When the dollar's value is high , it makes
U.S. products more expensive and foreign imports cheaper. In the past year, the dollar's value has begun to drop compared with
European and Canadian cunrencies after rising 33 percent between January 1999 and January2003 . As a resul~ the cost of U.S.
exports to Europe and Canada have dropped and are closer in price to imports from those countries .
But that is not the situation when it comes to China and other Asian nations. While other countries adjust their currency values
based on international finanCial conditions, China, which has seen tremendous economic growth in the past few years, has set
the value of its currency at an artificially low rate to make its exports cheaper than U.S. products. China sets the value of its
currency, the yuan, at 8 yuan to the dollar, no matter what the value of the dollar. So, even if the dollar drops in value or rises , it
still will be worth 8 yuan in China.
The industrial unions and the Bush administration have demanded China adjust its currency upward to renect its growing
economy. but Chinese Officials so far have refused .
The combination of low wages and wide access to U.S. markets allowed in free trade agreements has made it profitable for
manufacturers to shift jobs and investments overseas, destroying U.S. jobs in the process . says AFSCME Secretary-Treasurer
William Lucy. vice chairman oftheAFL-CIO Executive Council's Committee on International Affairs.
Industrial union leaders say that to revitalize the nation 's manufacturing, the government needs to seek fair trade policies that
reduce the trade defici~ protect U.S. laws and require enforceable workers ' rights and environmental standards. The IUC is
lobbying government Officials to use U.S. trade laws to address unfair trade practices such as violations of workers ' rights and
rel.isions to tax laws that encourage companies to leave the country. And the unions are demanding immediate action to press
Ch ina and other nations to stop artificially propping up their currencies by tying their exchange rate to the dollar.
"The cost of our unfair trade policies can best be counted by how many workers have lost their jobs or had to lower their standard
of living because their work moved overseas," Lucy says . "We are destrOying the communities of America, one byone, in the
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name of greed .'
32.5 million seniors will pay more under new Medicare drug plan
The manufacturing Crisis has been compounded by the rising cost of
health care, which Is the most critical Issue for unions at the bargaining
table In 2004. Health care costs for employers rose by nearly 14
percent last year, and manufacturing companies, many of which have
large numbers of retirees, are trying to sh ift the burden of paying
premiums to workers and eliminate or reduce coverage.
Rising health care costs adversely affect manufacturing in two ways . First,
unionized companies usually pay health care benefits that nonunion and foreign
manufacturers do not, placing union companies and their workers at a competitive
disadvantage, Union workers overall are more likely to receive health care
benefits , In 1999, 73 percent of union workers in private industry received medical
care benefits , compared with 51 percent of nonunion workers , BLS reports .
"Losing health care is the biggest concern of workers," says Syillia Ruiz, a member
of Steelworkers Local 207 in Findley, Ohio, Her em ployer, Cooper Tire & Rubber,
is building a plant in China , and she and her 900 co-workers are wondering if they
will have jobs or health care benefits soon. "People who work deserve to be paid a
lilling wage and to not have to worry about getting sick and not be able to afford
treatment.'

_

;'The outsourcing and \\' alMarting of America has
created a corporate feeding
frenzy , a frontal assault on
workers, health care and
wages."
-AFlrCIO Se("'l'elaryTn'a!>"Urer RichlU"d Trumka

Manufacturing companies also have greater health care expenses than
companies in other industries because manufacturers pay benefits for large
numbers of retirees, and the rising cost of health care is wiping out retiree benefits
in many companies . Some 20 percent of large, private-sector U.S. employers likely
will terminate health insurance benefits within the next three years for workers
when they retire as medical costs continue to increase, according to a study by the Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, a
nonprofit research group, and Hewitt Associates , a human resources consulting firm .

Many retirees likely will pay more for health care after the Medicare prescription drug plan President George W Bush pushed
through Congress and signed into law in 2003 becomes effective in 2006. The bill will force 32.5 million seniors to pay more for
Medicare and gives em ployers incentives to drop retirees. It also prohibits Medicare from negotiating lower drug prices.
The industrial unions are pushing for two key measures to combat the health care debacle, First, they support fil<ing the Medicare
prescription drug benefit law to discourage companies from dropping retirees ' coverage and are urging passage of a
comprehensive plan that includes all seniors.
Second, the IUC is calling for incentives, such as financial subsidies to help pay for insurance, to encourage employers to
continue offering health care benefits to active workers and retirees .
"Companies making billions force their employees to pay hundreds, even thousands, for health care each year," says Machinists
PresidentThomas Buffenbarger. "If these corporations hammered their insurance companies to cough up a comparable
amount of cash, the howls of pain would be heard across Capitol Hill. Instead, they pick the pockets of the most vulnerable.'
Working overtime to keep overtime pay protections
Manufacturing and other corporate employers support the Bush
administration's drive to eliminate overtime pay protections , which
millions of workers, union and nonunion, depend on to make ends
meet.
The W'iite House 's proposed changes to the Fair Labor Standards JlGt, due to go
into effect this month, could take away overtime pay from some 8 million workers.
Such a move undermines the 40-hourworkweek and will result in more
manufacturing workers working longer hours for less pay, according to an EPI
study,
As a result, manufacturing workers will face unpredictable work schedules and
reduced pay because of an increased demand for extra hours for which employers
will not have to compensate workers, the study says .
Over the past year, industrial unions have mobilized their members to lobby
Congress to protect overtime pay. PACE and the Steelworkers mobilized actillists
who signed up for their rapid-response actillist networks to send letters , telegrams
and faxes to Capitol Hill urging legislators to protect overtime pay, A rapid.
response network enables mem bers of local unions to educate their co-workers
on fast-breaking issues and mobilize them to contact Congress and other
policymakers through toll-free phone calls, e-mails and faxes .
The bottom line: A voice at work
When addressing the
manufacturing crisis, workers
must have a strong voice to
influence trade policy and
demand companies forgo
short-term profits for long-term
benefits , The only way to have
that voice is to join a union. Yet
through Intimidation, threats
and Illegal firings, employers

aflcio.org/ .. ./0404_manufacturi ng .cfm
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"Politics-as-usual in this
country have re~"Ulted in
m isgui ded trade poli ci es that
ship our jobs overseas,
destroy our communities
and put Our national
security at risk."
-PACE President Boyd
Young
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routinely deny workers their
right to form unions. In 2S
percent of orga nlzing
campaigns, private-sector
employers illegally fire workers,
accord ing to studies by Cornell
University schola r Kate
Bronfenbrenner. Although it is
illegal for em- ployers to target
union supporters, the penalties
imposed by the National Labor
Relations Board often are
ineffective and fail to deter
employers from suppressing
workers' rights.

~."rl

_

"\Ve are destroying the
communities of AmeI"ica, one
by one, in the name of
greed."
-A FSCME SCl~rl't al'YTrcnsUl'cr \Villinm Lu(."y

The industrial unions are backing the Employee Free Choice Act (S. 1925 and H.R. 3619), a historic bill introduced in December
by Sen. Edward Kennedy (O-Mass.) and Rep. George Miller (O·Calif.), which would restore workers' freedom to join unions
without em ployer interference.
The proposed legislation would allow em ployees to freely choose whether to form unions by signing cards authorizing union
representation. provide mediation and arbitration for first-contract disputes and establish stronger penalties for "';olation of
employee rights when workers seek to form a union and during first contract negotiations.
"political action must extend beyond the election year and merely voting." says PACE President Young . "Only through such
ongoing political action can we change our trade laws to stop the race to the bottom and build an industrial policy in the United
States to restore and preserve America's manufacturing base ." @
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Attached hereto as Appendix B is the Declaration of Henry R. "Hank" Nothhaft,
President, Chief Executive Officer, and Chairman of the Board of Tess era.
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Statement of Henry R. "Hank" Nothhaft

UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Before the International Trade Commission

IN THE MA TIER OF
CERTAIN COAXIAL CABLE CONNECTORS AND

INVESTIGATION No. 337-TA-650

COMPONENTS THEREOF AND PRODUCTS
CONTAINING SAME

STATEMENT OF HENRY R. "HANK" NOTHHAFT
ON BEHALF OF TESSERA TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

STATEMENT OF HENRY R. "HANK" NOTHHAFT
1.

My name is Henry R. "Hank" Nothhaft, and I am chief executive officer

(CEO) and chairman of the board of Tessera Technologies, Inc. ("Tessera"). As a serial
entrepreneur, I have been a pathfmder in the telecommunications and networking industries.
Over the last 35 years, I have grown pioneering start-ups such as Concentric Network Corp.,
Danger, Inc., DSC Communications and GTE Telenet Communications (now Sprint), into
mature industry leaders. I hold a master's degree from George Washington University and a
bachelor's with distinction from the United States Naval Academy. I am also a former
officer in the United States Marine Corps.
2.

I understand that the International Trade Commission (the "Commission")

requested submissions from members of the public regarding the interpretation of Section
337(a)(3) of the Trade Act of 1930 as it pertains to licensing. Specifically, the Commission
has asked the public to comment on whether certain investments in the exploitation of a
patent, such as expenditures towards the enforcement of existing patents, merit the
Commission's "full weight," when determining whether a patent holder has satisfied the
Commission's requirement that the patent holder have made sufficient investment in an
industry exploiting the patent within the United States (the "domestic industry
requirement").
3.

I submit this statement to address why the Commission should not interpret

the domestic industry requirement in a manner that gives investments in licensing efforts
more or less "weight" than other types of investments in domestic industry. A contrary
interpretation would represent a policy judgment by the Commission that manufacturing or
bringing a product to market is more valuable or worthy of the Commission's protection
than efforts to license or enforce existing intellectual property-a policy judgment that is
entirely antithetical to both the realities oftoday's American economy and the history of
American innovation policy.
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4.

The innovation economy, in which Tessera and other companies like it play

an important role, is the primary engine of economic growth in America today. Any attempt
by the Commission to interpret its domestic industry requirement so as to afford less
protection to innovators that have made the decision to develop and monetize intellectual
property, primarily by licensing it for others to practice, would Wldermine the most critical
driver of the American economy by denying innovators of protection necessary to make
investment in innovation worthwhile.
5.

Tessera is a publicly traded U.S.-based corporation with more than 415

employees. Our corporate headquarters is in San Jose, California, and we also maintain
offices in Charlotte, North Carolina. Over two thirds of Tessera's employees work in the
United States. Tessera's investment in domestic research and development ("R&D") has
long been, and continues to be, considerable. In 2009 alone, Tessera spent $71 million in
R&D. OfTessera's 415 employees, 270 are directly involved in R&D. Over 20% of
Tessera's employees hold a Ph.D. Tessera now holds approximately 2,000 patents
worldwide.
6.

Tessera began in 1990 as a developer offoWldational semiconductor

packaging technology and, thereafter, a manufacturer of semiconductor packages. After
nearly ten years in business and facing pressure to stop competing directly with its
technology licensees in the manufacturing realm, the company made a business decision to
focus its efforts on the continued development of its innovative packaging technologies and
in assisting customers to make the transition to those new technologies in their wide scale
commercial manufacturing operations. This business model required Tessera to make
considerable investments in continued research and development, as well as substantial
expenditures associated with the engineering services it continued to provide, and the
majority of the funding it received to enable those efforts was derived from licensing the
rights to the packaging solutions it developed and transitioned into large scale
manufacturing operations in partnership with industry-leading semiconductor
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manufacturers. These efforts have resulted in a broad array of smaller, faster, more reliable,
and more

feature~rich

electronics aroWld the world. Today, Tessera continues to invest in

and license its technologies, and delivers products based on these technologies, allowing
industry~leading

7.

manufacturers to get the right products to market, at the right time.

Today, Tessera has a highly successful licensing program, Wlder which it

currently licenses its technologies to over 60 companies. These companies manufacture a
broad range of products. Many of these companies are based in the United States, and their
success promotes the success of the U.S. economy.
8.

Tessera is not unique in fmding success through developing and licensing its

intellectual property to others. Indeed, Tessera is just one member of America's innovation
community-tens of thousands of small business leaders,

start~up

entrepreneurs, inventors,

venture investors, and lUliversities, who have long been the primary source of the
breakthrough innovations that change the world, create jobs, and improve the living
standards of every American. Universities and research institutions playa particularly
important role in funneling new innovations to small start-ups who can determine how to
monetize these ideas. This innovation community, and the innovation industry it supports,

has become the primary engine of economic growth in America today. Economists such as
Robert Solow have demonstrated that innovation and technological progress are responsible
for as much as 80 percent of all the growth in the U.S. economy. Indeed, innovation is the
number one driver of increases in American living standards.
9.

Like Tessera, many members of the innovation community have legitimate

business reasons to monetize their patents by licensing them to others rather than practicing
the patents themselves. For an American innovator, it is a given that in today's global
economy, it is often not possible to manufacture products that practice the innovator's
patents within the United States and sell them at a competitive price. The vast majority of
manufacturing in many oftoday's most innovation~rich sectors, such as technology, occurs
overseas. Another legitimate business reason that an innovator might have for deciding to
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monetize its patents by licensing them to others is that the innovator may simply not be
fmancially able to or interested in setting up a manufacturing ann. Small individual
inventors, for example, will not typically attempt to build their own factory-they will look
for an existing manufacturer to begin making a product that practices their patent. As
another example, universities are rich in intellectual resources but generally limited in
industrial resources, and so would prefer to continue researching and developing new ideas
(and kernels of ideas) and then licensing these ideas to others to figure out how to most
profitably use them in productization and manufacturing. For all of these kinds of
innovators-the entrepreneurial company, the individual inventor, the research university,
and similarly situated entities-investment in licensing activities, including investment in
enforcement of existing patents to ensure that hold-out foreign infringers will obtain licenses
as required by law, will necessarily be a primary form of investment.
10.

Innovation is one of our greatest economic resources-and it would not exist

without strong patent protection. This is because patent protection is the means by which
innovators recapture the value of their inventions and the efforts that went into developing
those inventions. For those businesses that have made legitimate business decisions to
capture the value of their patents by licensing them to others rather than manufacturing
products themselves, patent protection (as opposed to manufacturing and sales), is the most
important means of recapturing the value of their inventions. For the Commission to
interpret the domestic industry requirement to exclude investment in patent protection from
its consideration, or to give this investment less weight in the analysis, would simply be the
Commission imposing its own ideas on the best way for innovators to recapture the value of
their inventions. The Commission itself would be dictating that individual inventors or
universities who decide that licensing is the most sensible way to monetize their inventions
are less deserving of protection. The Commission would close its doors to these innovators,
leaving them on their own to try to collect on the value of their innovation.
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11.

If there is no way for innovators to fund continued innovation and growth-

no way for entrepreneurs and the venture capitalists who nurture them to profit by inventing
the ''Next Big Thing"-then innovation dies on the vine for lack of the proper nutrients.
Patent protection enables innovators to attract this :funding and, in the words of Abraham
Lincoln, "add[ ] the fuel of interest to the fire of genius."
12.

In this way, patents are the "engine" of our innovation. They protect

intellectual property that enables new products, creates jobs, improves living standards and
saves lives. If the Commission were to withdraw its protection of patent holders whose
primary domestic investments consist of licensing activities, the Commission could
undermine our country's competitive edge at the worst possible moment for our economy.
At this critical time in American history, the Commission should interpret its mandate not to
weaken patent protection but to improve it-so that America can increase its strategic
reserve of intellectual property and retain its leadership in an increasingly competitive global
marketplace.
13.

Moreover, for the Commission to withdraw its protection of patent holders

whose primary domestic investments consist of licensing activities would run against
another of the core principles of the American innovation legacy that has been responsible
for America's phenomenal economic growth: that patents are democratic and can be
secured-and protected-by American innovators of all sizes and business models. This
country's founding leaders consciously set out to construct a patent system that would
stimulate the inventive genius of the common man. These deeply felt democratic ideals led
the founders to reject the elitism of the British patent system, which charged exorbitant
patent fees equal to ten times the annual per capita income of its citizens. Instead, the
founders reduced U.S. patent fees to a level that even ordinary workers and farmers could
afford. They also greatly simplified administrative procedures for applying for a patent in
order to encourage innovation on a truly mass scale. The results were dramatic. By 1860,
the number of new inventions patented in the United States was an astonishing seven times
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the number in Britain, although our populations were at that time roughly the same in size.
Moreover, many of the patent holders from the Nineteenth Century had little or no formal
schooling. Many of the most famous names in American invention-such as George
Eastman (roll film) and Thomas Edison (the electric light and the phonograph}-left school
early to support their families. What is noticeable about this trend is that it was the patent
system that made it economically feasible for innovators to license their patents, generate
income, and in so doing make a full-time career in innovation. This, of course, generated
more innovation. This democratized patent syste~ by which anyone, from any walk of life,
could aspire to find financial success through innovation, as much as any other factor in our
history, is what enabled America to become the most technologically-advanced country in
the world and the economic powerhouse we are today.
14.

The need for the Commission to protect innovation is particularly acute

where the innovator is an independent entrepreneurial business. This is because small
innovators rather than large multinational corporations have traditionally been the source of
breakthrough innovation, new job growth, and the development of new industries that create
higher living standards for all Americans. Of the major innovations that powered the
American economy to unrivaled prosperity over the last 40 years-semiconductors, personal
computers, telecommunications, software, and the Internet-in each case the key
breakthroughs were made by small startups that went on to become independent public
companies. In fact, economists have found that although venture-funded research by small
entrepreneurial firms account for only 3 percent of all corporate R&D, it produces 15
percent of all industrial innovations. And as for job growth, the U.S. Census Bureau reports
that between 1990 and 2003, small entrepreneurial firms created 79.5 percent of all new net
jobs in America, despite themselves employing only 18.4 percent of the workforce.
15.

Many of these small or independent businesses are unable or ill suited to

starting their own manufacturing arm. The best way for these businesses to monetize their
innovations, and in tum fund future innovations, is to license their patents to others for
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whom it is economically rational to manufacture innovative products and focus their own
efforts on further innovation. For these companies, licensing investments-including the
enforcement of existing patents and requiring those who make infringing products to take
licenses-are their primary investments and the only way in which they could satisfy the
Commission's domestic industry requirement. For the Commission to give these
investments less weight in considering whether such companies are worthy of the
Commission's protection would risk cutting off the roots that funnel nutrients to these
innovators who are so fundamental to the continued growth of the American economy and
American jobs.
I declare under penalty ofperjury under the laws of the United States of America that
the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
Signed on thiJD day of January, 2010
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F expirer, fro L expirore. exspiroT6, fr.,-ex· lex- '.+ ' lex.plant \ C')eks+ \., [ex· +.planl, v,l : to remove Oiviog .tis) breathe - more at SPJRIT] vi 1 ": to breathe one s
s~e) to a place or me:dium -outside ,the, natural habitat ,esp. in
;h : OlE (was carried borne by bis two old counselors
hssue culture - ex.. plan.. ta.tion \:ek,s + \ n ·-s
.
I expired -D.G .Hollman) 2: to come to an end 2ex.plant \'eks+ \ n -S : livin~ tissue removed from its place
a : to reach a close (as of a period of time) : TEa- in the body and placed in an artIficial medium for tissue culture
:tbe period of · ten years (or which the court was ·ex·ple·ment \'ekspl~m~ot\ n -S [l.. explemenlum soniething
,d expired in 1918 ~B.H.Williams) b: to become that liIls, fr. · explere + ·menlum -iDentl : tbe dillerence be.ugh the passage 01 time (now all his powerful patents
·ired --c:D.Fisher) c: to become extinct: die out :;~~.f\ ::ijgle aod 360 degrees ~ ex.ple.men.tal \:ekspl>
: 01 the daughters expired on the birth 01 the son ex·ple.men·ta.ry angle \:ekspl~:men'torc-, -o·trl·\ n [upleo Cruise) 3: to emit tbe breath (the wbales . ' .• menl + ·aryl : either of two angles wbose sum is 360 degrees
Nitb a rushing sound the instant the blowhole was exPlete ., -ED/·lNG/·s [ME expfeilen •. explelen. partly fro MF
-P.H.Gosse) 4 obs: to burst forth: fly out with or expleiler, esp/eiler, uploiler, esploitt!r to achieve, perform &.
h a blast (Iurious winds . .. pent in blind cavems. .partly fro L explelus. past part. of explere. ~ more at EXPLOIT)
g to ~ -George Sandys) - yl lobs: to· breathe obs : SATISfY, COMPLETE ~ exPletion n -S obs
Ie act 01 dying (as soon as their apostle had expired ·'ex'lIle.Uve \'ekspbld.iv. Itiv, chiefly Brit ek'splel or ik's-\
Jroath - leremy Taylor) 2 obs : to bring to an end
adf (LL expletiyus, fro L exple/Us (past part. of exp lre .to lill.
"JOE (would ~ the misery 01 his unspeakable torment- fro ex- lex_ + plere to liJI) + ·/YUS -ive; akin to L plenus lull
rtainty ~Thomas Nash) 3: to breathe out Irom or - mOre at FULL) 1 a : serving to fill up or added to 1m out
m the lungs: release from (he nose or mouth in the
(~ phrases ••• to plump bis speecb -Isaac Barrow) b .oj a
word: used as a grammatical subject or grammaticaJ object
)f respiration {the basaJ m~tabo1ism test .. . measures
2 : marked by tbe use of expletives (resigoed bi. post io a
u~ ~!st~~~~Ysh~iOt~~· ~:f;i;: ~ !~:h~~~~s t;JgPv~ leiter of great ........ violence -F.M:Ford)
~HALE. EMIT (every shrub ~s perfume --cbarles 2exPlellve \ "\ n·S 1 a : a syllable. word, or phrase inscrted
.1)
.
to fill a vacancy (as in a scntence or a metrical line) ·without
\!ek,spi:rE; ik!sp~re, ek;.\ n ~s : an Australian con- adding to the sense (while ~s their feeble aid do join and 'ten
low words oft creep.in 'one dull Iioe ,-Alexander Pope); (Sp
Ise time of penal servituac .has expired
: an expletive .word Cas it- in "it· is easy to say so.. or Win
\ik'spI",{r), ek-\ n ·S:: ooe that expires
.g.ly ady [expiring Cpres . . pari. 01 expire) + -Iy) umake It clear which you {,refer") b:· an exclamatory word
or pbrase; esp : one that 13 obscene or profane (wrbte· witb
manner of one
expiring
(spoke
in
an
,..."
weak
voice)
\ik 1splre, ek 1 s·, 'ek.s·; 1eksp~rc\ n -ES [expire + . -y] cbalk on the steps and doors the old four-letter Anglo-Saxon
.TION; a: exhalation of breath (that deep intake 01 ~s -Shelby Foote) 2: ooe·that serves.as a filler or is added
that brief and passionate""" were not the components . as a filling (a gooseberry tart witb other ornamental ~s of
the same kind -Richard Graves) . (be ·is a sort of ,..." at the
1 -Aldous Huxley) b: DEATH (on ~, the rebellious
table serving to stop gaps -Q.W.Holmes t1915) .
.
II other bodies enter -P.l.Bailey) c: DESTRUCTION,
ION (ancient bistory ou~ht ..• not to cease witb the ex .. ple.to.ry Vekspl~,tore; ek'spled.xe. ik 1 s.\ a4j [L explelus
. .
+ E ·ory) : EXPLETIVE
e Roman Empire - William Taylor t1836) d: TERN. CLOSE. END (at the ~ of these eight years he dis- ex.plica.ble \ek'splik3b,I, jk's-. 'ekC'ls., 'ekspl~kc\ adf [L
explicabilis. Ir. eXplicare + ·abi/is· -ab e] : capable of being
the subject and sold the books ~A.N.Whitehead);
explicated: EXPLAINABU
·
: termination of a time or period fixed by law, contract,
,ment (on the ~ of the State Governor's term of ex.pli.can.dum \,eksplo'kand3m\ n, pi eXpllcan.da \-<1:>\
[NL, fro L, neut. of explicandus, gerundive of expllcare to
-Noreen Routledge)
explicate] : a word or an expr,e..ssIon whose meaning is to be
~~as~;::r;,~k;;j,is~~;f.t~x~I'e~~O~.l;~~~~i ~~ fi~t explicated - used cbiefly In pbilosophy; contrasted with
. .
, lisb - more at FISH) chiejly SCOI : to discover by expllcans
examination or investigation : search out (has ·with ex.pli;cans \'ekspl~,kaoz\ n, pi exPlican.Ua \,okspl,kaoch~\ [NL, fr o L, pres. part. of expll~are). : tpe.meaning
.genuity endeavored to ~ the truth ~W . L.Alexander)
of a word or an expression - used chIefly 'In philosophy;
is·ca,lIon \,ekspo'sklish,o, -(,)spi·s·\ n ·s chiefly Scol
cODtrasted with exp/icandum
'
..
1.tO.ry ·\ek·spisk:i.lOri\ adj. chiefly SCOI : tcndiog to
lex.pli.cate \ 'ekspl3,kit\ yl . W/-ING/·S [L explicolus, past
e : SEARCHING
part. of <xplicare. lit .• to unf~ld, fro ex~ lex- + plicare .to
\ik·spllin. ek·\ yb ·ro/.ING/.S [ME explanen. fro L
re to level. make plain or clear, (r. ex- 'ex- + -pionare, fold - more at PLY) ' 1 a : to give a detalled accounl of : EX·
J'OUNO, DISCLOSE (an uofairness • .• whicb this would not
IS level, nat ~ more at PLOORl yl 1 B : to make manibe quite the proper place for expllcaling -charles Lamb)
:csent In detail: EXPOUND, DJSCLOSE (promised to ,..."
b : to unlold the meaning or sense of : INTERPRET, CLARIFY
et of his success) b: to make plain or understandable
of complexities or obscurity : INTERPRET. CLARJFY (tryiog to ~ not vocabulary or techniques but the ex,Perience
mentary that ~s the more dillicult passages of the out of wbich· these works were written ~Perry Miller) 2 obs
: to lay open' : UNfOLD. EXPAND (the rose 01 Jericho will • . .
e : to give the meaning or significance of : provide
~ its flowers -Sir Thomas Browne) 3 obs : DlSENTANGLE,
erstanding of (,..."ed the concept in straightforward
EXTRlcATE ,(no woy to,..." the Kingdom out of those intricacies
;e) d: to give the reason for or cause of: account
s unable to ~ his strange conduct) 2 obs: to .spread -Edward Hyde) 4: to develop what is involved or implied
in (as a statement or ootioo) : analyze logically (this prineiple
~ ~Ui\s:le~~~j~hnE'g~~~)(tt;; ah~rtS; sh~e;t~~~ I~~-';'j has beeo explicaled into three general axioms -Fraoeis
Boweo)
.
.
ment of · : EXPLICATE (,..." an inteJlectual argument)
;u bsume under a scientific theory or exhibit as an in- 'exPlicate ' adf [L expl/calus, past part. 01 expllcare) obs
: EXPUCATED
)f a scientific law (,..." natural events) c: to deduce
tated premises : PROVE (~ a mathematical result) ex.pll.ca.Uon \,ekspl~'klisb,o\ n -S (L explicalion·, expl/calio.
fro expl/calus + -Ion-, -10 -ion) 1: the act or process of explitatc by way of expJanation .- used in direct or indirect
eating ·: EXPLANATION (he quite naturally brought to tbe ~
se - 'II 1: to give an explanation (a poet whose words
of those priDciples tastes Bnd predilections which were very
! rather than define, suggest ratber than . . . ~ -Irwin
) ' ·2 obs : · to speak one's mind (tbe public ..• begios mucb of his time --c.S.Singleton) . 2 : something that
explicates or that results from the act or process of explicating:
'on bim ~Earl of Chesterfield)
as a: a detailed description, exposition, or interpretation
CCOUNT Uor). ruSTIFY, RATIONALIZE ; to EXPLAIN is to
(a precise""" of ·how ·.to drive an automobile -C.A.Fenton)
or make acceptable to· the understanding something
,
finds · mysterious,· causeJess. or inconsistent (explain an . b : a statement cODtaining.a logical analysis
~tericy in a financial report) (there is no comprehensive ex.pll.ca.Uon .de texte \ekspleknsyij'd(~)tekst\ n, pI. exPli·
'that explains these phenomena) (the mountainous
~~~~r~ec~~~~~'~~J~d~g
~e~~~jf!~n:!:,o'::(na~i~:
~e~~g
er of Greece explains its division into a crowd oC
part 01 a work and · ao exposition of the relationsbip of these
tates ~Edward Clodd) To ACCOUNT (jor) suggests a
parts to each other and to the whole work 2: a critical
. acceptable by the litting of the thing to be accounted
) some acceptable scheme (as IOi;ical or mathematical analysis empJoying explication de texte
:ncy. or an order of nature) ( theu presence could npt lex,pUc.a.tlve \ (·)ck!splihd.iv, ik's-. 'ekspl~,klid.·\ · ad}
: serving to explicate: EXPLANATORY; ipeci!: serving to explain
,uFl~~~00s.;~M:':'~>P<[~? p~;::~~~p~r' ~~~r.I~s ~~~ logically wbat is cootaioed in tbe subject (ao ~ proposition)
- ex.plic.a.Uve.ly \-d.~vl.\ ad.
I Jor the character of the Indian civilizations frontiers·
.cOuntered when they entered the Great Plains -R.A. .2exPlIcaUve \"\ n ·S : ao explicative expression
;on) (accounl jar the loss of · a compaoy's money) To ex.pll.ca.toI \'ekspI3,klrd.,(r)\ n -$ [L. fro expllcalll3 + -or)
is to account for or explain. or attempt to account for
: olie that explicates. : EXPOSITOR
.
ain, tc;> one~, or someone's satisfaction, esp. by expla~J} ex.pUc.a.to.ry \ek'splik~,tore, ik's-, 'ek(,)splik-, 'ek..spl:Jk-;
ay gull\" or blame (the playhouse was forced to }ustijy
\ n, pi exPlIca.ta
s a ·serious cultural endeavor -Amer. Gu,'de St!rit!s:
(NL, fro L, neut. of expllcalllS, past pari. of . expl/ pre)
jecided after tbe second day or the hearings tbat oot
: EXPLICANS
..
.
~~~p~pin~~en j~~m~S \,"/':f,'Y~a~~:)e¥,go~~~~~~ tex.pll.clt \·ekspl~.kit somelimes ek'splis~t\ n ·s [LL. ob;
,lder sense stresses the idea of something acceptable, to
short for L e:icp/icitus unrolled, past part. of expllca
to
but in modern use signifies Irequently to justily by
unroll. unfold; Ir. the gradual unrolling of a scroU durin the
:sp. self-decer.tive, reasoning (cooreration with those course of writing on it and its completely unrolled state hen
vhom we dif er is possible oaly i we ralionalite our , the writing is finisbed) : a statemenl formerly used at tb ood
and tbus make them intelligible to those baving dif· of a book or maouscript or scctioo of a book or maou ript
backgrouods ~M.R.Cohen) (we rationalize our cum(as to indicate authorship or place aod date of copyiog)
Ie babit. taking for granted or explainiog that tbis 2ex.pUc.1t \ik'splis~t, ek-, usu -s~.+ V\ adf [F or M . P
I is iotrinsically aod logically best -A.L.Kroeber)
explicile, fro ML expllcilus, fro L, free !rom obstacle 'Ir.
7

et~ft~~~~i:i~~t"fplo~~~~~d-

t

lts antonYI1l mutt/wut:. ;:)u~~ U"'. \"l........ ...... u ... . . n..l .., . ...... ...... 0
.thatleaves ootbmg uoclear or. doubtlul. certainty sometimes
attained by unadorned, nat statement, sometimes by careful
limitation . or delinilion (do the quinine derivatives act.· by
attaching .themselves .to the bacteria or by cbanging. the .b ody
fluids? It was a simple, clear] definite question -Sinclair
Lewis) SPECTPIC il)dicates 00 tnc one band being specified,
.particular. or individual or 00 tbe other marked by particulars
aod details ·sufficiently or amply treated (religion relers to
the. fun~amcntaJ issues of human existence, while magic
always t~rn. round specijlc. concrete, and detailed problems
-B.K.Malinowski) (captions aod legends ·in these pages are
.o ften mere generalized comments, devoid of speci]ic informa ..
tion - e.g., identification of the illustration as ·to date, pJaCe,
photographer -Saturday. Rev.) EXPRESS stresses the idea
that wbatever is under consideration has been expressed and
not left to tacit understanding; it may suggest stress, cQgency'.
directness, pojntedn~s, or special emphasis in expression <if
00 express acknowledgment of these rights had been · made
.• ~. they were ·praclically observod - l .R .Green) (an .express
provisio.n of \h.e act required that the codes should ' not pro~
mote monopohes .-,.F.D.Roosevett) CATEGORICAL stresses a
.pqsitive or ~bsolute absence of reserving qualification, demUrTer, tentative condition (the question is always categorical:
is this man guilty or not -W.G .Sumner) (when documentary
testimony was not the appropriate answcr, Secretary Chap.
man gave specific calegor/cal replies uoder oatb -Salurday
Re •• )
er:..U
~:rf~n~~~~.d :..:' !~\~~~~~ g~i:~gc~~,;~~~~t~~j~~:f~~
exPlicit function n : a mathematical fuoction containing only
tbe independeot variable or variables - opposed to Implicit
junclion
ex.pUc.it.ly adv : in an explicit manner: EXPRESSLY
ex.plic.it.ness n -ES : the quality or state of being explicit
: ·CLEARNESS. DIRECT.NESS
exPlicit relation. n : a lunctional relation in mathematics
in whieb tbe dependent variable is stated directly in terms of
the independent variable
.
ex· pI ode \ik'splOd. ek-\ .b -ED/-lNG/-S [L explodere. explaudere. fro ex- 'ex- + plod.,e. plaudere to clap. applaud)
.", 1 archa~c : to drive from the stage by noisy disapproval
: hoot olf 2: to expose decisively tbe hollowness or invalidity
of : bring into disrepute or discredit (exploding conventional
theories of courtship and marriage -H .L.Myers) (~ a
rumor) 3 a : to cause to explode or burst noisily: DnONATE
(~ powder) (~ a bomb) b: to cause .the libers 01 (wood
cbips) to. separate into pulp under bigh steam pressure wbicb
is suddenly released c: to bit Ca goll ball) out of a saod
t,(ap with an explosion shot d: to separate the covers and
paoes or leaves of (a stamp booklet) by rernovinjl the staples
e: to utter with explosion Csense 2<1) - vi 1 a (I) : to
uodergo rapid combustioo with sudden release 01 energy .
in the fonn of beat tbat causes violeot expansion of the gases
formed ond consequent ,PToduction of great d;sruptive pressure and a loud noise (d)'namite ~s) (2) : to undergo an
atomic nuclear reaclion WIth similar but more violent results
(an atom bomb ~s) (3) : to burst violently as a result of
pressure from within (a steam boiler may~) b: to hit a
golf ball out of a sand trap witb an explosioo shot 2: to
give a sudden, strong, and usu. noisy release to an emotion
: burst fortb (exploded with wratb) (race tensioo was exploding all around us ~H.W.Young) (he is apt to ~ into
picturesque profanity -Carl Markwitb) 3: to resound with a
sudden loud ·ooise 4: to shatter esti. with a loud report
(threw a glass 00 the .stone floor and 11 exploded like a shot
-,-1<00 Stallord) 1;: to su!:gest an explosion Cas in appearance
or effect) (clay iars exploded witb bouquets -Jack Kerouac)
(a clever aphonsm ... ,..."s with a brilliant shower of sparks
-y.L.Parrmgton) <the road ,inches deep in roud! ice and the
bhzzard exploding In the middle of tbe wlndsbield -Joyce
Cary) (wheo your Ii.s t explodes agaiost the tar!:et ~!ack
Dempsey) 6 a : to change state or appearance expanSively
and suddenly or rapidly (touched by a flicker of name, the
parcbed woods ' ~ ...,...W.B.Greeley) : break or burst lorth
<maples have exploded into clouds of rosy buds ~Walter
O'Meara) (~ into a grio) (suburbs arc exploding outward
~Ne", Republic) b: to come to a suddeo violent breaking
point or point of release (this situatiQn at last ~s in an overt
action ~Howard Nemerov) ~ exPlQde a bombsbell : to
iotroduce a proposal. theory, statement, or item of inform ation unexpectedly and forcelully so as to compel attention or
stimulate action (exploded a' bombshell that Was followed, lor
the most part. by a stunned silence -Oliver La Farge)
exploded adj [lr. past part. of EXPLODE) : showing the parts
(as or ao apparatus or machine) separated but in positions
that indicate their correct relationship to eacb other (ao
~ view of a carburetor) ~ compare PHANTOM
.
·ex.p)od.ent \-<I'nt\ n -s [explode -+ -enl) : EXPLOSIVE
ex.plod.er \-d,Cr)\ n -s 1: one that explodes ~: a device
for ,firing or detonating an explosive charge: as a: BLASTINO
CAP b: BLASTING MACHII'E c: SQUl."
lex.plolt \'ek.spI6it al,o ik's- or ek's-, .usu -6id·+V\ .n ·s
[ME exploit. expleil. esploll, .espleit outcome,. success, enterprise. fr. OF, accomphshment, success, revenue, fro Lex·
plicilum, neut. of explicilus, past part. of t!xplicare to unfold,
set io order - mOre at EXPLICATE) .: DEED. ACT; esp : a
~>able or beroic act: fEAT (lbe ~s 01 Columbus) (a gollaot
2ex.plolt \ik'spl6it, (')ek!s.. usu -6id·+ V\ ., -ED/-ING/·S
[ME explellen. t!splollen, espleilt!n, fro MF explollt!r, expleiler,
esploileT, . espleller, fr o OF· exploil,i~r, expleiller, esploilier.,
espleilier, fro exploil. expleil, esplail. espleil, n.) ·1 obs: ACHIEVE,
PERfORM 2 a (I) : to turn (a natural resource) ·to economic
account: WORK, CULTIVATE (~ 8 mioe) (~ the virgin lands
of the West) (2) : to take advantage of : UTILIZE (~ed bis
distinctive taleot for book illustration ~Herberl Read)·(.....;"C
the materiab .. . aod tbe tecbniques of our time ~N.Y.
Times) b: to make usc of meanly or unjustly lor one's owo
advantage orprolit : take undue advantage of (~s his

:;:!

\1=Tt-:lfn~:~en~d~S~)r:;~s~!P*~~cl~~~:~!~O~U:til~i~ze~tbe~.~Ia~bo~r.~p~o~w~e~rA
«O.~I;'II~C(·lc~Ph~e,~;r:s~·~~hn~~~_. .
degree in WblC.b Ibe peasaot was ~ea DY me uvvn . ...... .
DodweU)
'
.
ex.ploit·able \-6id ••baI, -6it>\ adf: capable.of beilJg exploited
ex.plol.ta.tion \,ek,spI6i'tllsb,ri sometimes Jk-\ n ·S. [P,
fro exploiter .to explOIt (fr. OF exploiller, eX'llelller, esplollier.
espleider to achieve, {,erform) + -alion]
: an act of exploiting (here we get lDcessant ~ 01 tbe author's social and
political observations -F.B.Millett) (widesp~ead ~ of aotibiotics for noomedical use ~Americana Annual); as a: uti·
Iization or workiog of a oatural resource (the sheep .. • finds
its living by ~ of pastures ~Allao Fraser). (~ot water power);

investigatory
In·ves.U·ga.to.ry \~ .g"ltore, -tOr~f -ri chteJly Brit .. :......
:gat3ri or -a.tri\ ad} [Investigate + -aryl : tNVESTIGATIVE
In·ves·tI·tive \~n·vest3d.iv\ . adl [ML InveSlltus (past part. of
Investire to invest) + E -(vel : of, relating to, or having the
power of vesting a right
in·ves·ti·ture \-t,.chil(,)r. -.chll •• -_ch.(r). -"'.tll-, -t:>o,tyll-\
n -5 ~ME, r,r. ML jnv~stUura, fr. jnveslJtus (past part • .of
InveSllre to mvest) + L -ura -ure] ·1 a : !lie ceremoolal
conferral of symbols of office or honor (the six newly appointed Master Knights. _ . immediately after their ~ with
the Cloak and Cross of Malta -Springjleld (Mas.r.) Catholic
Observer) b: an acl o( ratirying O( establishing in office

~yCO::'~~~!~~ ~!~k ~r~~!thr~~~~t :~dt~~~l~~s~S ~j~~

Flanner) C: LIVERY OF SEIZIN 2: an act of infusing or
enriching 3 a : an act of clothing or decorating (to dress
the sovereign in a linsey-woolsey- garb would .• r be a very
unsuitable ~ -R.C.Singleton) b: something that covers
or adorns (the heavy red damask ~ of the four-poster) (re.
grettable that - the drama does not live up to its rich ~ Newsweek) 4 archaic: 'INVESTMENT 2 6: BLOCKADE, SIEGE
(the enemy, fleet riding to the......, of Japan -This World) lin·vest.ment \~n'ves(t)m3nt\ n -s [·'invell + -m,nt] l 'a archaic : VESTMENT b: an outer· layer of any kind: COATING,
ENVELOPE: as (1) : an outward habiliment: GUISE (one -man
asserts his right to grow a beard ... as the N of hiS motley
-Timer Lit. SuPp.) (2) : an external covering of a cell. part,
or organism (3) : a layer of heat-resistant material in which a

~~n~:~Jgtib~r';;r~a~;ldb:;::,~e (~inlaYlef~a';.~~r ~':.;;~~~h :~1~

inv4

1-190
mention a more or less haphazard list of Dam~ -Su",~y
Graphli;) (rar from our purpose to institute any ~ comparisons
betweeo these two gifted women -Eugene Field) syn see
HATEPUL

In.vld.f.QUS.ly adv : in an invidious manner: ODIOUSLY
in.vid.l.ous.ness n -ES ; the quality or state of being invidious

: ODIOUSNESS

in.ViJl.1ancy \(')in, on+\n-ES["n- + vlgilancy] archaic : lack
of vlgllanee
_
in,vlg.l.late \~o'vij3.lit\ vb -ED/-tNO/-S [L InvlglIatus, past
part. or inv;gUare, fro In· 2in- + vigl/are to watch - 'more at
VIGILANT] rl : to keep watch (that invisible power that ~s

~::~i~!tI~~ng!.,--;~~~~ ~k~e~a~~hr~{

Brit: tQ, pro~~~r
:m,Y-\ n ..,s.,. : an act of sur·
veillance: speci! : the proctoring of an examination
.
in.vig.j.la.lor \1»n'vij::t,lid.a(r)\ n -s BTU: PROcrOR .2b
in.vlg.or or in.vig.our \~n'vigo(r)\ vt [alter. (influenced by
E .lin·) of earlier envigor, fL " en· + ~igor, a.] archaic: IN·
VIGORATE
.
In.vlg.o.rate \~n'vigo,rat, usu -ad.+V\ .t·-ED/-INO/-S [prob.
'fr. lin· + obs. E vigorate to invigorate, fr. L vigoratus. past
part. of vlgorare, fro .vigor.- more at VIGOR) : .to give life and
energy to : ANIM'A.'IE (a lotion to ~ the skin) (that puzzling out
of new possibilities which ~s the imaginaUon -H.A.Overstreet) (an industrial center inl1igoraled by defense contractsR.M.Hodesh) · syn See STRENGTHEN'
Invigorating adj : having, an enlivening effect : BR.ACING,

In,vlg.i.la.Uon \(.)in,vij::t'lish;Jn.

an

r.1;:~~Asl~~~ ~;-;~i:"i~~~n~t~~~gr..V~:I~~; d~ri~~ t~ t~::~e;'

(orms the mold in investment casting 2: INVESTITURE 1 --Charles Cooper) (his writings are tonic and ..• ......, to those
(~ with the ring has been an iotegral part of each coronation
who stand in need of inspiration -R.L.Cook) - in.yjg.o1"---"~'"!"''''''II!'~I-''''-_'!'''''''_"'!I'''_''~_~'''!'~~~'l!ng.lY
adl1'
an attack on Montreal, .. and a complete ~ of Quebec by in.v .o-ra.t!on \.,.,,·rnsh:m\ n -s 1: the act or process of
land and sea -J.B.Brebner) .
inv orating <demands for . .. ~ of the Articles were made
21nvestment \ "\ n -s ojten at/rib (lIn vest + -ment] 1 a : an
eve before they became effective -Allan Nevins) 2: the
expenditure o( money for income or profit or to purchase , qu~ ty or state of being invigorated (the _ ~ that derives from
someching of intrinsic' value: capital outlay (......, in common
he cultural atmosphere of a great city -A.A.Houj;hton)
stocks) '(~ in a diamond brooch) b : the sum lOves ted or the fn;v .o.ra-tor \ .. •.... rad.a(r), ~iit ..·\ n -s : one that IOvigoproperty purchased (has a large ~ in a' copper mine) (a
rat
Cine painttng is an......,) 2: (he commitment of funds with a tn.v nate \o\n'vl.nat, 'in,v.\ lit -ED/-JNO/-S [prob. fro (as.
view to minimizing risk and safeguarding capital while earning
su~ d) NL inllinatus. past part. of (assumed) NL invlnare. fro
a return - contrasted' with speculation 3: the ,commitment
L I lin- + vlnum wine - more at WINE] : to make present by

\ ..,.........., ..... "':::,, . . \

~~oj~c":<~t~nfob'~~t[s :~:~h:;:~~r at~r!tl~~:i~rha;:i't~i~~i~~ 1~~~ ~~?ilon \~in,vI'nrish .. n\ n -s [P, prob. fr. (assumed) 'NL
and planning -D.F.Cavers)
Inlll ation-, invinatio. (r. (assumed) NL inllinatus + L -ion-, ·io
investment bank n (1investml'nt] : an institution that special-io : the inclusion of the blood of Christ in the eucharistic
izes in buying and selling large blocks of securities (as new
nWiol1 without change in eit~er substance - compare I~PANA.
issues)' and in- raising funds (or, capital expansion - investment banking n
.
In.x ~.CI.bll.I.·ty \(,)in,vin(t)so'bilod.c, ~n,v-, -Iote, -i\ n -ES
investment bankor /I 1: a person employed by an invest: to, quality or state of being invincible
ment bank or engaged io investment banking 2: INVEST- 'in· n.cl.ble \(')in:vin(t)sobol, on'v-\ adJ [ME, fr. MF, fr_
. .-~"""",. .",,~...__--~--_ _...._ .....,;_ _~...~~~...lnl1iriclbllls, fr. Lin· lin- + vincibilis conquerab.!e - more
investment casting n ['Investment] : casting by the eire.
at VINCIBLE] 1 a: incapable of being vanquished or.subjugated
perdue process
: impervious to attack or conquest: UNBEATABLE (......, army)
investment company or investment trust n ['investment]
(has been ~ in eight-oared Olympic rowing -Collier's Yr.
: 'a company that holds securities of other corporations for
Bk,) b: impossible to overcome or subdue: ' ABSOLUTe,
investmenf'benerits only - compare HOLDING COMPANY
UNSWERvlNO (the ~ obscurity of his origins -JOser.h Con·
Investment counselor or investment adVIser n £'investmentl rad) (a resolute, yet not ~, skepticism -A.G.N.F ow) ("..,
: an individual or firm that analyzes and makes recomrespect for authority) (man·s ~ conviction that a sublime
mendations on a client's securities for 11 fee but does not have
soul cannot be imyrisoned -W.L.Su11ivan) 2 · : beyond an
physical custody of these securities (inv('stment counselors
individual's contro and so not involving moral'responsibility
or advisers must register under the Investment Advisers Act
: UNAVOIDABLE - used esp. of lack of knowledge about theo ...
of 1940 -J.O:Kamm)
logical concepts <~ ignorance) -in·vin.cl·ble.noss \-n~s\
Investment· reserve n ['Investment] : the terminal reserve of
n -ES'- in.vln.cl.bly \-ble,-bli\ adv
an insurance company in any year - compare INSURANCE 2invincible \ .. \ n -$ : one that is invincible
"
RESERVE
·
.
In.violability \G)io, on+ \ n : the quality or state of being
In·ves·tor \~n'vest.(r)\ n -s [linvest &. llnvest + -or] : one . inviolable
that invests; speciJ : one that seeks to commit funds for long. In.vIola~le '\(')in, ~n+ \ ,!dJ [MF or L;· M~, fr. L InvioIablJis,
term proW with a minimum of risk -contrasted with speculator
fro In ... 1m. + violabllls Violable] lobs:' 'Incapable of being
invests pres Jd sln.~ of INVEST
. broken or destroyed : tNDESTRUCTtBLE· 2 a : secure from
in·ves·ture \~n'ves(h)ch~(r)\ n ·s ['inllest + ·ure] archaic
violation or inrringement : tNCORRUPTIBLE, SACR.OSANCT
: INVESTITURE 1
(thinking of conscience as an ......, sourCe of moral certitude
in.vet.er-a.cy \~n'ved·~rase, ·vet~r-,·ve.tr·, ·$i\ n "'F..s [lin- ,~~~c~ ~~~i~o;~or~lid '~~!"~~~o~r~;t~~~~t. :oo~k{i3~:~Ut~
'2~I!~h~e qtaif{y] ;r~~::~ ~f~:j~ti~~a::i;n~s~7c;~~STILITY require -Jessie,Bernardr b: secure from assault or trespass
tln.vet.er.ate \-r~t, usu -r~.+V\ ad} [L inve/.,atus, past
: UNTOUCHABLE, UNASSAILABLE (the person of the · king Is "")
~:tr~~~Idin!:r;:::: ~~ ~eE~~\ t~r~~~l/~' ~~~t~~':.'tety v;:~~: ~I~~~t~~r~.~l/\~gri!~a_~n~ ;;d~n.vi.o.la.ble.neSS\n~s\ n

ol

~cega~l~saDti~t~~~s>ic2: a~~Ai~~I~~~:is~ R<:~~R~~~.a~~~o~~ f~~V1ii~;]~;Cs~a~~~~v~:\~s:'i~~i~la~e -£5 [Invlo,'ate" + ~Yl : the
(~bursitis) b: deep-rooted 'or widely accepted: INGRAINED, In.vlolate \(')in:v'i31~lt, on'v- also . -,Iii; IISU Id.+V\· also InESTABLISHED (~tendency to naturalize foreign words -George
violated \-,Iad~, -at~d\ adJ [ME Invlolat; fr. L Inviolatus,
Woodcock) (supported by 'precedent so· ......, that· the chan~e of
fro in ... lin- + violatus. 'past part. of violare to violate - more
abandonment IS small -B.N.Cardozo) ("'. and skIllful
at VIOLATE] l 'a: free · from change or blemish: PURE, UN·
biographer -Marvin Lowenthal) c: stubbornly inflexible
BROKEN <desired the Italian ·culture to be · ~ and predommant
: ADAMANT. OBSTINATE (~ prejudice) (his ~ demaod for
-John Buchan) (cease searching for the {'edect shell, the
the imposilion of a severe discipline -C.I.Glicksberg)
whole ~ form ·-Anne M. Lindbergh) (while 1 continue to
d : long-lasfing : PERSISTENT (the·~ smell of ether in a hospital)
keep this oath ~ -Hippocratic Oath)·· b·: free from assault
3 obs : of an advanced age : ANCtENT (rotten wood ... or trespass: UNTOUCHED. INTACT <as he hall fallen ·on the
taken out of an ~ willow tree ~John Evelyn) · 4: fixed by
plain, ~ he lay -R.C.Treoch) <the··,.: first white· ·seltlers
,long habit or usage: : CONFIRMED. HABITUAL <......, sightSeers
agreed to keep this ground ~ -Amer. Guide Series: Conn.)
-Astrid Peters) (an ~ love of alcohol -C.B.Nordhoff· &.
2:. 11'VIOLABLE 2 (they .... regardedJheir huntin$ zones as
J.N.Hall) (the punishment for ~ idleness was a whipping on
the .. own ~ property -L.S.B.Leakey) (the' confidences of
the bare back -W.E.Woodward)
.
,. .
this Club arc ~ -R.H.Da.v is) - In:vl'o.late·IY ad, - Insyn CHRONIC. · CONFIRMED, DF.EP-ROOTe:O, 'DEEP'-SEATEO: INvf-o.late.ness n -ES
VETE.RATE suggests resolute lJers'i~tence !n ' an idea or atti.tude lDvious·:ddl (L In'vius, fro in· lin- + ~ia 'road - more at VlA]
makln~ chanJ;e o'r , moderation ImpOSSible· or,'most ' unlikely f:~r~~~~~~n~a~odl:~v~~~KLESS
~F~~;babt~~heownOOr\d·~a~~:tr,,~~tt~~~ie·i:!divid~~~~ ~th~~.:d!~ tn-vir.tu.ate \~n4v;rch3,wa(\ vt -Eo/·rno/·s pln- + virtue +
Century) (/nl'eterate habits of animistic thinking -Lewis
-ate] archaic: to·endow with virtue
', " , '
Mumford) (the inveterate h.ostility of "cre,ative" writers to tn.viS.cate \~n'vi.skat. 'jn,v-\ vt .ED/-ING/-S' (LL ,filvlseatus,
criticism -P.E.More) CHRONIC implies long continuation or 'past part. or-Invlscare to snare as with birdlime. fro L In- .lin ...
frequent recurrence of a usu, detrImental condition 'or trait
+ viscare to smear with birdlime. fro :vfscum mistletoe, birdbut lacks'the suggestion of determination that may accompany
lime - more.lll VISCID]: to encase in'a sticky substance: make
INVETERATE (his chronic state of mental restlessness -George
viscid - tD"'vls.ca.tion \ in,vi'skash~n\ n -5
-,
Eliot) <envy and robellion and ·c1ass resentments arc chronic In·vlscI4 : \(')in, on+ \ ·ad.!·l'ln- +. Viscid] 1 : not · having
moral diseasos with us -G.B.Shaw) <the total'~ack of ade.. viscosity (~f1uid) 2 · :'- relating to the flow of an inviscid
quate me.n. of transportation reodered the problem of a
body (~the0ry,> . '
..:. . .
grain marker a chronic difficulty to the f,ontier farmers In.vlslbility \(,)in, on+\ n [LL Invlsibilitat-. Inv;sibllitas, fr.
-'-V.L.Parrington) CONFIRMED· suggests a pattern ·that has
.L ' Invlsibllls invisible + -itat-, -itas' -ity] 1 : the quality . Or
become fixed -by habit or usage (I· am a con/lrmed wanderer
state of· being invisible 2 ·: something tbat is invisible
..
-Isaac D'lstaeli) (a conJirmed bachelor) (hIS .intense egoism lln.vlSible \C)in; 00+\ adj [ME; fr. MF.. fr. L in vis/bills,
rendered him impatient of all' reproof Or instruction and , . • ·fr. In- 'in- + . visibilis ·visible] · 1 a : : incapable of being seen
he soon became a victi'm of conjlrmed' ,m~nnerisms -Nation)
through lack of physical substance: not per'.ceptible by vision
DEEP~ROOTED ' arid DEEP-SEARo'in'-general'refer to qualities so
: INTANGIBLE, UNSEEN (another thriller ·about an ~ ,man)
deeply engrained that they have becOme part of the core of
(an angel and a high-frequency wave are'equally ~ to the
personal character. or to conditions of deep signif,icance and
mass of mankind -Lewis Mumford); 'speClj :'not appearing
lasting -endurance " (Lincoln had a· deep-rooted aversion to , in published financial sta'temenfs (......, assets and ' iiabilities)
b : of or relating ~o service or capital transactions not reflected
"slavery) -'(the deep-rooted causes of Indian discontent -Current History) (the conviction of Tho'mas Aquinas. that be- in:statistics of 'forejgn trade (the nation·s areatest'~ export.
tween' true science' and true reli'gion there can be nO contra~
tourism -T.H,Fielding) (a bit of unconSCJQus humor ,is the
diclion, is exceedingly deep-seated -J.H.Randall) (deep.
listing of.!,,~vies among .~ imp~rts-Georl\~ So'!le) ~Ireland'.

tatlon·, tnl1ilatlo, fro lnvitalus (past part. of In
+ -ion-, ·io ·ion] 1 a : the act of inviting: t1
a person's company 'or participation (I took '
as a dismissal from tea -o.S.J.Gogarty) (joi
tion at the - of the government~ b (I) : a \I
request to be present or partiCipate (addre~
(accept aD ~ to membership) (2): a written c
to do or undertake (an ~ to sing at a bene
- to assume leadership of. a project) (3) oJt
exhortation immediately preceding the COl
communion service of the AnglicaD aDd 0
churches C: SUGGESTION, PROPOSAL (the ~s
'scarcely to be distingUished from comm,
Gibbon) (he refused my ~ to consider the hist
intolerance -H.J .Laski) 2 a : ATIRACJ
LURE, INCfNTIVE (they were forced to mo,
the Sahara desert was no ~ -Emil Lengyel)
ship _ .. presents. us with evidence which is an
faculty of the reader -T.S.Eliot) b: a pre<
: INDUCEMENT, CHALLENGE, PROVOCA nON (a
red. was thrown down in a friendly village (
.in a war -Clark Wissler) (the laws •.. were
~1ing.,....Roger Burlingame) (her sultry look wa
21nvitation \: ••: •• \ also in·vl·ta.t!on.al
. ·shm). \ ad) : prepared or entered in respon
or challenge (~ article) (~ exhibit>; speciJ
vited participants (~ tournament)
lin.vl.ta.to.ry \~n·vid.o,tore\ adj [ME, fr.
fro L invilattls (p'ast part. of invitore) + -orlllS
ing an invitation (a brief ~ note> (~ psalm)
21nvitatory \"\ n -ES [ME, fr. ML inl'ltatoriu
of lnvilatorius, adj,] : any of various liturgi(
vitation used In church services (common inl1
Venite and Psalm 95)
.
tln·vlte \~n'vit, usu -id.+ V\ vb -W/-INO/-S
, inl1i1er, fr; L invitare, prob_ fr. in- lin- + ·1111
to Gk hltsthal to hasten, long for) - m(
1 a : to orrer an incentive or inducement to
(the.book ~s interest> (writes about the peopl.
~ his pen -Atlantic) <rock-strewn streams ,.
- Amer. Guide Series: N. I.) (virgin spaces
vlted colonization -Douglas Bush) (I loaf .
-Walt Whitman) b: to provide opportunity
: increase the likelihood of : 'open the way to
responsibility is to ~ social and economic in
Armstrong) (so long as there is starvation an
the midst of abundance we are inviting the
Benedict), (lurid emotionalism and tear-jerkit
Inviting sighs and hisses -Leslie Rees) (w
along ... In that wholly relaxed state which
~ small adventures -William Beebe) 2 a :
presence or _participation of : soHcil the COl
<- guests to dianer) (~ educators to a co
team to a tournament) (open the door and
: to send a formal invitation to <an affair OP(
who had been Invited) b: to request formal
chief executive) (Invited her to give a talk on
ment) (it is not as ret very clear which •.
consider becoming signa tones -I.A.Richard
politely or indicate a receptiveness to : ENCOl
(leaned forward .•• and In'vited me to cont
-Barbara Henderson) <invilin~ him to put I
uDder examination -Lionel Trilling) <~ bid,
(~s ' oral suggestions from his three clerks manner did not ~ approach -H.E'starr) invitation (he did not ~: he commanded -I
(the spacious camyus ... """'s to the enjoYmer
doors -Catalog 0 Hollins Coli.)
ljn.vite \ 'in,v ... \ n -s no", chiejly diai: INVITATI<
like you didn't get no ~ to the dance -Rich;
Invited adJ [fro past part. of 'invite] : present
vitation (~ guests) (read an""'" paper at the r
tn.vf-tee \:in,vI:te, ~n:vi:te\ n -S [invite + -,
perSOD : OUEST; sp€'cij : a person (as a custom
place by the express or implied invitation of
control of that place under circumstances Sl
duty on the occupier to use. reasonable car
safety of such person - -compare LlC£NSEE. TF
In.Vite·ment \~n'vltm'nt\ n -s lobs: INVIT
not stand upon ......" but came of himself -Ge
2 archaic: INVITATION 2 (unable to resist th<
repose· ,-Charles Lamb)
In.vit·er or in.vl.tor \~n'vid •• (r), -ito-\ n -s :
tlnviting rl -s [fro gerund of 'invite] obs : INvr
sent me an earnest ~ -Shak.)
2invltlng adj [fro pres. part. of "nvite] 1: givi
(the ~ ship would haul the Stars and Stril
-H.A.Chippendal') 2: · of an agreeable n,
to the senses! ATTRACTIVe, TEMpTING (~ cli

~%!3s (Bo~ke~;~~~f~.~ii~i~~'.iY :Jlve:..!.i:

n -ES
"
,
In. vi. tress \~n'vr.tr~s\ n -ES [Inviter + -ess] a
inviter
In vl·tro \(')in've.(,)lro\ ad" (or· adJ) [NL
: outside the living body : in a test tube or
environment (in vitro cultivation of, tissue
tN VtVO
In yl.vo ~(')in·v~(,)vO\ adv (or ad)) [i'lL, lit:,
alive:] :' In the hVlOg body of a plant or amn
thesis of vitamin D) (microor~anisms are
destroyed, In vivo by bacteriostallc druss -Ie
Assoc.) - compare IN VITRO
In·vo,ca·ble \~n'vok~b,I, 'inv,k-\ ad] [irre8.
L Invocare to invoke) fr. Invoke + -oble] : c
invoked
', .
In.vo.cant \-k~nt\ n -s [L Invocant-. invoean
Invocare to invoke] : one that invokes
in.vo·cate \'invo,kit\ vb -ED/-tNG/-s (L Invo.
of invOCarej vi,. archaic : INVOKE (still witt
-John Wes ey) -.1: to make a ·supplicatic
that hour ' to daybreak 'tis held aa Ungodly
Thomas .Herbert).
.
1n-vo.ca-t1on \,inv~'kash~n, -vo'-\ n ..8 (Me
MF Invocation, fr. L inllocation-, invocatio, fro
part. of inl10care to invoke) + -ion-. ·io -ion]
or an act of petitioning for he1p or support
APPEAL <~ to the Muses); speci], ojten cap:
t,reaty that is usu, a call for the divine presenc
at the beginning of a meeting or service of wo
moning up or calling upon for authority or
of economic reasons • _. tOo justify r.0stP0t1
incr~ases .-Fr~n\<, Gorr~lI)
of a_ ce el<rat~

.<..-

lI~~~~.t~~uI~b~l~g;~;~;:\~1t;I~~f;b~~y~y~:,~· .::-~s ~i ~I~~~: II~ti ~r~f ~:~~le prev.lent

In LIbrevIlle
I\i~:~;;or \ ·Us'ns.(r); ;•• ;sO(.)r •• 0(.)\ n .$ : OD
iDg or mark<d by lustlul desires: characterized by lewdness libri·form \ ·llbr..fOrm, ·Iib·\ adj [lSV librl· (Ir. L IIbr·. IIber lI·cen.sure \ ·lls"nsh_r••• shu(o)r\ n ·s ['license'
: LUSTFUL. LASCIVIOUS (indulged jn ......, orgies -Samuel Putinner bark of a tree, pitb of papyrus. book) + ~Jorm - more at
granting of Jicens~.s esp. to practice a profes
nom) 2 [influenced in meaning by NL libido] : 01 or belong.
LEAF] .: resembling phloem fibers
SaycsctoermdaOnlcegrwa,.nthtinegstalibcle"Snhseesd s(astanldo.rr psrofession
ing to the libido (the struggles 3$ainst ......, temptation Jibs pres 3d sing oJ LIB
ds
Psychological Abstracts) (identification and......, ties between Ii.bur.ni.an \C)li:b~rne~n\ adj. usu cap [Liburnia, ancient lU·cen.ti.ale \n:'sench~t. -e,at. tsp in s~nse ,
individuals, the latter being reduced to forms of sexual love district ofIlJyria (fr. L) + E -an]: of or belonging to Liburnia,
[ML licenriatus, fro past part. of Iicentiare tl
Abram Kardiner) - 1t.bid.t.nous.ly ad" - ll.bid.l.nousan andent country on the northeast coast of the Adriatic
licentJ'a license - more at LICENSE]' 1 a : 0
ness n -£$
Uburnian galley n, usu cap L : a fast light large-sailed sharp,.
license to practice a profession; esp : one wh{
li.bi.do \l~'be(.)do also +'Jjb~,do or 'libe,do or l~'bi(,)dO\ n
prowed galley Invented by the Liburnian pirates
granted by a university or other degree-conferri
·s [NL. fro L_ desire, lust. fr. libiire to please - more at LOVl!] Iib.ya \ 'libeo\ ad}, usu cop [fro Libya, country in northern
a year and a half off to become a ~ in canol
1 a : emotional or psychic energy that in psychoanalytic Africa]: of or from Libya: of the kind or style prevalent in b: an acadePlic degree ranking below that of a"
theory is derived from primitive bi010gical urges and that is
Libya: LIBYAN
'
some European institutions of hjgher educ'atiol
usu. goal-dirccted (described the relation of person to person lUb.y·an \-e~n\ adj, usu cap (Libya, ancient territorY varihis work toward the rv • • : prepared a critical
ously conceived in northern Africa (fr. L Libye, Libya, fro Gk
late 14th century commentanes-T.A.Kirby) ~
with the aid of the concept of ....... , the grossest manifestation of
which is sexual love -Abram Kardiner) b: desire for sexual
Libri) + E ·air] 1 : of. relating to • . or characteristic of to preach in some churches (as the Presbyleria
outlet or gratification (may be prompted to take a second wife
anCient Libya 2: of. relating to, or characteristic of the aninstalled as a .pastor
not by an excessive ~ -R.H.Loure) c: frequency 01 sexual
cient Libyans 3 [Libya. country in northern Africa + E ·an] ·2l1centlate ad} [ML Ii«ntiatus. past part.] 1
outlet (during the non breeding season in the young ram there
: of, relating to, or characteristic of modern Libya or its people
permission: ALLOWED b: licensed to preach
occurs a similar marked decline in""" -Nature) (therapy .... to 2ltbyan \ .• \ n -s U,fU car 1 a : a member of any of the peoples
unusual Hbe.rties : OISORDERLY, UNGOVERNED
,stimulate rv in b.ul1s during the seaSOn of the y~ar when sexual
indigenous in historica ancient times to the rCg10n immediately
me the most rv loose strayer under heaven -1
activity is depressed -Veterinary Bull.) 2: lustIul desire or
west of Egypt b: a member 01 any ot the. peoples that in 2Jj •.cen.tl.ale \.e.lit\ vt ·EDj-'tNO/·S [ML li«ntia
striving <the will .. _ has a strong ,..". of irs own -L.J.A.
historical ancient times were indigenous to No. Africa west
: to g.ive liberty, permission, or scope to (wen
Mercier)
.
from Egypt to the Atiantic 2 in. some ethnoioKical classiflca.
go a·begging -Isaac D'Israeli)
Jjb-lab \'Iib,lab\ n·s usu cop both Ls [Liberal-Labor] 1 : ·a
tions: a member of a branch 01 the Mediterrane.n subrace lI.cen.U.ate.sbip \·t.\t,ship\ n : the quality
member 01 the British Liberal party in the late 19th century comprising some or all of the Libyans and those ~eoples (as licentiate
belonging to or supporting the trade·union movement 2: a
the Berbers) believed to be descended Irom them WIthout sub· U.cen.lI.a.llon \(.)Ji.senche·ash.n\ n ·s : tbe I
p'o liticalliberal associated with policies favorable to organized
stantial mixture with other stocks and also comprising the
esp. 10 practice medicine
.
labor
people believed to have been the principal racial·stock 01 pre· lI.cen.lious \(·)II;sencb .. \ ad} [L licentlosus.
IIbo.ce-dnls \.ITho·sedros, .lib.\ n. cop [NL. fr. Ok liboi
historic Egypt and perhaps 01 adjoining parts of prehistoric -<>sus ·ous] 1 : marked by the absence 01 J
tears (fr. leJ'be;n to pour) + L cedrus cedar; Ir. the resinous
northeastern Africa 3: a Berber lansuage of ancient N.o.
restraints: hostile or offensive to accepted stSI
nature of the tree - more at LIBATION, CEDAR] : a genus of
Africa ·4: a native or inhabitant of modern Libya
duct (the ~ practice ... of making depredation
trees (Iamily Pinaceae) having leaves that resemble those of libyan alphabet n. usu cop L : an alphabet of consonantal
nations -Thomas Hutchinson) (the lying and.
the sequoia - see INCE.NSE CEDAR
characters of sim·p le geometric form of uncertain origin but
our newspapers -Thomas Jefferson) 2: mark
lIbr abbr librarian
perhaps derived in part from the Punic or neo-Punic alphabet
: LASCtVIOUS. UNCHASTE (ribaldry ... too wer
JI. bra \in senses J & 2 'lib~ or 'reb-, In Sense J 'lebr-a or "ev~\ n 10 which several hundred inscriptions in the Libyan language tarsatveedof ~~ , portofoafneraascnadls~doPni.tt -exT,'s·Bt ._MCac.Bau.Nlaoy
[ME. fr. L. lit., balance. unit of weight] l·s usu cop. : the 7th
are known from the late pre·Christian period and the first
pI
.- I,
sign of the zodiac - see SIGN tabfe. ZODIAC dlustration
several centuries of the ChrIstian era principally from what are
Hall) 3: marked by neglec1 of or disregard fo
2 pi Ii. brae \']j(,)bre, 'le,bri\ [L] : an ancient Roman
now Tunisia and eastcrn Algeria - called also Numfdian
correctness (verse ... somewhat,...,., in number
unit 01 weight egual to 327.45 grams or 0.7221 pound
alp"ab.t; see TIFINAGH
Henry Hallam) (English speech was never mOl
avoirdupois 3·s ISp & P(!. Ir. L] a : any of various Spanish libyan cat n. usu cop L : KAFFIR CAT
~ -Havelock Ellis) - lI.cen.tlous.ly adv
or Portuguese units of weIght varying around 460 grams or IIbyco-berber \;IiW(.)ko+ \ n. usu cap L&B [Llbyco' (fr. L lI.cen.tious.ness n -ES : the quality or state of t
1.01 pounds avoirdupois b: the Colombian unit equal to 500
Libycus of Libya, Ir. Ok Libykos. Ir. Llbyif Libya) + Berber]
(the utmost~ of the press and 01 the stage -T.I
grams e: the Venezuelan unit equal to I kilogram d: the
: BERBER 2 . .
Iieh \'Iich\ n·S [ME lich.lik body, corpse. fr. 01
basic monetary unit pf Peru from 1898 to 1930; also: a gold Ubyo- comb form. usu cap [Libya] : Libyan and (Llbyo' LIKE] dial Brit: a dead body: CPRPSE- used,
coin worth one libra
.
Phoenician) (Llbl.0·Teutonic)
bination (lich·house)
lI.brar·J,an \1I·brerlon. ·bra(a)r·. ·brlir·, n ·s [library + -on] lIb.y.lhe.idae \.lIbo·thlo.de\ n pl. cop [NL, fr. Libythea. type Iteb bird n : a night jar (Caprimuigus europaeus)
1 a : a . specialis.t in the care or management 01 a library genus (perh. fr. Ok Libys Libyan + thea appearance. aspect) Itcbee var of LITCH'
.
b : one whose vocation is working with library books (as by
+ ·Idae] : a small family comprising the snout butterflies and tli.cben \'IIk~n sometimes chiefly Brit 'lich~n\
cataloging) 2 : one whose special task is the management 01
often considered a subfamily 01 Nymphalidae .
/eichen.lichen. prob. fr. ielchein to lick - more a'
any body of literature (as the musical scores for an orchestra) lie abbr 1 license; licensed 2 licentiate
01 numerous complex thallophytic plants . that
li.brar.l.an.ship \·.ship\ n: the office or duties of a librarian Ii.ca·nia \I~·kane:.. Ii··\ n, cop [NL. modi!. (with some letter group Lichenes_ that are made up of an alga
U.brary Vli,hrere. -~b(r)~re, -_bre, -ri also +-.ber- sometimes rearrangement) of GaHbi caligni (tree of the genus Licania)) growing in symbiotic association on various sol
·.b~r.e or ·.bor.i\ n ·ES often at/rib [ME IIbrarle. Ir. ML
: a large genus of tropical American trees (family Rosaceae)
rocks or the bark of trees) that consist o·
librarium &: librarJ'a. fro neut. & fem. respectively of L Iihaving alternate simple leaves and small ranicled flowers·
thallus which is not differentIated into stem i
brarius 01 books. Ir. libr·. liber book + -onus ·ary - more at lI·can·le acid \1~·lkanik·, (')11;1\ n [N . Licania + E ·ic] which may be crustose. fruticose, or foliacec
Lu.F] 1 a : a room, a section or series of sections of a build~
: a crystalline unsaturated keto acid C .. H,{CH=CH),(CH 1)4- contains algal gonidia embedded in a meshw
ing. or a building itself given over to books, manuscripts,
COCH,CH,COOH that in the form of the glyceride is the hyphae and that include organisms important i
musical scores, or other literary and sometimes artistic machief component of oiticica oil and that may be hydrogenated
ing and'breakdown of rocks and some that are $(
. tcrials (as paintings or musical recordings) usu. kept in some
to stearic acid
.
or dyes - see ASCOLlCHENES, BASIDJOLICHENES;
convement order for USe but not. for sale (the ho.u se contained Ii-car.e.o! \1~'ka(a)re,61. li'· -,01\ n -s [ISY licare- (fr. NL REINDEER MOSS; ARCHIL, LITMUS 2: any of se
a""" besides the living. dining, and kitchen areas) (a college ...... )
Licaria. genus of trees of the family Lauraceae) + -0/]: levoroeases characterized by the eruption of flat
tatory Iinalool
• UCHEN PlANUS
- sce PUBLIC LIBRARY b (J) : a collection of books, manuscripts. or other literary materials kept (as in a JibTarY)"''-+~~~~!''!"'~'!!!!'''!!''''''!-"!t!","",!!-_""!~_!,,!,",,"_!!,,,_-,'''!''...·~iiiit.\''\ vt -ED!-ING/-S : to cover over witl
stud,Y or reading or a collection of paintings, musical sc es, II-cens·able \·IIs'ns.bol\ ad) : capable of being licensed or
(they lay till all their bones were ... '
mUSical recordings. photographs, maps, or films kept for
of receiving a license (licens~s to import most -.. commodities
e cr.ags -A)fre~ Tennyson) (look down
convenient use, study. or enjoyment (a
of early Amer
from hard-currency areas -Foreign Commerce Weekly)
thiS lovely bUild me -R:M.Lockley) (.travel books) (a rv of Bach recordjngs) (a private -.. of m
lU-cense or It·cence \'lisGon(t)s\ n -s see sense 5 [ME licence,
urably vast continUity -R.L.Mittenbuh
script plays) (2) .: an institution for the custody or adm
Ir. MF. fr . L licontia. fr . licent·. licens (pres. part. 01 licifre to
a.les \,IIk.·na(,)ICz\ n pi. cop [NL. fr.:
trahon of such a collection (the Library of COngress) (3
be permitted, be for sale) + -ia' -Yj akin to Latvian Uk, to come
rt some esp former classifications· an I
collection suggesting a library (as a reference library)
to tenos] 1 : permIssion to act <..go from hence without their
ing the 1ichens
most complete ~ of illustrations available in book for
~-Daniel Defoe} 2 a : unusual freedom of action permitted
es \Ii·ke(.)nez\ n pi. cop rNL. fr. pl ..
advt) <a ,. .,., of color chips -Amer. Fabrks)
c: RE
because of extenuating circumstances or special prerogatives
ategory of thallophytes comprising th
LIBRARY d (1) : CANON 3c (the goal of going through
(in the decoration the Chinese silversmiths had been allowed
tited as an independent group more or I
entire Shakespeare -.. -lewis Funke> (2): a series of b
the utmost -.. -Osbert Lancaster) (reason and common sense
gae and Fungi - compare LICHENALES
of some similarity issued by a pubhsher (a Hawthorne
were given full ,...,., to take no notice of pedants -Stuart
reen n : a light greenish gray that is ye:
(3) : a series of reference materials bearing on the same m
Hampshire) (had a stranger·s -.. to go everywhere - Nadine
neer than French gray and bluer than
(as programs, routines, and subroutines in digital compu
Gordimer) b (I) ! excessive freedom: the abuse of liberties
j.fj-ca.tion \lilken:>f6Ikash~n 11ik~n-\'
·e: MORGUE 2a f: somethlng suggestin~ a library .e sp . in b
granted (a wave of municipal reform . . . for the correction of
·Ilcat;on]: the process by which skin beci
a receptacle of wide or mjscellaneous mformatJon (men
what was regarded as ,...,., -Havelock Ellis) (Caesar's legions
thery or fichenoid usu. as a result of chr.
women ... who are oral libraries for neighborhood his
.... were enjoying their victory in the""'" which js miscalled
patch of skin so modified
and gossip -Amer. Guide Series: Tenn.) 2 Brit: a busi
liberty -I.A.Froude> (freedom 01 the press also carries the
i.fied \Ii'ken~.fid. ·Ilk.n·\ adj [tlichen
established to conduct transactions for others: AGENCY;
grave responsibility that it not .be turned into,...,., -Time)
: HAR NED, LEATHERY (,...,., eczema)
: a theater ticket agency
(2) : abusive disregard for rules of personal conduct: LICEN' li.che in \'llk"n~n\ n ·s ['lichen + .In] :
library binder n : one that binds and rebinds books in du
TIOUSNESS (like most women of that character and those
r.olyS chande (C,H,.O,). composed 01 glu(
cloth for frequent usc
circumstances her""'" was pecuJiarly unlimited -Tennessee
ound p. in several species of moss and lichel
library bIndIng n : an esp. stron$ durable cloth hookbin
Williams) (pren·u ptial chastitl' in one tribe and adolescent ~ in
grains nd bulbs
suitable lor use by a circulating library; also: the produ
another -Ruth Benedict) 3 a (I) : a right or permission lichen s.lan.d!.ellS \: ...I·sland~k~s\ n [NL,
of books so ~ound - com~are EDITION BINDINO
granted in accordance with law by a competent authority to
Jichen: ICELAND MOSS
library. buckram n : a fabnc used for library bindings .
eenn&gaaggee linn ssoommee btrUasninsaescstl'oonr 0wchcI~cPabtiuOtn'lotor sduoChsoli'!'cee!!scet'woorutldo It.che ism Vn:k~lni~m\ n ~S : symbiosis bl
library corner n : a corner of a book.. cover turn~in in whic
h
11
algae
d fungi that produces Hchens
surplus cloth is folded under for greater strength ins tea
be unlawful (a ~ to sell ·Iiquor) (a marriage ~) (a ~ to li.cbe ist \. n~st\ n ·s : LICHENOLOOIST
being cut away as in ordinary binding
practice medicine) (2): a document evidencing a license Ii.che oid \-:nOid\ adj: resembling lichen (,...,.,.
<'"oJ

li~:~rKf ~~~t~~rks :o~ ~;te o!u~g:s uniform in size and ro
library of congress classUicalion n. usu cop L&Jst C:
brary classification using the letters of the alphabet plus
bers for its notati9n - compare
OECIMAL CLASSJFICATlON, EXPANSIVE
. CLASSIFICATION
library paste n : a thick white
smooth adhesive made from starch
and used esp. on paper and paper..
board
li,.bzrl.nagryl'nSebthOeOI tnea:chal"nCghOoOfl SI'I'becraiarylIi

science
library science n : the study or the
prinCiples and practices of library
care and administration or of any
division of it (as bibliography Or
reference work)
library steps n pi : a portable set
01 often lolding steps used to gain
~;;~~s to the high shelves of a Ii·
library van n : BOOKMOBILE
Ili.brate \'1;: brlit, ·.br~t\ n·s [ML
libra to. Ir. ML Rbra English pound
(lr. L, balance, libra) + L ·ata (fem. of ·atus -ate)] :
having a value of a pound a year
2)i.brate \·.brat\ vb .ED/·ING/·S [L libra IUS. past p

ro~~lr1~h~ ina;:'~3~~Yd~rS~~~~f~~no~lt~~~ ~~~n:h~~hP~~~d lIk~~ Y·l~f·~~ r~i~t~~~~~aii~h\n':,\d~~chen.o.1

otherWIse be unlawful or a trespass - distingllished from
teo.. c: the ~rant by a patent holder to another of any of the
rights embodied in the patent short of an assignment of a
fractional interest therein and short of assigning all the rights
protected by the patent d: the grant of SOme but not all of the
rights embraced in a co!;,yright
e Canad : a free miner's
certificate 4: a deviation from strict fact, form, or rule
utilized by an artist or writer on the assumption that it will be
permitted for the sake of the advantage or effect gained
(permitting myself a certain""" of treatment, the better to
round out the picture -S.H.Adams) (has little truck with
those who have taken literary ~ -D.L.Horner) 5 pi license
c/U.fiy Midiand a: formal permission from local authorities
b : a document embodying such permission (get a pair o·
Ucense fer to marry -J.W.Riley)
2license also licence \ M\ vt 'ED/-ING/ -S [ME lieencen. fr.
licence t n.] 1 a ; to grant or issue a license to (someone) usu ..
after special qualifications have been met (was licensed ond
later ordained to the ministry -J.C.Brauer) b: to permit or
authorize esp. by formal license (patented processes were freely

h~f;s~fni~h! ~.":~~e:~~~ist~a~.:)err~'~~oa~~c~~r~~~i~

sion or consent to : ALLOW (at a wedding everybody seemed
licens d to kiss e ryo e else
I . Shaw)
I r
novelist may be Ii::nsednto dra;-o~w~rs imaginall~nP~A.4.
Quiller·Couch) (an able man. licensed by the times to do pretty
much as he pleased -J.H .Hanford) b [MF licencier. fr.

<

lI.ehe
ology
ll-che
study
Ii.che
·phag
ll.che

ol-o.glst

\.lib·n~loj~t\

n ·s : a specl

ol·o.gy \.j", n ·ES [lSV 'lichen + -<}.
I lichens
oph.a.gous \:Ilk.;n~bgo.\ adf Pilch
s] : feeding on Hchens
op.o·ra \.IIk~·n~por~\ n. caf. [NL, Ir. ,

: s~a'il~~i~~t~r{~~~i~ o~

:~n~ymn(

OllS \'Uk~n~s\ also Ji·chen·oS8 \',nos\
.. ose) 1 a : of. relating to, or rese,
unding in or covered with lichens (a stan
• a fountain at the other both,...,., and
c Prokosch) 2: 01 or relating to Iich.
Ia·nus \; .. ·pl~n ... ·Ilin·' n [NL. lit., I
ease characterized by an eruption of wi.

g~~p~~i~a t~i~i~~~O~fu~e~r~r ~~~~

pi of LICHEN
\'Uk~ne\ adf['lIchen + .y]: LICHENO
. . gleamed like a brown pebble througl:
Durrell)
.
1 n : a night jar (Caprtmulgus europa.us)
e var oj LYCH-QATE
S8 \ •••• \ n [ME llch hus. fr. llch corp!
more at UCH, HOUSE] : MORTUARY
r of LITCHI
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energy level I English
of a heating or cooling appliance, ~uch as an air conditioner, thai a equal
to the unit's output in BTUs per bour divided by i~ consumplion of en·
ergy, measured in walts.
energy level n. 1. The energy characterUtic of a stationary .tate of
a physical system. especially a quantum me.:hanicall}'Slem. 2. ~ 61a·
lionary slate of • quantum mtchanicalsystem. In both sens~ abo called
tnergy ltate.
en.er.vate (In'~r-vit') IT.v. ·vat.ed, .vat.lng, -vates 1. To
weaken or destroy the atrength or vitality of: "the luxury which tnnY<Ita
and dtslroY$ natiom" (Henry David Thoreau). ~ 'ynonytn$ at deplete.
2. MuJidn. To remove a nerve or part of a nerve. • adj. (I-ntlr'vlt) Deprived of strength; debilitated. {Latin inuvdre, tn......u· : '-, ex-, ex· +
no"",s, .tnew; see (s)n~ in Appendix I.I_n'er.v.'tion IL _ , er.ve'tive adj. _n'er'va'tot n.

Usage Note Sometimes people mistabnly uoe trItTWlU to mean "10
invigorate" or "to =ite" by .....uming that this word is a close couslA of
the verb energize. In fact enervtlte doe, not come from the .. me 1OW'Ce
as nrergiu (Gr~ken.,goJ. -active").lt comes from Latin rremu, "sinew."
Thus ontn'fUe means -10 cau"" to become 'out of mwcle',n that is, "to
~ktn or deplele oC slrength."

involv.: rng"ge" shy ptNOn in «lnytnation. 7. To requite the use of; oc.
cupy: Studying engagts most oj my time. •. To enter or bring inlo conflict
with: W. have tngaged the enemy. 9. To in~rlock or cause to Interlock;
mesh: .ngagt the automolril.~ dutch. 10. To give or ~ as .ecuriry.
-i.tr. 1. To involve onesdf or become occupied; parlicipa~: tngrlgt
'Orlversation. 2. To ...ume an obligation; 8g_. 3. To enter into conflict
or battle: The armi". engaged at dawn. 4. To become meshed DC iDltr.
locked: The gtars engaguJ.\Middle Engli.sh engagen, to pledge something
as securiry for repayment of debt, from Old French engagier : en-, in; ~
EN-' + grlg~ pledge, of Germanic ocigin.)_n.gag'er n.
en·ga·ge (In'gl.zhi') adj. Actively committed, as 10 a polilical
ca~. [French, pasl participle of engagu. to ~ngase, from Old French en·
gagier, to pledge. See ENGAGE.I
.
enogaged (In-slid') adj. 1. Employtd, occupied. or buoy. 2. Committed, as to • cause. 3. Pledged to marry; betrothed: an engaged co"ple.
4. Involved in conflict or battle. 5. Being in gear; meshed. 6. Partly em·
bedded in. buill into, or attached to another part, as columns on a wall.
en.gage.rnent (In·gW=nt) n. 1. The act oCengagingor the Slate
of being engaged. 2. Betrothal. 3. Somcthill8that snves to engage; a
pledge. 4. A prom"e or agreement to be 01 a particu1ar place at a partkular time. Sa. Employmenl, especially for a specified time. b. A 'Pwflc,
often limited. period of employment. 6. A hOitile encountu; a battle. 7.
The condition of being in gear.

m

E·nes·co (~-n~ l-n&'-). Georges 1881-1955. Romanian·born
violinisl and composer whose worla indude the opera OedipuJ (1936)
and three symphonies.
Synonyms engagtment, QPpointnlent. QsSignalion, dale, rtntU:z..ous,
En·.·we·tak or En.i.we.tok (m'a-wt'tl!k', a·nflwl-) An atoU in
tryst These nouns denote a commitment to appear at a certain time and
the Ralik Chain of the Marshall Islands in the wm-antral Paciflc Ocean.
place: Q business engagement; a denial appoinlment; a _
assignation; a
It was the site of U.S. atomic tats from 194810 1954.
dau,., play /mnls; a muiavous 0/ agenlJ '" the bonier; a /OW,,' tryst.
enoface (In-fas') tr. ... ·faced, ·f.c.lng, ·fac... To write on the fau
of (a check, for example). _n.face'ment IL
en·gag·lng (In ·gi'jlng) adj. Charming; attractive: an .ngaging
en.fant ter.rI.ble (1,,·(lN' t!-r~) n• • n.faRts t.r.rt.bles
.mil.. _nogag'ing·ly adv.
.
(~N-liIN' tl-relbb) One whose .wtlingl.y unconventional behavior,
en garde (IN glIrd') intnj. Used to warn a fencer to assume the powork, or thought embanaoscs or di&turbs othen: Th. nuliul pailf~ - .
silion preparalOry to a malCh. IFrench : .", on + garde, guard.1
the enJant terrible oj t/se art eslllblis/Jmertt. \Fn:nch: .nJant, child + tmien.gar·land (!n·giJrlbnd) t,.V. ·laneI.ed, -Iand·lng. -lands To
bit, frightful.]
encircle or deck with or IS if with a &>tland.
en·fee·ble (In-[e'~IJ tr.v. -bled••bling, ·bles To deprive of
Eng.els (!"8'~Iz, -~ls). friedrich 1820-1895. GeTman social theorist
who coUaboraled with Karl Marx on The CQmmuniJl Mtlniftsto (1848)
strength; make feeble. _n.fee'ble·ment II. _ n • ...,bl.r II.
en.feoff (!n-fefl. ·fUl) tr.v. -feoff.d, -feoff./ng, -feoffs To
and numerous other works.
inwst with a feudal estate or fte. [Middle English enJelfut. from Angloen.gen.dar (~n-jm'~r) ... -dared, -de.... ing, -den -fr. 1. To
Norman enJeoffer : Old French en-, causative pn:f.; see l!N-' + Old French
bring inlo existence; give rise to: "every cloud .ngenders not a .""","
fie/, fief; see FELJ _n°feoff'ment n.
(Shalcapearc). 2. To procrea~; propagate. -inIT. To come into aisen·fet.ter (In-ftt'~r, In-) IT. .. -tered, ·tll.... lng, -tel'$ To bind in
tence; orijjinate. lMiddle English .ngend,..n, from Old l'n!nch ertgmdrtr,
fetters; enchain.
from Latin ingrnerdrt : in-, in; ice EN-' + gmerllre, to produce; see GEN·
En·fleld (In'feld') A IOwn of northern Connecticut Dear the MassaEMTE.I_n.gen'de,.er II.
chwetts border. It was .ettled c. 1680 IS part of Massachusetts and an·
en·gln. (fn'jIn) n. 1a. A macbinethat conver1S energy inlO mtchanical foroe or motion. b. Such a machine distinguished from an electric.
nexed by Connecticut in 1749. Population: 45.532.
Enfield rifle ... Any of several rifles formerly used by British .00
'Pring-driven. or hydraulic motor by Its use of • fuel. 2a. A mechilQica1
Alnerican troops, especially the .30- or .303-caliber, boll-action, breechapplianoe, instrument. or 1001: engini!S of war. b. An agent, instrument,
or mUDS of accomplishment. .3. A locomolive. 4. A fire engine. S. Orm·
loading model. [After Enfield. a borough of London, England.)
en·flolade (m'f~-Iad', -lad') n. 1. Gunfire ditec~ along the length
puur Sciena: A seardJ engine. • IT. v. ·glned. "1IIln·lng. 1J11Ie5 To
of a target, ouch asa column of troops. 2. A taIJ!:et vulnerable 10 noeeping . equip with an engine or engines. [Middle Engli.sh nrgin, skiD, machine.
gunfire. 3. ltrdtiuaurtA linear anangement of a ""ries of in~rior doon.
frenD Old French, innate ability. from latin ;ngenium. See geM' in Apas to a $\li~ of rooms, 10 as to provide a vista when the doors.", open. · pendix 1·1
.. tr.'. -Iad.eeI, -'ad-lng, ·'ade, To <aU with gunfire. (Freocb.leIin,
engine block n. The cast _tal block containing the cylindeIS of an
string. row, Crom rnfiler, to string together. run through, from Old
intftnal-:eornbustion engine.
en.gl.neer (In'j~n"uI) n. 1. One who is trained or profeuionally
Frmch : nr-, in. on; see EN-' + JiI, th=d (from Latin filum; see gWJlr.
.
engaged in a branch of engineering. 2. One who operates an engine. 3.
in Appendix 1).1
en·fleu·rage (6n'fIrriizh', -rij') n. A
in making perfume
One who skillfully or shrewdly managu an enterprise. .. tr. •• -neentd.
in which odorless fals or oils absorb the I1IS"iU\CC of fmh f1owm.
-neer·lng, -neen 1. To plan, construct. or manage U an engineer. 2.
[French, from en/kuru, to .. IUra'" with the perfume of flowers : ,n·,
To alter or produce by methods of genetic engineering: "RtuIlrchm ...
caUAtive pref.; see EN-' + follr, flower (from Old French flour, from
comptJrui insuUn manllJactu,ed by bacteria genetically enginuruJ with nLatin flO., fler-; see bhef..' in Appendix 1).1
,0mbinQlft DNA I#hrrUjlUJ to the commndal iMdin obtai1ledJrom swin,
en.flur.ane (In-/ldbr'4n ') n. A nonflammable Uquid, CJH~CIPsO,
0' CIII/k" (Fusion). 3. To plan. manage, and pUI through by okilltulacu
II5ed as an inhalanl anesthetic. (EN-' ... fW(O)R(O)- + (mf)AN!./
or contrivance; maneuver. [Middle English ettginour, from Old French
en. fold (m-fOld') IT. v. -fold ••d, -fold.lng, -folds 1. To cover wilr"'""'I.IJ!IIP.,""iiIo!'Il!I!....._J\ItII""IIii",.._""'~,""'''"~-~''"'
or as if with folds; envelop. 2. To hold within limits; enclose. 3. To eI.
~ttive, from Latin mgtniurn, ability. ~ ENGINE.)
.:".
.n.gl·neer·lng (In'~-n!tllng) II. 1a.lbc: applkation of Kientific
brace. _n.fold'er n.
en.force (In-{Ora', ·fOn') tr.v. -forced, -fol'(.lng, ·forc•• s 1. ~
and mathematical principles 10 pnctical end! such as the design. manufacture, and operation oC efficient and economical5tructures, machinn.
compel observance of 01' obedience to: enforce Q law. 2. To imp,," a
proces.... and 1}'S1em.. b. The profession of or the work performed by
kind of behavior. for example): enJota mililary disdpline. 3. To ,Bi
force 10; reinforce: -mJorces its pItA with a dacription oj the pains of he"
an engineer. 2. Skillful maneuvering or direction: geopolitiad engi_(Albert C. Baugh). (Middle English enJoreen, from Old French erth:!..
ins; NJdAI tnginurirtg.
to """rt force. compel. and from enforcir, 10 strengthen: m·, ca~
en·glrd (In-gQrd') tr. ... -girt (-gan'),-glrd·lng, 1Jirds Archaic To
pref.; see EN-' ... fore.. slrength; see fORCP..1 -en.fon:....·b1I'I.ty
encirde.
_·forcela·ble adj. _n.force'ment n. -en.fore'.r II.
en·glr·dle (1~-gQrldl) tr.v. -died, -dllng. -dIes To encircle ocsurenofran·chise (In-frln'clm') IT." -chised, -chis.lng. -c:his. . .- _. ._ . ._ .....~......._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...
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1_ To bestow a franchise on. 2. To endow with the rigbu of citiuNhip.
especially the right to vote.. 3. To free. as from bondage. IMiddie English
enfrrzunchist1l, from Old French enfrandlir, ertJrrmchi3$-. to set free: en·.
intensiYe pref.; see EN-' + franchi, (from franc. free; lee FRANI(').I_n.
fran'(hise'ment..
ENG abbr. electronic news gathering
Eng. abbr. 1. England 2. English
En·gaodlne (lng'p-dln') A valley of the Inn River in HSIml Swillerland, divided into the Upper EngadiDe in I~ lOuthwest and the Lower
Engadine in the northeast. It is a noted resort area.
en·gage (In-g4jl) v. -gaged, -gag./ng, 1Jag.es -IT. 1. To
obtain or contract for the services oC; employ: engage a carpt/lUr. 2. 'To
arrange for t~ we of; reserve: engage a room. ~ synonyms al book_ 3.
To pledge or promise, especiaUy 10 marry. 4. To attra" and hold the at·
tention of; engross: a hobby that .ngaguJ her Jor houn al a rime. S. To
win over Or attract: His ,mil. engages everyone he met/S. 6. To draw into;

en.glrt (In·gQrt') v. ~ tense and put participle of .nglrd.
en.gla.dal (In-sJi's~l) adj. Located or occurring within a gla.ier.
Eng.land (Jng'gI~nd) A division of I~ Uni~ IGngdom, the 5Outbem part of the island of Great Britain. Originally settled by Celtic peapia, it wu subsequently conqueml by Romans, Angles. Samns, Jute..
Danes. and Nonnans. Acts of union joined England with Wal.. in 1536,
with Scotland In 1707 10 create the political enlity of Greal Britain, and
with Ireland in 180110 form the United Kingdom. London;'; the capital
and th_ lugest city oC both England and the Uniled Kingdom. Population: 46,220,955.
Eng·llsh (Ing'glbh) adj. 1. Of. ,dating to, or characteristic of Eng\and or its people or cultwe. 2. Of or ttlating to the English language.
+ n. t . (used with a pl. -") The people of England. la. The West Germanic language of England, the United States. and other countries that
are or h"ve been under Englioh influtnce or control b. The English langu.se of a particular time. region. person.!:r group of persons: American
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RESCISSION
RESCISSION cancellation of a CONTRACT and the return of the .
ties to the positions they would have occupied if the contract .
not been made. Grounds for rescissions may include original inv~! . '
lidity of the agreement, FRAUD, failure of CONSIDERATION, ormat~ri~ ." ,
al BREACH or DEFAULT. Rescission may be brought about bythe L!; ,
mutual consent of the parties, by the conduct of the parties or by
a decree by a court of equity.
RESEARCH
1. scientific method of systematically gathering, recording, and an- ·
alyzing data important to advertisers. Research information is
used to plan, create, and execute more effective advertising and .,
marketing campaigns.
. .
2. de artment within a com an who e rim
conducting these types of investigations.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (R&D) scientific and marketing evolution of a new product or service. Once such a product has
been created in a laboratory or other research setting, marketing specialists attempt to define the market for the product. Steps are then
taken to manufacture the product to meet the needs of the market
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT division within a corporation, brokerage firm, investment ~ompany? ban~ trust de'p~ment, insurance
,
products, markets, or securities. See also RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (R&D).

'

RESEARCH INTENSIVE product, project, or industry requiring
many MAN-HOURS of research. Most research-intensive applications
involve complex technology.
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RESERVATION
1. booking, appointment, or date to perform some activity at a particular time and place.
2. reluctance, doubt, suspicion, or misgiving entertained about
something or someone.

RESERVE-STO(
inventory levels
dise can be sUPl
, time necessary 1

RESERVE
1. segregation of retained earnings to provide for such payouts as
dividends, contingencies, improvements, or retirement of preferred stock.
2. valuation reserve, also called ALLOWANCE, for depreciation, bad
debt losses, shrinkage of receivables because of discounts taken,
and other provisions created by charges to the profit and loss
statement.
3. hidden reserves, represented by understatements of balance sheet
values.
4. cash on hand and deposit maintained by a commercial bank in
a Federal Reserve Bank to meet the Fed's RESERVE REQUIREMENT·
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Fo

, 'l'hat the D'ivifion of Labour is limited by the Exlmt
of tbe Market.

A
occafion to the divifion of labour, fo the extent
S it is -t.he power of exchanging that gives

of this divifion muA: always be limited by the
extent of that power, or, in other, .words, by the
extent~ of, the market. When 'the market is very
fmall, 'no perCon can' have any enc~uragement to
dedicate himfelf entirely to one employment, for
want 'of the power to exchange' all that furplus part
of the produce of his own labour, which is over
and above his own confumption, for fuch parts of
the produce of other mens labour as he has oc-

cafton for.
are fame forts of indullry, even of the
loweft kind, which call be carried on no wl1ere b~t
THERE

in a great town. A porter, for example, can find
employmeut and fubfiftence in no other place. A
villag~ is by much too narrow a fphere for him;

even an ordinary market town is fcarce large enough
to afford him conftant occupation. In the lone
houfes and very fmall villages which are fcattered
about in fo defart a country as the highlands of
Scotland, every farmer muft be butcher, bakel' and
brewer for his own family'. In fuch fituations we
can fcarce expe& to find even 11. fmith, a carpenter,
9Ta mafon, within lefs than twenty m:les of another
of the fame trade. The fcattered families that

live

T

CERTAIN COAXIAL CABLE CONNECTORS AND COMPONENTS
THEREOF AND PRODUCTS CONTAINING SAME

Inv. No. 337-TA-650

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Mark A. Kressel, hereby certify that on January 13,2010 a copy of the foregoing
SUBMISSION OF TESSERA, INC. IN RESPONSE TO THE COMMISSION'S
QUESTIONS REGARDING THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY REQUIREMENT OF
SECTION 337(a)(3)(C) was served upon the following parties as indicated:
~

Honorable Marilyn R. Abbott
Secretary
U.S. International Trade Commission
500 E Street, SW, Room 116
Washington, DC 20436
(Original + 12 copies)

Via hand delivery

D Via courier (Fed Ex)
D Via facsimile
D Via first class mail
IZI Via electronic filing
IZI Via hand delivery
D Via courier (FedEx)
D Via facsimile
D Via first class mail
D Via electronic mail

The Honorable E. James Gildea
Administrative Law Judge
U.S. International Trade Commission
500 E Street, SW, Room 317-E
Washington, DC 20436
(2 Copies)

bd Via hand delivery

Sarah Zimmerman, Esq.
Attorney Advisor
U.S. International Trade Commission
600 E Street, SWRoom 317-F
Washington, DC 20436
Sarah.Zimmerman@usitc.gov

D Via courier (FedEx)
D Via facsimile
D Via first class mail
IZI Via electronic mail
~ Via hand delivery

Kevin Baer, Esq.
Office of Unfair Import Investigations
U.S. International Trade Commission
500 E Street, SW, Room 401-G
Washington, D.C. 20436
Kevin.Baer@usitc.gov

D Via courier (Fed Ex)

o Via facsimile

D Via first class mail
IZI Via electronic mail

Counsel for Complainant John Meualingua
Associates, Inc. d/b/a PPC, Inc.

D Via hand delivery
D Via courier (Fed Ex)

Patrick D. Gill, Esq.
R. Brian Burke, Esq.
Rode & ~ualey
55 W. 39 1 Street
New York, NY 10018
Patrickdgill@rode-gualey.com

o Via facsimile

IZI Via first class mail
IZI Via electronic mail
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Counsel/or Respondents Fu Ching
Technical Industry Co., Ltd. & Gem
Electronics, Inc.

Inv. No. 337-TA-650

o Via hand delivery
o Via courier (FedEx)
o Via facsimile

John R. Horvack, Jr. Esq.
Sherwin M. Yoder, Esq.
Carmody & Torrance LLP
195 Church Street
New Haven, CT 06509
Jhorvack@,camlodvlaw.com

IZI Via first class mail

~ Via electronic mail

Mark A. Kressel
Irell & Manella LLP
1800 Avenue of the Stars
Suite 900
Los Angeles, CA 90067-4276
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